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YOU'RE SUPPOSED TO
SAVE THOSE COOKIES
FOR SANTA!

7

Associated Press Writer

6 shopping
days to Christmas

INSIDE:
The winners of the
annual Christmas
Decorations Contest
sponsored by the Murray Woman's Club are
pictured in today's
issue. Page 18

THURSDAY
December 19
WORLD
BRUSSELS, Belgium — U.S.
Secretary of State James A.
Baker III said today he received
"very, very firm assurances"
from Soviet authorities on the
control of their 27,000 nuclear
weapons during his visit to the
collapsing superpower. Page 3A

SPORTS
The nation's leading rebounder,
Murray State's Popeye Jones,
will lead the Racers into
tonight's game at Western Kentucky. Page 2B

BUSINESS
DETROIT — General Motors
Corp. on Wednesday announced
a program to deflate its bloatec
North American automotive
operations, leaving tens of thousands of workers wondering 12
their jobs were on the line.
Page 3A, SA
1

FORECAST
Tonight: Mostly clear. Low near
30. Light south wind. Friday:
Mostly cloudy. A 40 percent
chance of showers. High around
50.

POLLEN/MOLD
1-800-756-4AIR
Allergy-Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky
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KENTUCKY LAKE
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BARKLEY LAKE
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Natcher wins redistricting battle
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
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FRANKFORT, Ky. — At one
time or another, almost everyone
who is anyone in Kentucky politics
was touched by the congressional
redistricting debate.
But in the end, it was the state's
elder statesman who won the day.
Democratic U.S. Rep. William
Natcher, a member of Congress
from Kentucky since 1953, held off
several challenges Wednesday to

Registry
dismisses
charges
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
Kentucky Registry of Election
Finance unanimously approved a
committee opinion that found no
cause to take action against 'Coy.
Brereton Jones.
State Republican Party Chairman
Robert Gable had charged that
Jones' corporation, Airdrie Stud
Inc., made illegal corporate contributions to Jones' 1987 campaign
for lieutenant governor.
The opinion, approved Wednesday in a voice vote, generally concluded that because Jones is Airdrie's top official and sole owner,
the extensive services Airdrie provided to his campaign did not constitute a corporate, and thus illegal,
contribution.
The 17-page opinion was
rendered by the registry's special
audit committee.
(Cont'd on page 2)

win approval of a redistricting plan
to his liking.
In the process, he may have
wounded one of his Democratic
allies, U.S. Rep. Chris Perkins,
who finds himself representing a
district that now contains Republican Rep. Hal Rogers.
Because Kentucky's population
growth did not keep up with other
states, the state lost a seat in the
U.S. House of Representatives in
the 1990 census.
There were hurt feelings and dire

predictions.
It makes it possible for the
Republicans to win the congressional district in the east," warned
Democratic Party Chairman Grady
Stumbo.
Rogers had staff members dogging the process all along and Perkins made personal visits to Frankfort as late as Tuesday. It was the
Perkins camp that most opposed
the plan, in large measure because
he is considered very vulnerable.

In his race for a fourth term in subject.
1990, Perkins narrowly defeated a
Many of the alternatives
Republican challenger who was revolved around placing Pulaski
supposed to be a pushover. Rogers, County, Rogers' home, in a diffein his sixth term, is considered a rent district. The most frequently
far more serious foe.
mentioned ternative would have
Perkins even went to Gov. Bre- placed Rogeh Tfab--Nstcher's 2nd
reton Jones for help on Wednesday District. But Natcher effectively
morning.
blocked that with lobbying on
Jones Chief of Staff Diana Tay- Wednesday.
lor refused to say if Jones took any
Even Louisville Mayor Jerry
action on redistricting after meet- Abramson got into the act. He
ing with Perkins. Jones had earlier
promised to keep hands off the (ConI'd on page 2)

Celebration of lights

MSU carolers
to sing Friday

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hale of 1605 Keenland won Best Nativity Scene during this year's Christmas Decorations Contest. The contest is sponsored by the Glirden Department of the Murray Woman's Club (See
other contest winners on page B1).

More than 50 carolers from
Murray State University, led by
President and Mrs. Ronald I.
Kurth, will be spreading the joy
of the Christmas season on Friday evening.
They will sing first at West
View Nursing Home and then
through Canterbury, according
to Barbara Moore, special
events coordinator in the president's office on the campus.
She said the carolers will
leave Oakhurst, the president's
residence, at 6 p.m. on the hayride and caroling expedition.
They will ride in seven carriages
and wagons drawn by teams of
horses and mules.
The group is made up of staff,
their families and students from
the president's office, Oakhurst,
the two vice presidents' offices
and the university attorney's
office, along with the local providers of the transportation.
Moore said families in Canterbury wishing to have the
group sing carols for them
should turn on their porch
lights.

Issel and Huston appointed to Jones' cabinet
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Dan Issel
said he offered a "decent name and
reputation," but admittedly no
experience, as Kentucky's prospective tourism secretary.
Gov. Brereton Jones said the former college and professional
basketball star was perfect for the
job of boosting one of the state's
leading industries.
Jones on Wednesday announced
the appointments of Issel and a
new Work Force Development
Cabinet secretary, William Huston

of Paducah.
Jones has two cabinet vacancies
remaining — human resources and
natural resources — and said
another announcement was possible
Friday.
Issel will take over the Tourism
Cabinet in April after finishing
work as a broadcaster for the Denver Nuggets, Jones said in a news
conference at the Capitol.
"I don't know a lot about tourism," Issel said by telephone hookup from Florida.
But he will have "outstanding
deputies that are going to be able
to teach me as well as handle the

Jobless claims soaring in December
WASHINGTON (AP) — Jobless claims surged a sharper-thanexpected 79,000 during the first week of December as the number of
Americans filing for first-time unemployment benefits nearly reached
the half-million mark, the government said today.
There were a seasonally adjusted 493,000 people applying for benefits during the week ended Dec. 7, up from 414,000 the previous week,
according to the Labor Department.
The rise, after last week's 61,000 decline, could portend a further
deterioration in the nation's labor market, but economists wanted to
see if the trend was sustaincl in succeeding months.
Analysts attribute little significance to week-to-week fluctuations in
the claims numbers, which are extremely volatile. But they have
watched with concern as the four-week running average has crept
steadily higher since midsummer.
The average during the latest four-week period was 449,000, up
from 443,500 the previous four weeks.
Analysts had expected the latest weekly increase, but only around
half of the 79,000 rise reported. Claims during the previous week had
been held down by Thanksgiving, which left laid-off workers with only
four days to apply for benefits instead of the usual five.

nuts and bolts of it," Issel said.
"I think what I bring to the table
is a pretty decent name and reputation. It's my intention to use those
assets to make more people aware
of the great assets that the state of
Kentucky has."
Issel starred as a player at the
University of Kentucky and is fifth
on pro basketball's career scoring
list. He scored 27,482 points for
the Nuggets and the American
Basketball Association's Kentucky
Colonels.
Though living in Denver, he
remains a familiar figure in his
adopted state as a television

spokesman for Kentucky Farm
Bureau Insurance Co.
Issel also appeared in commercials for Jones' gubernatorial campaign this year and Jones' campaign for lieutenant governor in
1987.
Issel will take over a cabinet that
had a $117 million budget this
year. It oversees a nationally
acclaimed state park system, the
state fairgrounds in Louisville and
the Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources.
Issel can continue doing TV
sports work and insurance commercials on his own time, Jones said.

(Cont'd on page 2)

Taking the fifth
MHS wins state drama title again
By CYRUS AFZALI
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Gorbachev to 'decide his
destiny' after weekend
MOSCOW (AP) — Mikhail S. ready to recognize the indepenGorbachev was quoted today as dence of the Soviet republics
saying he will "decide his des- "within weeks, rather than
tiny" after a weekend meeting of months," Belgian Foreign Affairs
republic leaders, and an aide Minister Mark Eyskens said today.
denied a report the Soviet president He said the disposition of NATO
has already drawn up his members toward speedy recognition was "rather favorable."
resignation.
Secretary of State James A. BakRussian President Boris N. YeltIII, arriving today in Brussels
er
leaving
for
Rome
sin said before
today that "for all practical pur- for the meeting of NATO alliance
poses" Gorbachev has no future foreign ministers, said he had
role in the Soviet government, received "very, very firm assurwhich is to be disbanded by the ances" on the control of the 27,000
Soviet nuclear weapons during his
end of the month.
With the old union in its last
days, the NATO nations appear (Cont'd on page 2)

"We feel that this is in no way a
conflict of interest," Jones said.
"As a matter of fact, we think it's
an asset because here's a man with
great identity who will have even
more identity by reason of that
television exposure, and he's going
to be out selling Kentucky. I can't
think of a better way to do it."
Jones appointed two deputy secretaries of the Tourism Cabinet —
Brenda Frank, who organized his
inauguration, and Greg Ginter of
Richmond.

Three Murray High Sciital speech team members were recently honored with the state championship at the Kentucky High School Speech
League's drama tournament. From left: Carissa Belcher, Meredith
Julian and Rob Carpenter.

The Murray High School speech
team continued their winning tradition by winning the Kentucky High
School Speech League's drama
tournament for the fifth year in a
row Tuesday at Bowling Green.
Murray High seniors Carissa
Belcher aid Meredith Julian and
sophomore Rob Carpenter presented the E.J. Safirstein play
"Waterworks." Murray High
speech coach Mark Etherton said
the play tells the story of two
young people who have both been
confronted by death and help each
other through it. He said the theme
of a play is closely considered
before it is selected.
"The play needs to match what
your students can do as well as be
entertaining and educational,'
Etherton said.
Carpenter and Julian were also
selected as the two top performers
at the competition.
Etherton said the students practiced the play, which is about 25
minutes long, for three weeks.
Murray High was one of 12 schools
participating in the tournament.
"You have to qualify by winning
the regional or getting a composite
superior from three judges at previ(Cont'd on page 2)
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KENTUCKY CONGRESSIONAL REDISTRICTING

Natcher wins...
(Cont'd from page I)
placed calls to Jefferson County
lawmakers to ask them to support
the Senate plan that has Natcher
picking up about 55,000 people in
suburban Jefferson County.
Abramson said he saw an
"opportunity to have a man of the
,stature and clout in Washington
that Congressman Natcher has."
On the other side, several lobbyists from the state AFL-CIO
were working on behalf of Perkins,
considered one of organized labor's
strongest supporters in the
Congress.
Among legislators from eastern
and southern Kentucky, there was
strong sentiment on behalf of some
plan to retain two congressional

I.

districts based in that area. But
they couldn't muster much support
for the idea.
"In this particular case, the people that have the greatest need for
representation in the U.S. Congress
are going to have the least," said
Rep. Paul Mason, D-Whitesburg.
"You're dividing us," complained Rep. Rocky Adkins, DSandy Hook. "Eastern Kentucky
has lost today, but we'll be back
tomorrow.'
The new congressional boundaries, which will be used in the 1992
elections, are to the liking of the
other incumbent members from
Kentucky.
The 1st District of Democratic
Rep. Carroll Hubbard will encompass all of its current territory plus

sort of a boot. heel along the Tennessee line and up to include
Adair, Russell, Clinton and Cumberland counties.
The 2nd District runs from Dayless County up to suburban Jefferson County, down to Warren County and east to part of Lincoln
County.
The 3rd District of Rep. Ron
Mazzoli remains urban Louisville
and now takes in northwestern Jefferson County.
The 4th District of Rep. Jim
Bunning will run from Oldham
County up the Ohio River to Boyd
and Lawrence counties.
The 6th District of Republican
Rep. Larry Hopkins will remain in
central Kentucky surrounding
Lexington.

Registry dismisses...
(Cont'd from page 1)
He continued: "This agency is a
joke. It's been a joke before. It
proved itself a joke today."
Jones said in a statement
released by his spokesman. Bill
Griffin: "The election registry had
already done an audit prior to the
Gable complaint which said there
were no problems. It seems obvious now that Gable has been playing politics with this, and I am not
at all surprised that they did not
allow him to continue that."

The registry's opinion did find
"probable cause to believe" that
the 1987 Jones campaign violated
the law by failing to report in a
timely and appropri„aor way
$186,948 in services Airdrie provided to the campaign. (The campaign did not disclose that services
had been provided until after Jones
won the election, and even then
didn't specify what the services
were.)
But the opinion said the registry
could take no action because Gable

had not filed his complaint within
two years of the violations, which
the registry's regulations require.
Gable filed the complaint during
this year's general election for governor in which Jones ran against
Republican Larry Hopkins.
"They were determined to cop
out on this deal, and they copped
out as fast as they could go,"
Gable said after Wednesday's
meeting. "One wonders, with the
cop-out being this complete, why
they didn't do it before the
election."

n...
Issel and Husto
Wallace Wilkinson
(Cont'd from page I)
Huston, whom Jones said he met
for the first time Tuesday, becomes
the second secretary of the Work
Force Development Cabinet.
It was created by former Gov.

to oversee
adult, technical and vocational education, among other things.
Huston has been director of West
Kentucky State Vocational Technical School in Paducah.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
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UPS Pick-Up
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M-F 9 a.m.- 8 p.m. sat. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. Sun 1-5 p.m.
753.2.180
Olmpic Plaza
H my 641 N.

BILL HUSTON

passed Wednesday by the
Here is the breakdown for congressional districts
Kentucky General Assembly.

These counties ore split by
district lines: Jefferson,
Nicholas, Lawrence, Lincoln
and Adair

Kentucky New Era, llopkinsvolle

Local News Roundup

District court
jury duty list

SUSPECTS CAUGHT
The following people arc to
report for pry duty in the Calloway District Court on Thursday,
Jan. 2, 1992 at 9 a.m. in the
Miller Courthouse Annex, Murray, Ky.:
Genevieve H. Adams,
Mathias Arrfelt. Cynthia BackCs, Jeffrey Broach, James Burkeen, Ruth Butterworth, Herbert
L. Bailey, David B. Burkeen,
Randy L. Cunningham, David
Lance Curry, Patsy R. Dyer,
Owen Thomas Davis, Jerome E.
Dial, Terry L. Dick;
Carl Beth Davenport, Bruce
Downs, Peggy Jo Edwards, Iona
Mae Evans, Velva Elkins,
Rebecca A. Fox, Sharon M. Gallimore, Richard E. Gray, Deborah D. Harlan, Paul G. Hopkins,
Juana J. Harrell, T.C. Hargrove,
Mary Alice Hopkins, Lovella 4.
Jones;
Carnie E. Jones, James N.
Johnson, Ross Ricky King,
Lawrence A. Karns, Dortha
Kimbro, Martha J. Lect, Jane
Kathleen Leach, Johnny
McCage, Shirley F. Morton,
Marilyn Sue Mikulcik, Jerry M.
Miller, Brenda Sue Manker,
Dorothy K. Morris;
Michael K. Myatt, James W.
McKnight, Mildred C. Nall,
Jesse J. Oakley, Virginia L. Perry, Jimmy Lee Partee, Charles
A. Palmer, Walter Robinson,
Heyward Roberts, Suzan M.
Rotterman, Kimberly F.
Roberts, Aubrey Steely, Catherine L. Schwier;
Tammy M. Spradling, Sally
D. Scott, Kenneth Slaughter, Jr.,
Ladonna C. Smith, Eunice Shen
dock, Mark Alan Thom, Vicki
M. Todd, Michael E. Thompson,
Ronnie Linn Woods, Mary
Lindsey Wooldridge, Randy E.
Wyatt, Bobby J. Williams, Sara
Ruth Wyatt, Alfred M. Wolfson,
Burton Folsom and Johnny S.
Williams.

Santa is coming to our
Main Office lobby to see
all the good boys and girls.
Here is his schedule:

Three Murray men were arrested Wednesday and a fourth is wanted in connection with a recent burglary at the Oaks Country Club, according to a
report from the Calloway County Sheriff's Department. Timothy Wilson, 21,
of 10116 Northwood Drive, Gene Lee, 19, of 308 Andrus Drive and 19-yearold Jason Vandenburgh, of 107 S. 15th Street, were arrested and charged
with third degree burglary, theft over $100 and receiving stolen property
over $100, authorities said. Each was lodged in the Calloway County Jail on
a $5,000 bond. Authorities are also looking for a Farmington man in connection with the Dec. 12 burglary. Most of the stolen items including golf clubs,
bags and other equipment was recovered from Murray, Paducah and Fort
Campbell locations, authorities said.

Cost-cutting Medicaid
plan may be expanded
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Improved access to health care and
reduced medical expenses have
resulted from a program that limits
Medicaid patients to certain doctors, a University of Kentucky
researcher said.
The program has saved the state
at least $125 million a year, the
researcher said.
The KenPAC program has been
so successful that the state will
probably expand it to include all
470,000 Kentuckians who are covered by Medicaid. Currently,
300,000 patients are enrolled in
KenPAC.
KenPAC became the nation's
first statewide Medicaid managedcare program when it began in
1986. West Virginia, Maryland,
North Carolina, New Mexico and
Florida have been so impressed
that they have adopted similar
programs, said Roy Butler, commissioner of Medicaid services.
Indiana, New York, Pennsylvania
and Georgia are also considering
such a program, he said.
"It is more effective than even
we believed it would be," Butler

MHS wins state...
(Cont'd from page I)
ous tournaments," Etherton said.
Other previous awards for Murray High include the state speech
championship for four consecutive
years, placing in the top 10 as team
in the nation for two of the last
three years as well as having a

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
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Wednesday's winning numbers
Pick 3: 6-1-6 (six, one,
six); Lotto: 4-16-18-33-34-35
(four, sixteen, eighteen, thirtythree, thirty-four, thirty-five)
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national champion in prose (Daniel
Cohen) last year.
Etherton said the group plans to
present "Waterworks" to the public
in the near future. The team is also
preparing for the regional speech
tournament and will present "Godspell" in February.

Gorbachev...

!j12i99111 vii9911/

Come visit our Holiday Room,
enjoy free refreshments
and receive a free Polaroid picture
of your child with Santa.

said.
Joyce E. Beaulieu of the Division of Health Administration in
UK's College of Allied Health Professions prepared the report.
Butler predicted the program
would be expanded to cover all
Medicaid recipients next year
unless further review showed that
patients' inconvenience or interruption to their care outweighed KenPAC's savings.
About 170,000 elderly and disabled patients covered by both
Medicaid and Medicare are
excluded from KenPAC. Expanding KenPAC to cover these patients
might force many of them to
switch doctors, Butler said.
KenPAC patients must choose a
primary-care physician who has
signed up with KenPAC. That family doctor must approve referrals to
specialists and hospital treatment.
More than 1,000 doctors in 111
of the state's 120 counties treat
KenPAC patients.
KenPAC's purpose is to cut
down on using emergency rooms
for routine care and unnecessary
services.

(Cont'd from page 1)
five-day visit to the collapsing
superpower.
• The fast-moving Soviet political
drama is set against a backdrop of
increasing hardship for ordinary
Soviet citizens. Food is short as
winter bears down, and a lack of
fuel has all but shut down domestic
commercial aviation while republics scramble to divide up the crumbling Aeroflot state airline.
As for Gorbachev, the question
was not whether he would go, but
when and how.
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'LEAN AND RESPONSIVE' JOB ELIMINATIONS
DETROIT — General Motors Corp., the world's largest automaker, has
unveiled plans to turn itself into a "lean and responsive" corporate mad-line
by closing 21 plants and eliminating 70,000 jobs. In announcing the plan
Wednesday, GM Chairman Robert Stempel promised the company would
reverse staggering losses and return its car and truck manufacturing operations to profitability by 1995. However, the announcement was short on specifics, such as which plants will be closed, leaving many workers wondering
about their future. The restructuring draw praise from Wall Street analysts,
who have been clamoring to learn how the automaker would deal with falling
stock prices and record losses projected at $6 billion to $8 billion in North
America this year.

A RESERVED RECEPTION TO TAX REBATE
WASHINGTON — Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan and members of Congress are giving a cool reception to the Bush administration's
consideration of a $300 tax rebate to spur the lagging economy. President
Bush is studying a host of options, including the one-time tax rebate and
boosting the personal income tax exemption by up to $1,500, congressional
sources said Wednesday. The sources, who spoke only on condition of
anonymity, said Bush has all but decided to give tax breaks to people who
withdraw money from Individual Retirement Accounts for first-time home
purchases. But in testimony to the House Ways and Means Committee on
Wednesday, Greenspan refused to endorse the rebate idea and advised
against any tax cut plan that would drive up the already gargantuan federal
deficit.
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Too expensive to exempt pensions

Ncws of the World
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AS SURE AS THEY CAN BE
BRUSSELS, Belgium — U.S. Secretary of State James A. Baker III said
today he received "very, very firm assurances" from Soviet authorities on
the control of their 27,000 nuclear weapons during his visit to the collapsing
superpower. Baker arrived from a five-day swing through the Soviet Union
for a meeting of foreign ministers of the 16-nation North Atlantic Treaty
Organization. A key concern of the allies has been the fate of the Soviets'
nuclear arms during the shift in power from the central government in Moscow to the independence-seeking republics. "We received some very, very
firm assurance with respect to the matter of nuclear safety and control,"
Baker told reporters as he entered NATO headquarters. "We've very
pleased with our discussions there on those issues."

STOP BLAMING THE KIDS
WASHINGTON — Stop blaming the kids. It's not the youngsters who are
making the nation's drug abuse problem worse. It's the folks age 35 and
above. The new National Household Survey on Drug Abuse, being formally
released today, indicates the number of current users of illicit drugs — people who used an illegal substance in the previous month — dropped to 12.6
million this year. That's down from 12.9 million last year and 14.5 million in
1988. But the number of people 35 and older considered current users
increased during that time. The 2.3 million in 1988 became 3.2 million last
year. This year, they numbered 3.4 million. The statistics were compiled
from the 1991 household survey and from reports on the year's second
quarter from the Drug Abuse Warning Network of hospital emergency

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — A study
by the Legislative Research Commission appears to lend evidence to
those who say it will be too expensive for the state to exempt private
pensions from taxation anytime
soon.
The report released Wednesday
said it would mean the loss of
approximately $52 million from
state coffers and saved by
individuals.
"Now is just a very difficult
time to look at anything like that,"
said Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville,
the chairman of the House Appropriations and Revenue Committee.
Gov, Brereton Jones said he
favors exempting private pensions
from taxation but has also warned
the state's financial condition will
likely weigh against it anytime
soon.
The study was prompted by the
1990 General Assembly, which

removed income taxes from federal
pensions. The. state already
exempted state and local government pensions from taxation and
federal courts ruled that it was
unfair to treat government pensions
differently.
The move prompted an outcry
from pensioners from private companies. Two bills have already
been filed that would exempt all
pensions from taxation. The study
created numerous scenarios for taxing pensions, both public and
private.
For example, exempting the first
$5,000 of private pension income
would mean SZ8.8 million less taxation; the first $10,000, $39.6
million.
To exempt only the first $5,000
of all pensions — thereby taxing
all other pensions — would mean a
loss of $4.9 million in taxation
Taxing all but the first $10,000 of
all pensions would mean $29.4
million.
Clarke said he would prefer

some method of taxing all pensions
above a certain level. But he also
acknowledged the political clout of
pensioners of all stripes.
"Especially retired teachers,"
Clarke said, "they would come to
war against us if we tried to tax
them."
Rep. Richard Turner, R Tompkinsville, said there would be
financially helpful aspects of taking the taxes off of pensions. He
speculated there would be an influx
of retirees contributing to sales and
other local taxes.
"I think it could have a positive
impact on real estate and things
like that," Turner said.
Clarke said there have been
some bills already proposed to eliminate the tax on pension payments, but predicted they stand
little chance of success.
"I expect this session we'll wind
up standing pat on pensions and
trying to find out how to spend our
way through the next two years,"
Clarke said.

Jones reluctant to intervene at Western
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BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— Gov. Brereton Jones reiterated
his reluctance Wednesday to
intervene in the controversy at
Western Kentucky University.
But the governor said during a
news conference that he was corn-

mitted to removing convicted Warren County Jailer Bobby Bunch
from office.
"It would be totally inappropriate to have a jailer running the jail
from his cell," he said.

A group of local business leaders
were to have presented Jones a petition calling for him to ask for the
resignations of regents Joe Iracane
and Patsy Judd. They will instead
present the resolution to Jones next
week in Frankfort.
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M.E. upset over
Combs' autopsy
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MEXICO CITY — Lawmakers have voted to end the anti-clerical policy that
arose from the Mexican Revolution and give churches in this deeply Catholic nation the right to own property, run their own schools and criticize the
government. The Chamber of Deputies overwhelmingly approved constitutional amendments Wednesday to legalize religious organizations in Mexico,
ending seven decades of official government antagonism toward the Roman
Catholic church. The anti-clerical laws had their origins in the 19th century
campaign by populist President Benito Juarez to limit the power of the conservative church and empower Mexico's peasantry. But in recent years, as
the church itself modernized, the government generally allowed the laws to
be circumvented. In parts of Mexico, many priests are allying themselves
these days with landless peasants in sometimes violent struggles against
wealthy landlords.

THE WOMAN BEHIND THE SHIELD
MIAMI — For many Americans, William Kennedy Smith's accuser had no
name, and no face. Tonight, Patricia Bowman tells her story on national TV
without the electronic shield that protected her during the rape trial. "She is
not going to hide for the rest of her life," her mother, Jean O'Neil, said in
today's New York Daily News. "For her this is part of the healing process,"
Mrs. O'Neil said. "She is a very strong woman and she wants this to be a
message of strength to other women. She knows that what she is doing is
very important." Ms. Bowman's interview Tuesday with Diane Sawyer will be
broadcast on ABC's "PrimeTime Live" tonight.

HAWKE TAKES A HIKE
SYDNEY, Australia — Prime Minister Bob Hawke, his popularity plummeting
amid the worst unemployment since World War II, was deposed by his former treasury minister in a party vote after eight years in power. Paul Keating's victory was the culmination of two years of bitter rivalry between Australia's two most powerful and charismatic politicians. Hawke, challenged
before by Keating, had called a special meeting of the Labor Party's
110-member parliamentary caucus to decide the leadership issue — which
has split the party and divided the nation. Hawke then resigned and offered
himself for re-election in a secret ballot. Keating, who quit as treasury minister when he failed in his first challenge June 3, won the vote 56-51.

NO AGREEMENT ON HEALTH-CARE 'MISSION'
WASHINGTON — A federal advisory panel, unable to agree on a comprehensive solution to the nation's health-care problems, is recommending a
$6 billion package of incremental changes and study projects. But four of
the panel's 13 members dissented, saying the measures being announced
today were inadequate and that the Advisory Council on Social Security had
"failed in its major mission." The council's final report said its program
should serve as the foundation of future broad-scale change in the U.S.
health care system, and suggested it could be financed entirely by higher
taxes on alcohol and tobacco products. The proposed plan includes creation
of school-based medical clinics, insurance for children and the addition of
250 community health centers, at a total cost of $3 billion; small-business
insurance reforms to ensure insurance protection when workers change
jobs; and changes in medical malpractice laws.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Powell County Coroner Carl Wells
says criticism from the state's chief
medical examiner over the autopsy
on the body of former Gov. Bert T.
Combs is unfair and uncalled for.
"This was not a suspicious
death," Wells said Wednesday in
response to comments from Dr.
George Nichols. "Gov. Combs
literally froze to death in that cold
water. It's not an unnatural death;
it's an accidental death."
Nichols said Wells' decision to
embalm Combs' body before it was
sent to Lexington for an autopsy
was a mistake. He said blood tests
should have first been performed to
determine whether Combs, 80, was
using alcohol or drugs.
Combs' body was discovered
Dec. 4 floating in the rain-swollen
Red River in Powell County. Kentucky State Police said Combs
missed — or ignored — a sign
warning of high water and drove
his car off the road.
Wells concluded that Combs
died of hypothermia, and the family asked that no autopsy be
performed.
When Nichols learned that there
would be no examination, he said
he called Wells to "give him
advice to the contrary." Nichols
said it would now take about a
month to get results from a tissue
sample on the presence of alcohol
or drugs.
"We will be able to come up
with the answer," Nichols said.
"It's just made things a lot more
difficult."

FACE-TO-FACE FOR PEACE
WASHINGTON — As Mideast peace negotiators were wrapping up a final
session, an Israeli team leader asked Syrian delegates whether there were
any Christians among them. Surprised, several of them smiled and nodded.
Yossi Ben-Aharon wished them a merry Christmas. Ben-Aharon, an Orthodox Jew, recounted the anecdote Wednesday to illustrate a point: that faceto-face contact is the only formula for success in the Arab-Israeli peace
talks. Although neither side could point to specific progress after six days of
talks, Israel's negotiators kept stressing that this was the first time after 43
years of war that Arabs and Israelis were sitting down to talk peace. They
kept talking about their desire for peace. The Arabs kept talking about
Israel's unwillingness to cede lands it captured from them in the 1967 war.
They mostly talked at each other rather than to each other. But no matter
how harsh the rhetoric and how exasperating the quibbling, all sides agreed
to keep talking next month, probably in Washington.
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THE MOMENT OF TRUTH IN SOUTH AFRICA

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa — South Africa faces its moment of truth
Friday as black and white leaders begin talks on replacing apartheid with
democracy to end 350 years of racial strife. The government and the African
National Congress, along with a host of lesser political parties, will outline
their positions on a new form of government and start work on drawing up a
constitution. If the talks succeed, it will be a historic turning point. If they fail,
leaders on both sides warn South Africa could be plunged into chaos and
even civil war. "We're on the eve of the most important moment in our history and we must not waste it," ANC and communist leader Joe Slovo said
on the eve of the Convention for a Democratic South Africa.
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There's Nothing In The
World Like Christmas In
Murray-Calloway County
And we couldn't be happier than to share it
with such wonderful people. To all of you
we wish a season filled with warm fires,
good friends, and dreams come true.
Steve Zea, Executive Vice President, the Staff and
Board of Directors of

Murray-Calloway County
-Chamber of Commerce
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Will Bush's game plan
work on Congress' field?

(As interpreted by John Lane, cartoonist)

THEY CLAIM Ms UNCONSTITUTIONAL
TO DENY THEM THE RIGHT TO ASSEMBLE!
1-kEY!! WHAT ABOUT MY RIGHT
THIS'LL
TO PRIVACY ?

PROBABLY \

GO To TRIAL
UNLESS YOU

CAN FLEA
BARGAIN.

By WALTER R. MEARS
An Associated Press News Analysis

•

WASHINGTON — Here's President Bush's game plan for the economy: He rings in some new proposals, replays some old ones, and wias
over voters in his State of the Union message. Americans demand action,
Congress heeds them, and the gnashing gears of government finally mesh
into action.
But as any coach knows,. planning is one thing and executing is
another. The game gets tougher *hen the other team takes the field. And
the recessed Democratic Congress will be back next month.
There is a consensus that something's got to be done to stimulate an
economy so sluggish that even the White House has accepted the R word
— recession. But what, when, and how to finance it, are in dispute.
The dilemma was on display Wednesday as Bush talked about "jobs,
jobs, jobs" in Texas, Mrs. Bush campaigned for him in New Hampshire
saying Congress should "stop moaning and whining and do something,"
and the chairman of the Federal Reserve Board warned against any hurried tax cuts that would swell the record budget deficit.
Alan Greenspan said tax changes aimed at long-term stability and
investment "are likely to do as much, or more, for short-tern economic
expansion as a 'quick fix.' " He favors a reduction in the capital gains
tax, a step Bush has sought from the Democratic Congress each of the
past three years. and will again in 1992.
But the political pressure is on, and intensifying, for a tax cut early in
the election year to prove the government is doing something. even if it
can't deliver the jump start the politicians talk about.
A one-shot tax rebate of $200 to $300 in 1992, to encourage consumer
spending, is among the options the White House is considering.
That's about the size of middle-class tax cuts proposed by Sen. Dan
Rostenkowski, D-111., chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee. and Sen. Lloyd M. Bentsen, D-Tex., chairman of the Senate Finance
Committee. Rostenkowski would offset the cuts by increasing rates in the
upper tax brackets; Bentsen would cut the defense budget.
The cost, perhaps 530 billion:in the case of the rebate plan. could be
added to the deficit, now Forecast at $362 billion, should Bush declare an
economic emergency and thus waive budget restraints.
But Greenspan told the Ways and Means Committee that Congress
should pwceed with great caution on any step that would increase the
deficit.
There is dissent in both parties, too. Conservative Republicans scorn
the rebate idea as an imitation of Democratic tax cut proposals.
And when Democratic proposals for a quick $300 tax cut came up in
Sunday's debate among presidential candidates, one called it a product of
polls, not economics, and another scornfully displayed a SI bill.
"A dollar a day for a family is a joke," said Sen. Tom Harkin, D-Iowa.
"It's a symbol. It's a way of saying give me your vote and I'll give you
SI a day. That's not going to solve our problems."
Harkin favors public service jobs, financed with cuts in overseas
defense spending.
In Euless, Tex., near Fort Worth, Bush signed a long-stalled highway
and mass transit bill on Weanesday, saying it "will pump $ll billion into
the economy immediately, supporting more than 600,000 jobs..." He had
' demanded that Congress pass the measure six months ago, but its terms
were disputed and it took until Thanksgiving.
"These are tough times." Bush said as he signed the bill at a rainy
highway construction site. "...And the American people want action and
action is what they'll get."
Earlier, in television interviews, he'd said he will go "up and over the
heads of the Congress ... and take my case to the American people in the
State of the Union," scheduled Jan. 28.
"...I'm going to be taking a package — some new elements, some
sound old elements that we have not gotten Congress to pass — and say
to the American people, look, I need your help now. I want to lay aside
partisan politics and pass this job-creating package to help the economy.
"So that's the game plan."
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AMENDMENT IX. Rule of construction of Constitution.
The enumeration of the Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be construed to deny or disparate others
retained by the people.

Solstice time to weigh dark vs. light

As Russian novelist Leo Tolstoy
so aptly put it: "Happy families are
all alike; every unhappy family is
unhappy in its own way."
The first time I read that statement was in college, and I distinctly remember the uncomfortable
feelings it provoked. I knew it was
absolutely true, and realized how
much energy I devoted to keeping
my own family's peculiar brand of
unhappiness a secret.
Christmas time was probably the
worst because everyone was supposed to be happy. If the images on
television were any indication,
everyone else's house was filled
with dimpled children, doting
grandparents, and affectionate
mothers and fathers kissing beneath
the mistletoe. Cookies were baked,
trees trimmed, and carols sung —
all in perfect harmony.
Christmas Eve was devoted to
happy rituals like reading aloud
from "The Night Before Christmas," preparing a snack for Santa
Claus, and prying open the last
door on my Advent Calendar.
But it didn't work that way in
my house, at Christmas or any
other time.
The rest of the year, my parents
barely tolerated each other; Christmas didn't improve their antipathy.
Probably struggling against chronic
depression, my mother had a hard
time mustering the energy to shop
Soviet
Dec. 17; Les Echos, Paris, on the U.S. view of the collapsing
for presents, much less wrap them.
Union:
So as the boxes arrived from the
Even 'hough he wields certain means of pressure, notably economic,
medium
the
(Secretary of State) James Baker isn't capable of imagining
or 1or term shape of the former Soviet Union.
Perhaps that's why, 10 days after saying the Soviet Union no longer
exists, he showed himself much more friendly to President Mikhail Gorbachev last weekend.
Like more and more Russian reformers, like many Westerners, ... Baker
is assessing the need, in the face of contradictory ambitions .and somein
times worrisome demogogy of leaders of the new states, to preserve —
on.
centralizati
of
sort
the absence of a true "center" — some minimal
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with the
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stricht Agreement on
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retreat into narrow nationalism in the Soviet Union and
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the Maastricht
It will be simplistic, however, to assume that because European state
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decade or so. ...
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Constance Alexander
Ledger & nines cotunulist
stores she'd telephoned to order open her presents, and finally she'd
gifts, she marked each one with the relent before we went to bed
Christmas night. Halfheartedly, she
name of the recipient.
That way, we could wrap each undid bows and ribbons, and then
other's presents, or even our own. handed the packages to one of us,
Seldom did we peek, so determined the children, to rip off the paper
we were to cultivate some of the and open the box. We learned to be
excited and grateful for her, and
spirit of the season.
My father preserved the spirit of heaped lavish praise on each item,
the season with Haig & Haig Pinch hoping some of our enthusiasm
and plenty of parties with business would rub off on her, or at least
associates. His faithful secretary. bridge the chilly gulf of silence
Flossie, picked out his gifts to my between mother and father.
As the youngest of five, I don't
mother, which she left under the
exactly how things went
know
tree long after the last stocking was
when my older siblings were childempty.
All day, we would beg mother to ren, but as I reached the age of four

Just drop us a line •••
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). The Murray LedTimes reserves the right to condense or reject any letter.
ge
:
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

or five, they were in charge of the
holiday. On Christmas morning, it
was my brother, ten years older
than I, who went downstairs first to
make sure all the presents were in
place beneath the tree. He was the
one who turned the heat up, made
sure my sister Jeanne and I — the
two youngest — had our slippers
and bathrobes on.
Roger, a master of ceremony,
made us wait at the top of the stairs
until he plugged in the tree lights.
Then he'd bid us to come downstairs to unwrap the piles of gifts
awaiting us. Oh, there was never
any dearth of presents, just a total
lack of good humor from our
parents.
This is not a pretty tale to tell so
close to Christmas, when joy and
peace are the messages we should
be sending. But we are, after all,
nearing the winter solstice, edging
toward the darkest time of the year.
It is a time of reflection on things
past and present; a time to balance
the books and weigh light against
shadow.
Those of us who have known it
ourselves realize there's unhappiness afoot, tragedy in the making,
for some families. And though
some would refuse warmth and
shelter to a child, there are others
who will share what they have,
meager though it may be.
In the midst of cold darkness,
winter brings with it the promise of
light. It never fails.

state.

That threat or promise is now about to be fulfilled. Gorbachev has
finally given up all hope of reviving, phoenix -like another centralized
union from the ashes of the old one. He has recognized that the union is
dead and, with his announcement of its funeral, has given the notice to
quit. He neither likes the idea of the new commonwealth nor is he bound
he
to the fact that were he to accept the post of its secretary-general,
go
to
Better
comedown.
humiliating
a
be
would
It
powerless.
be
would
now. ...

His time has gone. All that remains is for him to formally depart the
scene thereafter, no doubt, to start making serious money by writing his
version of one of the most momentous developments of the century.
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GM announcement leaves thousands up in the air
DETROIT (AP) — General
analyst John Kirnan of Kidder PeaThe Arlington plant and GM's
Motors Corp. on Wednesday
body & Co. in New York. "It's a Willow Run assembly plant outside
General Motors Corp. in North America
announced a program to deflate its
major downsizing and a major Ypsilanti, Mich., make large, rear11111111
GM assembly plants in Canada, the U.S. and Mexico; locations and number of hourly empjoyees
bloated North American automo- reflection of how management is wheel -drive
:
Chevrolet Caprice,
tive operations, leaving tens of much more in tune of what is hap- Buick
Roadmaster, Oldsmobile
Closings
announce
d
Oshawa,
thousands of workers wondering if pening in the marketplace."
As of 12/17
Custom Cruiser and Cadillac
Ontario
their jobs were on the line.
But the United Auto Workers Brougham cars.
*Plant closing mid-1992
Pontiac
(3 plants)
GM Chairman Robert Stempel
West 1,650
union, which represents about
1-3.750
O Plant closing mid-1993
Stempel said production of those
2,900
East
said six assembly plants and 15 300,000 active GM workers nation- cars would
2- 3.850
consolidated into
be
CANADA
(on/y West
3- 3100
parts plants would be shut during
Scarboro
wide, took the corporation to task one of the plants, but he didn't say
te closing)
Ontaslo 2,
the next four years as part of a
for what it said was playing too which one.
broad restructuring of the automo- cozy with Wall Street and opening
Stempel also said GM planned to
tive giant.
the door for further Japanese close at least one of its five plants
In addition to the plant 'Iosings, market-share growth.
making mid-size front-wheel-drive
GM will eliminate 9,000 salaried
"Unfortunately, by capitulating cars. Those plants are in Oshawa,
jobs and 15,000 hourly jobs to Wall Street's shortsighted Ontario; Doraville,
Ga.; Oklahoma
through attrition and retirements
greedy marching orders, General City; Kansas City, Kan.; and
next year, Stempel said. That's 10
Motors has chosen ... a self-serving Ramos Arizpe, Mexico.
percent of the white-collar work
path," said a statement from UAW
The only other specific he menforce and 5 percent of hourly
President Owen Bieber and Vice tioned about plant closings was that
workers.
President Stephen Yokich.
production of V-6 engines at two
Perhaps more significant than
"That may be welcome news in Lansing, Mich., plants would be
what Stempel said was what he
New York and Tokyo," they said, phased out beginning in 1993.
didn't say.
"but it's bad news for GM
In addition, Stempel said:
*There was no word on which
employees and more bad news for 'The number of white-collar jobs
plants would be closed.
the American economy."
would be reduced to about 82,000
'The number of hourly workers
Some UAW members weren't in North America during the next
laid off from plant closings was
sure just what kind of news they year. There now are about 91,000,
unknown.
were hearing.
around 5 percent fewer than at the
'He said the huge corporation, the
"We're just holding our breath. beginning of 1991. He forecast that
world's largest automaker in terms We don't know what's
going to the company's salaried work force
of revenues, would take a one-time
happen," said George Grishman, by the mid-1990s would reach
charge on a financial statement to 64, who has worked
at GM's about 71,000.
cover the closings. But he didn't
Arlington, Texas, assembly plant *The cuts in hourly employment
say how much or when.
for seven years.
through attrition and retirements
.Stempel also wouldn't say when
The Arlington factory was one of will drop blue-collar positions to
the automaker's North American
the few Stempel mentioned. It was 289,000 by the end of 1992. The
automotive operations would return
tapped as one of the most likely to total should drop to 250,000 by
to profitability. GM is losing somebe closed.
1995.
where around $6 billion a year on
its core car- and truck-making
operations.
There were some specifics on
salaried and hourly job reductions,
MOST STORES OPEN
a hiring freeze next year, removal
LATE
UNTIL CHRISTMAS
of some stock bonuses for executives and a proposed two-week
shutdown of all GM plants in late
July of next year.
But in a news conference, Stempel repeatedly declined to say when
the automaker would reveal its
plant closing plans.
"The timing, of course, is never
good," he said. "I would have preferred to do this in January, which
was my original plan, but to let
people sit and stew over rumors, I
was not going to do that."
Wall Street analysts have been
clamoring for information about
how GM would shrink its North
American operations. Stock prices
have plunged to four-year lows,
credit-rating agencies have warned
of downgradings and the company
is looking at a record annual loss
this year.
The rating companies viewed
GM's announcement relatively
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State colleges'
enrollment hits
new record total
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Enrollment at Kentucky's universities and colleges reached
another record this term, the
sixth consecutive year that more
people are going onto higher
education.
Enrollment reached 183,476
in the fall semester or 1991 at
all private and public institutions, an increase of 37.1 percent since 1986.
Public institutions led the
increases with the University of
Kentucky community college
system continuing phenomenal
growth. The 14 community colleges had a 13 percent enrollment increase since last year to
46,069.
Non-traditional students, age
25 or older, made up 35.1 percent of the total undergraduate
enrollment at state-supported
institutions. That group makes
up almost half. 49.9 percent, of
the students at community
colleges.
The number of minority students at public schools also
increased from 5.9 percent of
the total in 1990 to 6.1 percent
in 1991.
School by school totals: Eastern, 16,525; Kentucky State,
2,534; Morehead, 8.812; MURRAY STATE, 8,32fA Northern,
11,540; UK, 24.132; Louisville,
23,575; Western, 15,767.
Community Colleges: Ashland, 3,190; Elizabethtown,
3,988; Hazard, 1,429; Henderson, 1,444; Hopkinsville, 3,083;
Jefferson, 10.969; Lexington,
4,985; Madisonville, 2,312;
Maysville, 1.231; Owensboro,
2,587; Paducah, 3,182; Prestonsburg, 2,863; Somerset, 2,556;
Southeast, 2,250.
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Most battery powered equipment excludes bet110111 1PAnTCRAIILE TOUCH-TONE/RASE phones work on both tone and pulse lines Therefore in areas haytrig
only purse irotary.diali lines you can still
use SeMeeS 'Wring 10005

FCC mustered Not lot party or cote Ines We senwce what we se

PRICES APPLY AT PARTICIPATING STORES AND DEALERS
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MURRAY TOD
wedding

Jones-Coleman
vows will be said Dec. 28

CALENDAR
Thursday, Dec. 19

Thursday, Dec. 19

,

s'
• 1
"*-7 1.

Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./education unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1385.

Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board/5:30 p.m./board room.

r
'

Hazel Woman's Club
meeting/6:30 p.m./Ann's Country
Kitchen.

Singles Friendship of Paris,
Teon./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith
Broach, 753-3580.

Xi Alpha Phi of Beta Sigma Phir/
p.m./home of Cindy Lawson.

Narcotics Anonymous open
meeting/7 p.m./Parish Center, St.
Leo Catholic Church.

Murray Kiwanis Club/6
m./Sirloin Stockade.

AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens
Center, Benton. Info/759-4059 or
753-7663.
Young students in Murray State
University String Program will
perform/7 p.m./Farrell Recital Hall,
Doyle Fine Arts Center. Admission
free.

!THEATRES
a17

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

1:30
cos

labia Williams la
..

"HOOK (PG)

97:05
,35

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mar)/9145 a.m.:
RCIA/7 p.m.

•
• .747,71•4‘
••• ri/
47' • -;_‘• • 1
r

ITO
"Star Trek VI: The
7:15
Undiscovered Country" 9:20

'7" •
4=

1.30

"My Girl
(PG)

(Cont'd on page 7.4)

"3:25
7:00
9:00

Our Twelve Days of
Christmas Sale

"The Addams 1:30
Fami1y"(pc/3) 7:10

Fri., Dec. 20th:
Christmas
Off!
Greenery
Sat., Dec. 21st:
All Christmas
alr/C Off!
Decorations
Sun., Dec. 22nci:
Scented
20e/c or
Products

3:25
9:10

Dpeig?

•

Continues...

507

i'i„te Wks Damar halal

1:30

In

3:35

"The Ltst flov SCNI"

7:1°
9:15

Bargain MaZInfles
Sat. & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50
*

L..t

ens.rusiA

*

- Coming Soon •
* leauty & the feast"
* 'Father of the Bride" *
•
*

* SUPER NIKO

OPEN WEEKNIGHTS
TEL 8:00

ismarsissfir

Saturday 9:004:00
Sunday L-00-500

Is Here!!
Rtnt sour mo‘le...,it the
toos U he.t nut • 753-3311
47
I.

University Plaza
On Chestnut Street

Opcn 11:am t..

als`sAn-Stock
Wallpaper Sale
Large selection of borders...9
Aqua-Glo Paint Sale 83 off gallon
75 -497
•

We're in a hurry to
get the bargains at...

JO-AN'S

•

Ye,?

on the square • 753-9569
Lathes

Dresses
Nancy Frock')

50% OFF

Ladies' Ivy
Cardigan

Children's Holiday Wear

Sweaters

(Exc. T-Shirts)

Name Brands

50% OFF

60% OFF

50% OFF

Children's
& Teen

Warm Wishes for a
De'light'ful Holiday.
We truly value your
friendship
and business
throughout the year.

Miss Laura Michelle Jones and Trevor Howard Coleman have completed plans for their wedding on Saturday, Dec. 28.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gary W. Jones of
Murray.
The groom-elect is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Mac Coleman of New
Concord.
The vows will be solemnized at 3 p.m. at First Baptist Church, Murray.
Dr. Greg Earwood of First Baptist and the Rev. Charles Anderson of
Cherry Corner Baptist Church will officiate.
Music will begin at 2:30 p.m. by Joyce Herndon, organist, and Lisa
Ray, pianist. Vocalists will be Nell Earwood, Steve Littlefield and
Margery Shown.
Attendants for the bride-elect will be Angie Herndon, Karen Dale, Jessica Snider and Kassa Kelso.
MacRae Coleman, Whitney Coleman and Angela Earwood will also be
members of the wedding party.
Serving as attendants for the groom will be Jimmy Kelso, Jeff Orr, Dal
Barrett and Jordan Snider. Jon Coleman and Greg Jones will serve as
ushers.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

753-4912

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Several readers have called to tell about the many beautifully decorated
homes throughout Murray and Calloway County for the holiday season. It
is impossible to list each one for the newspaper would be sure to miss the
most beautiful one in the area. These homes may be found in the city
limits, the surrounding subdivisions, or out any highway or road in the
county. It is wonderful that so many people have decorated their homes
this season to add love and gaitey to the holiday season for the people of
the area.

Coldwater program Sunday
The children and youth of Coldwater Baptist Church will present a Christmas muysic, The Real Story of the Night Before Christmas,' on Sunday,
Dec. 22, at 6 p.m. Participating will be Kristie Baker, Anna Burgess, Jessica
Burgess, Joey Burgess, Tobey Burgess, Dustin Chambers, Kevin Chambers, Tammy Culpepper, Matt Darnell, Sean Darnell, Rodney Emerson.
Sabrina Emerson, Malynda Finney, Jackie Geurin, Chad Greer, Amanda
Knight, Tracy Manning, Vicky Paschall, Candice Thorn, Mary Thorn, Susan
Thorn, Victor Thorn, Jacob Toney and Jennifer Toney. The program will be
directed by Sandra Toney and Mary Geurin. The public is invited to attend.

Good Shepherd plans program
'A Simple Christmas,• a cantata by Lani Smith, will be performed by the
Choir of Good Shepherd United Methodist Church on Sunday, Dec. 22, at 7
p.m. The pastor, the Rev. Tom Cary, and Diana Tatlock, director, have been
working with choir members in this their first endeavor of presenting the
musical program. Readers will be Cindy Cothran and Thomas Cary. Choir
members are Calvin Branscomb, Mary Branscomb, Dorothy Dunn, Alberta
Hall, Robert Hall, Dorothy Jennings, Jim Kennedy, Margaret Kennedy, Billy
Joe Kingins, Emma Knight, Bety Lucas, Betty Poole, Marc Schecter, Mildred
Smith and Jean Woods.

Raine
Day
By Rainey Apperson

Stubblefields at Harpeth

The future performance for MSU
If any of you have spoken with
Chorus and Orchestra will be "Carme this past couple of weeks, you
probably heard me mention the "60 mina Burano," an exciting 20thminute" segment, featuring Bran- century work by Carl Orff, featurson, Mo. Branson is the home of ing two pianos, percussion, choirs
our daughter, Kate, our son-in-law, and full orchestra on Saturday,
Dave, and our only grandchild, April 11.
• • • •
Little Kate, so naturally am very
interested in what goes on in that
Hair fashions for the 90's have
part of Missouri.
decreed that perhaps the drip-dry
When we were over there this
permanents got too casual, or maysummer, we took a small tour of be it is just time for a change.
Laura Ingalls Wilder's home outWhatever the reason, the "hairdo"
side of Springfield, Mo.
is 44, so say stylists.
Stephen Hines has recently
The new styles are reminiscent
edited her old book, Little House in of the full-bodied 1960's look, but
the Ozarks. This new book is a
without the elaborate teasing. Draselection of the essays she wrote
matic, longer hair with body and
for farm papers in Missouri from
anything from waves to ringlets
about 1916 on up into the
will give hairdos more definite
mid-20's. These essays were writ- form.
ten before she wrote the Little
Stylists recommend a fresh hair
House on the Prairie series.
cut every four to six weeks, and a
In the Christmas issue of Good hot oil treatment for hair that has
Housekeeping, a few of Wilder's
been damaged.
• • • •
essays from this book are also
featured.
We've all heard and read a great
If you make a trip over to Bran- deal about holiday depression. One
son to see Silver Dollar City all idea from Charter Hospital in
aglow for Christmas, just make a Paducah suggests that holiday
short stop and enjoy Laura Ingalls depression may be minimized by
Wilder's preserved home place.
undertaking new activities to
• • • •
the family traditions of the
replace
Are you looking for a last
cannot be celebrated due
that
past
minute food gift — try this recipe
or illness.
death
to
Cakes.
Sherry
for three loaf size
the best idea is to volPossibly
Gina Manchester from Paducah
with church or civic
time
unteer
gave this to me, and It was the late
Volunteering seems
.
organizations
recipe.
Louise Dunn's
two goals, first, it
accomplish
to
Sherry Cakes
that cannot be
rituals
the
replaces
1 package butter cake mix
members who
family
without
done
I package jello instant vanilla
it is an
second,
and
absent;
are
pudding mix
be shared with other
may
that
event
4 eggs
people. It brings joy and sharing
3/4 cup oil
back into the holidays. Isn't that
3/4 cup sherry (pale dry)
what it is all about??? Merry
1/2 - 1 cup chopped pecans
Christmas.
Mix together with a mixer.
• • • •
Pour into three small loaf pans.
Christmas Prayer for
my
is
Here
Bake 325 degrees - 35 to 40
you:
minutes, cool in pans for five
May the gracious spirit of the
minutes.
Christ Child enter your life and
Glaze:
bless it. May duty become touched
3/4 stick of butter
with beauty and injustice be forgot1 cup sugar
ten in love. May all your obliga3/4 cup sherry
tions be changed to opportunities.
Bring to a boil. Spoon over
May your ears hear the cry of
cakes — leave in pans.
needy and your heart feel the
the
• • • •
of the unlovely. May yours be
love
feaThe Christmas Celebration
not to do great things,
strength
the
turing "Bach's Magnificat" and "A
graciously.
things
small
but
Festival of Carols" on Dec. 10 in
the Christ Child heal all the
May
right
the
Lovett put everyone in
wounds of misunderstanding, jeaChristmas spirit.
or regret that hurt your heart
lousy,
MSU's College of Fine Arts and
the wonderful Christmas
may
and
Communications and the Departyour life.
touch
spirit
ment of Music, the Concert Choir
the Prince of Peace grant
May
Steven
and Chamber Orchestra,
you peace with this world and
Michelson, conductor, and MSU peace in your own dear heart that
Choirs, Choral Union, Full those you love and those whom
Orchestra, Eric Williams, conduc- you may help have an abundance
tor, did an outstanding job.
of joy and loving trust.
This was probably the finest
This is my plea for you at this
combination of talents seen in the joyous season.
state for a Christmas celebration.

Matt and Frances Stubblefield are now at Harpeth Terrace Convalescent
Center, 1287 W. Main, Franklin, Tenn. 37064. Frances has been in a coma
since 1st March, but Mari has been by her side ever since. He would like to
receive cards and.letters from his family and friends in Murray and Calloway
County. He says he reads the mail to Frances hoping that she can hear.

Christmas Sale
OFF
96
-50
206
STOREWIDE

Lyons Electric Inc.
616 S. 4th St.

er•

(Excluding Colognes. Candles lk Cards)

HOLLAND DRUGS
CARDS & GIFTS

Downtown - Court

7111-1462

Young Actors' Guild event planned
Young Actors' Guild Lock-In will be from 9 a.m. Friday, Dec. 20, until 7
a.m. Saturday, Dec. 21, at the Playhouse in the Park. YAG will provide pizza and each one should bring either a 2-liter boner of soda pop or a
munchie to share. Adults will chaperone the Lock-In. Any one having to
leave earlier than the ending time, please have your parents to pick you up.
Persons needing a ride to or from, call Jennifer Goodell, 753-2084.

Kirksey plans special events
The Kirksey United Methodist Church will have a Christmas celebration
on Sunday, Dec. 22, at 6 p.m. A music and candlelight program, 'Look for
the Light, will be presented by the Adult Choir. A potluck supper will follow
in the Fellowship Hall. There will be special activities for the children and a
visit by Santa Claus. The Rev. Dan Leslie, pastor, invites the public to
attend.

Singles' events planned
The Singles Organizational Society will have special events on Friday,
Dec. 20, and Saturday, Dec. 21. On Friday the group will meet at 7 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce building for a 'Candy Making Party.• All singles should bring $2 or your favorite recipe and ingredients
(or your Mom's, Grandma's, Father's or Grandfather's recipe). On Saturday
the group will meet at 1 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce building for an afternoon of shopping at the Eddyville/Paducah malls and dinner somewhere.
Later those interested will take the Whitehaven tour to see the Christmas
decorations. This is a nonprofit support and social group for single adults.
The purpose of the group is to provide support and positive social interaction for singles of all ages. For information call Pamela/753-7638,
Jeanne/753-0224, Sharon/1-527-9748, or Rebekah/1-247-5765.

Sadie Shoemaker at hospital
Mrs. Sadie Shoemaker, former resident of College Farm Road, Murray, is
a patient at a hospital in Opelika, Ala. She would appreciate receiving cards
and letters from her friends in Murray and Calloway County. They may be
mailed to Sadie Shoemaker, East Alabama Medical Center, Room 3225,
2000 Pepperell Parkway, Opelika, Ala. 36801.

Locals' luncheon Friday
Members of Local 1068 of UAW-AFL-C10 and other locals and their
spouses will have a Christmas luncheon on Friday, Dec. 20, at 12 noon at
Sirloin Stockade. Members are asked to note the change in date and place
for this month.

Hazel Club will gift wrap
Members of Hazel Woman's Club have as a fund-raising project each
year the Christmas gift wrapping at Wal-Mart lobby, Murray. Members will
be at Wal-Mart from 12 noon to 8 p.m. on Friday, Dec. 20, Saturday, Dec.
21, and Monday, Dec. 23, and from 2 to 6 p.m. on Sunday, Dec. 22.

MWC cookbooks now available
The Murray Woman's Club 1991 Cookbook is now available just in time
for the holidays. The 1991 cookbook is made up of the best recipes from
previous books, plus new ones for 1991. The 450-page, extra large printed
book contains also pictures of historical buildings and events of Murray and
Calloway County. The book is $15 per copy which includes sales tax. Cookbook committee members were Barbara Brandon, Libby Hart, Alice
Koenecke, Mug Rigsby and Pat Weatherly. Books are available at Calloway
County Public Library, Owen's Food Market, Treas Do-It Center, The Treasure House, Pier I Imports, Lace & Ivy, Santa's Attic, Take Me Back Cafe,
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce, and from any club member. Sales have started for the holiday season at the downtown and North
Branches of both the Bank of Murray and Peoples Bank, according to Pam
Shay, finance chairman for the Woman's Club.

Herndon fund established
The Roger Allan Herndon Memorial Fund has been established for Calloway County Schools. This perpetual fund was established in memory of
Herndon, Calloway County High School Class of 1988, who died in a plane
crash on Aug. 2, 1991, while in his final year as a cadet at the United States
Military Academy at West Point, N.Y. Interest from this fund will be available
to assist Calloway County school students to pursue school-related opportunnies thalbocaus• of family and financial circumstances might not be pos be available to meet such needs as purchase
sible oenvise.
Funds
th
of shoos to enable students to play football, basketball, or other sports; to
participate in related camps or training activities; to purchase books or
school supplies; or to provide scholarship assistance for those wishing to go
to cane. The fund will be administered by representatives of the faculty,
administration and counseling staff at Calloway County with the input of the
family as appropriate. Tax-deductible donations may be made to Calloway
County School Board, designated for the Roger A. Herndon Memonal,
2106-A Collage Farm Rd., Murray, Ky. 42071.
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Thursday, Dec. 19
Twin Lakes Antique Car Club/7
p.m./Country Kitchen, Draffenville.
Murray Women of the Moose/8
p.m. with officers/7 p.m.
H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291 of
VFW and Auxiliary/6 p.m./Willis
Center.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Children's Choirs Christmas Party/6:30 p.m.
Murray Civitan Club/7
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.

Thursday, Dec. 19
First United Methodist Church
events include Senior Adult
Exercise/9 a.m. and Adult
Exercise/5:15 p.m.
Friday, Dec. 20
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.
Center/open 9 a.m.-4
senior citizens' activities.

Games/8 p.m./Murray Moose
Lodge.
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Friday, Dec. 20
Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m.
lnfof753-TEEN.

41.

Murray High School Varsity Girls
and Boys Basketball teams host
Calloway County High School
teams/Murray State University
Racer Arena/6 p.m.

AND A
HAPPY
NEW YEAR.
Bob Nanney
Insurance Agency

Cheerleaders at Murray High
School will host a dance after
basketball games at MHS building.

107 N. 4th
753-4937

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital/Murray
Court Square/8-11:30 a.m. and
12:30-3 p.m.
Adult 3 Fellowship Class of Grace
Baptist Church/6 p.m./home of Don
and Donna Smith.

Claus it's Christmas.-..

20%-50%

OFF

Storewide
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
Free Gift Wrapping
Open Sunday 1-5 p.m.
Monday-Saturday 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
til Christmas
Chelsea Ann Wadkins, daughter of Allen and Tina Wadkins, celebrated her first birthday on Saturday, Nov. 30, with a party at the
University Branch of the Bank of Murray. Chelsea was born Dec. 9,
1990. Those attending the party were her maternal grandparents,
Alton and Pat Swift; her great-grandmother, Mrs. Emily Swift;
uncles and aunts, Dewayne and Sheri Hill, Nick and Brenda Swift,
Don Swift, Iva Cochran; cousin, Kallop Wadkins; friends, Peggy Parrish, Teresa Tripp, Whitley McCuiston, Ellen and Tatum Dale, Lynne
Powell, Ethlyn and Leslie Loberger. The theme of the party was
"Baby Elephants." Cake and punch were served.

Nicollette Rachelle Sanderson
Jeff and Gina Sanderson of Rt.
2, Mayfield, are the parents of a
daughter, Nicollette Rachelle, born
on Monday, Oct. 21, at Murray.
Calloway County Hospital. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Randal
Sanderson of Mayfield and Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Janes of Farmington.
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after'here.
;tmas
dults.
lerac7638,

Cody Mark Walker
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Walker of
1097 Manley Si, Paris, Tenn., are
the parents of a son, Cody Mark,
born Friday, Nov. 29, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The
baby weighing six pounds six
ounces. The mother is the former
Revita Becker. Paternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lee
Walker of Paris, Tenn. Maternal

University Sq.

305 N. 12th.

753-7441

Randi Johnson Was the winner of the quilt, made and given away as a
promotion by the Murray Quilt Lovers. Mrs. Johnson, wife of Dennis
L. Johnson, director of bands at Murray State University, said this is
the first thing she has ever won. The Johnsons have been residents of
Murray for 61/2 years. Pictured with Mrs. Johnson are their daughter, Erika, and son, Reid.

grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Leland Becker of Springville,
Tenn.
Rachael Ellen Willoughby
Buddy Henderson and Connie E.
Willoughby of 520 South Seventh
St., Murray, are the parents of a
daughter, Rachael Ellen, born on
Wednesday, Dec. 11, at 9:42 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The baby weighed seven
pounds 14 ounces and measured
191/2 inches. They have two other
daughters, Tanyia and Mariah Henderson. Grandparents are Mrs.
Shirley B. Simms, 99 Deepwood
Dr., Cadiz, and Dr. and Mrs.
Edward 0. Willoughby, 15 W. 440
63th St., Burr Ridge, Ill.

607 S. 4th, Murray 753-8809
P.M. — SUNDAY 1 P.M.-5 P.M.
1205 B CHESTNUT STREET

BEFORE
CHRISTMAS SALE
Entire Stock

Fall & Winter Coordinates
3

3

Entire Stock

Entire Stock

Coats
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Buy One
(at regular price)

Get One Free

Table Top Model TV
Trade-In Allowance
Up to '150
Great RCA Features Including:
• Remote
• Sleep Timer
• Alarm, Stereo and More!
"We Service Our Sets."

Reg. 34m-86°'

sows
Mon.-Sat. 9-8:30, Sunday 1-5
Christmas Eve 9-5
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Lee and Nance write
8
TEL
OPENMork.
— Fri.
9:30 til 5, Saturday

753-7743
Next to Wal-Mart

Some poetry has been submitted
by readers to the Murray Ledger &
Times as follows:
• • • •
This first one entitled "The
Night Christ Came" was written by
Kristina Lee in honor of her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Euin Lee and
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Billington, and
to wish them a blessed Christmas.

May Christmas bring forth
new love, new kindness, new
mercy and new compassion for
our fellow man.

Cabinet Craft Elite
1918 Coldwater
Road
759-1007

Kristina Lee
Kristina is the 10-year-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Don Lee
of Bedford, Texas. She wrote the
poem on Dec. 8, 1991, after listening to Bro. Earl's message from
Revelation 1:5-8.
It was the night before Christmas
and all through the house,
not a creature was praying — not
even one child.
It was 10 p.m. and the little ones
were asleep,

)k

EARN
7.25%
Featuring
Southwest Wall Decor
Pictures - Pottery
Wood Carvings
Jewelry
Moccasins
Leather Wear

TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE CUARAN1EED E0R
ONE YEAR. Early !•urrender
charge. appl.
iS5.000 minimum)

FARM
BUREAU
INSURANCE
Hated: A+ (SUPERIOR)

Bob Cornelison

Open 9 a.m.-4 p.m. Saturday
753-9546

753-4703

Trying to find something
for that someone that
has everything. . . .

Miirray Ledger
8r Times

Mom and Dad were in the den
watching the news on T.V.
When all of a sudden I heard a
sound — unlike any sound I'd ever
heard before.
1 heard joyful loud singing, a
trumpet, and more.
I looked out my window — and
behold I saw Jesus!
He was dressed all in white and
surrounded with light.
I cried out, "Oh no," I'm not a
Christian — I'm not ready
Now I knew I would have to pay
the price
Because I had put off for years
accepting Jesus Christ
He read off the names and could
not find mine.
He said "I'm sorry, your name is
not here, but you never took the
time."
They were gone within a second
and I was left behind.
People, I urge you — accept
Him right now.
He is love! He is joy! He is life!
Don't forget He loves you and
He calls you by name.
But you must be willing to do
the same.
Call out to Him now and please
do not wait
Any day — even this day could
be...
"The Night Christ Came"
and then it's too late!!!
• • • •
This special poem for the Christmas season entitled "Christmas"
was written by Hal E. Nance of
Murray:
Tis the season of good cheer
when all God's children, draw
near.
Tis the season of trimming the
tree
with sparkling lights that twinkle
all night
With bells and holly and popcorn
too,
to bring good cheer, for me and
you.
Tis the season of singing songs
that fills the heart and soul,
With memories of past gone by
that have touched the lives, of
those you know.
Tis the season of holiday fun
when as children, we romp and
run.
Tis the season of holiday food
when we fill our bellies, till they
bloom.
Tis the season of passing out
gifts
one to another, with Joy and
Bliss.
But of all things present and of
the past
let us not forget, what the season
is for,
For, by the Grace of God, we
can do this all
so let us thank him now, one and
all,
For the good times, good cheer,
and family too
and for being our Father tried
and true.

Mike Irvin, right, president of Murray-Calloway County Jaycees, is
assisted by senior citizens, from left, Bobbie Evans, Elizabeth Haneline and Elizabeth Rowland, in the distribution of coats collected by
the Jaycees. The coats were collected at Wal-Mart and at Boone
Laundry and Cleaners with the latter cleaning each coat and placing
it on a hanger for display. Over 175 coats have been made ready for
this second year of service by the Jaycees with the assistance of WalMart and Howard Boone at Boone Cleaners. The distibution of the
coats, along with gloves, hats and scarves by Senior Girl Scout Troop
3093, will continue on Friday, Dec. 20, and Monday, Dec. 23, from
1:30 to 4:30 p.m. at the Weaks Center.

Pocket doiiiitc to Need Hut'

A check for $500 was presented to Euple Ward, right, executive director of Murray-Calloway County Need Line Church and Cooperative
Ministry, Inc. Presenting the check were Chuck Baker, left, plant
manager of Kentucky Lake Oil Company, and Jackie Logsdon, manager of Pockets at 12th and Chestnut Streets. This money will be used
to buy food for the Christmas baskets being distributed today and
tomorrow, Dec. 19 and 20, to families who had signed up for them
previously.

Local dancers win at Mexico

WHY NOT GIVE THEM A GIFT THAT
LASTS ALL YEAR LONG!!

SEASONS
GREETINGS

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

- say

1-800-432-9346

with a

YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION TO
The
Murray Ledger & Times

$57.0

all Murray
and surrounding counties

out of the area

NAME OF PERSON RECEIVING
Address
City
Phone

State

Zip

N 4th St. • 75'3-3251
Welcome To Our Warfel
500

Christmas Dispfay
Ever changing -

Come by daily.
Xegister for extra discount
and Gift Certiftcate.s.
9lifresnments served daily 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
For all your gift
and Flower needs
calf us...

NAME OR PERSON GIVING GIFT:

Thurman School of Dance represented Kentucky at the Southwest
Regional United States Ballroom Scholarship Championships held in
October at Hyatt Regency Hotel, Acapulco, Mexico. Robbie Stamps of
Murray and Teacher Charles Thurman of Thurman School of Dance,
second and third left, placed first in a solo fox trot and placed in the
top three in waltz, tango, fox trot, chacha and Pro/Am. Twenty ballroom dance studios were represented from 11 states at the event at
Acapulco. Young Mexican boy and his burrow, left, help with the
awards ceremony. Pictured at right are Larrie Llamas, judge from
California, and Vic Dominic, judge from Ohio.

Hwy. 641 S., Murray

759-4819

Christmas Day
Breakfast Buffet (7-10 a.m.)

3.25

per
person

Sausage, Bacon, Grits,
French Toast Sticks,
Scrambled Eggs, Fruits

753-3251
Send in the coupon above with payment to:
senior

the
Murray

M

Ledger & Times
Attn Circulation Dept.

P.O. Box 1040

Murray, Ky. 42071

(502) 753-1916

Children Under 12 Half Price
*Roast Beef
'Seven Vegetables
'Fourteen Salads

*Three Homemade Desserts
'Turkey and Dressing w/Giblet Gra
'Baked Virginia Ham
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Society encourages
use of Animal Shelter
The greatness of a nation can be
judged by the way its animals are
treated."
Ghandi
Most Calloway Countians are
aware of our local Animal Shelter
located at 105 East Sycamore Extended, but for those who may wish to
know more about the operation and
the services rendered by the Shelter,
please come for a visit any Monday
thru Friday, 12:30 to 5:00 p.m. or
Saturday 1:00 to 4:00 p.m_
Calloway Co.
The Shelter is operated by the
Humane Society
Calloway County Humane Society
under contract with the Fiscal Court;
however, we prosper only through
caring Animal Shelter. We see
memberships and tax deductible do- sible,
administered by injection of
death,
nations. We also receive United Way
pentabarbital directly into a
sodium
funds for educational purposes. The
the heart, as a release from
or
vein
animal warden receives a tax-funded
disease and isolation.
salary because her services are hand- starvation, fear,
is heart-wrenching to
it
s,
Nevertheles
led through the City Police
of a perfectly healthy
life
the
end
Departmeni
only to belong to
Space does not permit a lengthly animal who wishes stress enough
cannot
We
someone.
discussion of functions of the Shelter,
of neutering pets. It is
but briefly its purpose is to relieve the importance
all animals adopted
for
t
suffering of animals, which includes a requiremen
and proof that the
shelter,
the
of
out
education of pet owners and the
completed must
been
has
procedure
public about proper animal care, and
the Shelter. As
to
back
presented
teaching kindness and concern for be
is offered
assistance
financial
stated,
animals and humans alike. We sponit thru our
need
who
owners
those
to
sor a youth group, PAWS (Pets Are
program. This program is
Wonderful), who enthusiastically spay/neuter
by the Calloway
specifically
funded
participate in the conduct of pet
members
Society
Humane
County
therapy at the local hospitals and rest
friends.
homes. We investigate neglect and and
For interested residents of Callocruelty cases. We provide educational
County, we encourage the use of
way
programs for schools, and we sponsor
Shelter. There is extensive
Animal
the
a spay-neuter program for low income
for potential pet
available
literature
families who reside in Calloway
as well as free ID tags and
owners
County.
collars and leashes for little
Many 'people look at the Shelter humane
residents may also buy
County
cost.
only as an end of the line for abanat the Shelter.
licenses
dog
doned and unwanted pets who are
- if you qualify to
importantly
Most
promptly put to sleep when they enter
do so. We do
please
animal,
an
adopt
the door. Sadly, euthanasia is a daily
animals are
the
that
see
to
heart-breaking procedure, but it is our best will assist in any way we
and
healthy
also the precise reason for so many of
insure that the new relationship
our other functions. We maintain a can to
man and beast is fulfilling
between
Lost & Found board and encourage
lasting.
long
and
pet owners to report their lost pets
and Happy New
Christmas
Merry
immediately. Of course we are deat the Calloway
us
of
all
Year from
lighted to adopt our charges to apSociety.
Humane
County
proved and responsible homes, and
maintain a Pet Wanted file for those
wishing to adopt a specified animal.
We believe the best way to reduce the
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
necessity to euthanize is to educate the
pets.
Gas & Electric Co. has
their
Lousville
neuter
public to spay and
to provide the necesUnited
ordered
the
been
of
Society
Humane
The
States has calculated that in a six year sary documentation for reopening
period,a female dog and her offspring hearings into the cost of building
can be the source of 67,000 dogs. A LG&E's Trimble County power
female mated cat and her offspring plani
The Kentucky Public Service
can produce 420,000 cats in the same
n wants to reopen the
these
Commissio
of
most
Sadly,
period.
year
six
it can determine what
so
a
only
hearings
animals become strays and it is
utility owes its
the
or
refunds
homes
find
who
few fortunate ones
are humanely euthanized at a respon- customers.
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574 students apply
for MSU diplomas

Carrying on

Frances Sierra, Kelly Neal Starks,
A total of 574 students have
Teresa LeighAnn Storey, Conda
filed applications for degrees at
Lesa Stubblefield, Yaksim Betty
Murray State University at midTam, Stacy Lynn Taylor, Sylvia
year.
Lynn Thomas, Kathleen Sonja
Among the candidates are 408
Thomsen, Timothy A. Thurmond,
for bachelor's degrees, 156 for
Lawrence J. Tillson, Katrice Marie
master's degrees, and 10 for assoWarren, Michael R. Welker, Faye
ciate degrees. They represent 20
Clark Wells, Lisa Ann Whitaker,
states and four foreign countries.
Vicky Lee White, Allen D. WilPhil Bryan, dean of admissions
liams, Peggy Black Williams and
and registrar, said the exact number
Lori Dawn Yarbrough.
of graduates will be determined
Candidates for master's degrees:
when school officials have completed a check of each candidate's
Angela Michelle Begley, Tammy
Renne Bennett, Phillip Graves Bilcredentials to certify that all graduation requirements have been met. lington, Ronnie Arnett Blevins,
No formal mid-year graduation
Stanley Sheridan Bone, Denise Cox
The 1991-92 Murray Middle School Band and Murray High School
State.
Murray
at
held
is
exercise
Cannon, Chiu Kwong Cheung,
Emig,
Band Banner Carriers are (from left) Heather Van Valkenbur
graduate at the conwho
Students
Kimberly A. Cole, Teresa H.
carriers,
as
To
audition
Cagle.
Jessica
and
ly Simmons, Cheri Riedel
receive
semester
fall
the
of
clusion
DeLancey, Rita E. Foy, Margaret
students must be members of the 6th Grade Band.
H. French, Dawn LaVerne Griffin,
degrees by mail and have the
Lynn Clarke Griffiths, Jami Jo
option to return in May to participate in cap and gown ceremonies. Hay, Jeanette Marie Jones, Velvet
R. Jones, Diane Burrill Kellie,
Among the candidates for graduShau Ping Law, Tsueih-Pirn D.
ation from Calloway County are
.1:tou, Tracy Fortson Leslie, Wei
these:
Liu, Stacey Curd McCuistion,
Candidates for Bachelor's
Degrees: Robert David Adams, Dominic Mbugua Mwenja, Laura
Clyde E. Adkins IV, Christy
M. Anderson Overton, James RanMichelle Anderson, Christina Mar- dall Post, Andrew John Rachoy
The Murray City Schools have Rollins to work with art and fore- ie Baltes-Boehm, William Louis ,Kevin L. Robinson Sr., Teresa Suibeen notified that a proposal for an ign language students at Murray Baltz, Jane Elizabeth Barbour, ter Rose, Songyuan Shi, Frederick
artist-in-residence for Murray High High School, helping students Micheal A. Barton, David Alan 0. N. Sowerby, Charles N. StriSchool has been funded by the identify multi-cultural values and Billington, Richard Estill Bowling, bling Jr., Haisheng Wang, Jun
express them in visual form, make Shawn D. Boyle, Hayden L. Wang, Charles William Ward,
Kentucky Arts Council.
The proposal was submitted to artistic comparisons across cul- Brown, Jody Lynn Burkeen, Ellen
David P. Watson, Velvet Jean Wilthe Council's "Teacher Incentive tures, and recognize expressions of R. Buskuehl, Bernice Bleemel Cas- son and Daiyun Xu.
universal human experiences from per, Kathryn J. Coleman, Trevor
Program" by Sherry Darnall and
Candidates for Associate's
varied cultures. As well as art Howard Coleman, Clent Earl Col- degrees: Charles E. Baker, Sally
program
Katie Carpenter. The
exists to enable teachers to collabo- teacher Darnall, the project will son, Shelia A. Cooper, Jimmy Cooper Hearn and Kristi Lynn
rate with practicing, professional involve Murray High French teach- Mitchell Fain, Buff Ellen Fitts, Knight Vance.
artists on design and implementa- er Sue Spann and Spanish teacher Karl Wayne Flood, G. Michael
Friebel, Deanna Grey Garland,
tion of innovative projects. Artist Debra Burgess.
The impetus for the project has Brian Douglas Gray, Timothy D.
residencies are intended to integrate the arts into the regular class- been the annual Mardi Gras festival Green, Mitchell Douglas Grogan,
room and to strengthen teaching in hosted by the French and Spanish Richard W. Grogan, Stephanie
clubs.
the arts.
Elaine Hammond, Stephanie Jo
"By working with foreign lan- Hays, Melinda Kaye Hendley,
"We are very proud of the incenWith all the joy
tive shown by our teachers," said guage students," said Darnall, "the Rick. L. Hendley, Donna Kay
a wish can bring
students
offer
can
we
experience
Murray
of
the
Richard
Jett,
Dale
chairman
Roger
Easley,
Inman,
Sid
Because our friends
Board of Education, "and we are goes beyond the traditional project- Ivan Jobs, Jere F. Jones Jr., Meliswhich
one
mean everything!
to
curriculum
art
based
A.
school
sa Richerson Lamb, Elizabeth
very pleased that our high
Wishing you a
students will have this opportunity stresses the process and incorpo- Lang-Corneliuson, Keith Lee Marother
Christmas
of
Merry
ding
understan
to work with a professional artisi" rates
tin, Melanie Lenore McClain,
New Year!
Happy
a
and
cultures."
Martin
artist
for
The project calls
Leigh Harmon McCoart, Richard
MuehleMichael
J.
Jay Melson,
man, George Vernon Nichols III,
Kendra Dawn Nipp, Amy Johnson
O'Bryan, Sin Khoon Oon, Donald
The Trimble County power plant documentation necessary to deter- L. Patterson, Laura Anne Price,
began operating in December 1990. mine how much money to refund. Brad Allen Pritchett, Robert J. QuiThe PSC plans a hearing on the gley, Cheryl Satterwhite, Robert
Franklin Circuit Judge William
Graham threw out a rate settlement matter for Feb. 27.
W. Schoen, Penny Scott, Olga
between the commission and
LG&E earlier this year because the
two never involved customer advocates in the negotiations. Graham
had ordered the PSC to reopen
hearings and set new rates.
In its order Tuesday, the PSC
gave LG&E until Jan. 7 to file the

MHS receives grant
for artist from 'CAC

Commission wants refunds from LG&E

Tis the
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To Express
Thanks To Our
Valued Customers.

'699

Only
Lunch 11 a.m.-2 p.m. Daily I
Sunday Noon-2 p.m.
*Good thru 12/26/91

Two Pan-Perfect 12"
Loaded Pizzas

•
One-Topping Pan-Perfect
Plus... 2 Large Drinks

$799
Only
Dine-In, Pick-Up
Free Delivery
*Good thru 12/26/91

Chestnut

cAlr. •atti*
Specials Not Valid With
Any Other Special

753-6656

MultiVision
Cable TV

'Where the Customer is #1"
For Service Please Call
1-800-444-5353

Lung cancer death rate down for white

men, up for women and black men

Deck
The Halls
With
Holiday Cheer
641 South

492-8134

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
lung cancer death rate for white
men appears to have peaked, but
the rates for women and black men
are still increasing because they
have been slower to quit smoking.
federal health officials say.
The rate for white men is
expected to begin a significant
decline in the mid -1990s, but rates
for women and black men are not
expected to begin dropping until
after the turn of the century, said
Health and Human Services Secretary Louis Sullivan.
The new figures were released
Wednesday along with a new
National Cancer Institute report.
"Strategies to Control Tobacco
Use in the United States: A Blueprint for Public Health Action in
the 1990s."
"Cigarette smoking is still an
epidemic of self-inflicted death,"
Sullivan said in releasing the
report. But the turnaround in the
lung cancer death rate for white
males "demonstrates that determined, persistent health education
can work,
About 27 ocrcent of the U.S.

population are smokers, compared
with more than 50 percent in 1964,
when the surgeon general released
the first official government report
on the health effects of smoking.
Lung .cancer death rates follow
patterns of smoking. Because lung
cancer usually does not appear for
many years after a person starts
smoking, death rates lag years
behind statistics showing declines
in smoking.
NCI figures show that white
males began to quit smoking in
large numbers in the 1950s, but
this decline did not begin among
black males and women until the
late 1960s.
In 1988, the most recent figures
available, the age-adjusted lung
cancer death rate for white men
was 73 per 100,000 population,
down from 73.2 per 100,000 the
previous year.
From 1980 through 1987, the
lung cancer death rate for this
group increased slightly. However,
based on the 1988 mortality figures
and known smokiiig patterns.
health experts believe the death
rates for white men will begin to
decline in the middle part of this
decade, said Donald Shopland.
coordinator of NCI's Smoking and
Tobacco Control Program.
The lung cancer death rate for
black men is 35 percent higher than
for white men and their smoking
rates are higher. The age-adjusted
cancer death rate for black males
was 97.3 per 100,000 population in

HAVE YOU RENEWED
YOU PAPER?
Due to the postage increase and supply
costs we are now only sending out one
renewal notice per month.
When you receive your subscription order
blank to renew your paper please pay no
later than the 24th of the month. This will
help keep the cost ofthe paper from going up
and insure you that your service will not be
interrupted.

1988 — a decline from a rate of 99
per 100,000 the previous year. But
the general trend over many years
for this group has been an increase,
Shopland said.
For white women, the lung
cancer death rate was 29.8 per
100,000 in 1988, compared with
28.5 the previous year. For black
women, it was 28.1 in 1988, up
from 27.4 in 1987.
Sullivan, a frequent critic of
tobacco companies, said the smoking rates among women and black
men have not declined as quickly
as for white men. He also noted
that they "have been aggressively
pursued by advertising and marketing campaigns."
Thomas Lauria, a spokesman for
the Tobacco Institute, which represents cigarette producers, said
tobacco companies legitimately
target some of their advertising to
certain segments of the population.
But, he added, "there is nothing to
indicate that females and minorities
arc less equipped than white males
to decide what's best for their own
lifestyle."

Wilson College
receives third
million dollar
gift Wednesday
COLUMBIA, Ky.(AP) — Lindsey Wilson College has received its
third Si million pledge since July,
college President John B. Begley
announced Wednesday.
Begley said the dOiior couple has
requested to remain anonymous.
The SI million has been pledged
over five years and has no restrictions on its use, he said.
Lindsey Wilson received a $1
million pledge in July and another
late last month. Two days after the
second Si million pledge, which
was also anonymous, a trustee
pledged the cost of building a
chapel on campus, estimated tti
cost at least $500,000.
Lindsey Wilson is affiliated with
the United Methodist Church.

GREENUP, Ky. (AP) — Flu
forced only a few eastern Kentucky
school districts canceled classes
this week, in contrast to the 40-plus
that were shut down last week.
Grecnup and Boyd counties and
Fairview schools have canceled
classes until after the holidays.
Harlan Independent, Martin
County and Lawrence County will
be closed for the rest of this week.
"We tried to come back from
last week's dismissal, thinking it
would be better by today," Fairview Superintendent Paul Reliford
said Tuesday. "But we're down to
76 percent, even though this is the
day for our elementary school
Christmas parties."

A ribbon cutting ceremony in recognition of the new addition and
renovations was held at East Calloway County Elementary on Dec. 8.
Pictured from left are Dr. Jack Rose, superintendent; Free(' Curd,
state representative; Jim Feltner, principal; Bill Adams, building contractor; Rick Murdock, Wayne Blackford and Ray Dunn, board
members. The addition of approximately 14,000 square feet houses
the school library, IBM computer lab, Trainable Mental Handicapped
Unit, six classrooms, the heating the cooling plant and storage. The
school building was completely remodeled during the time of construction. The total cost of construction was $1,048,955.

were mainly elderly people, and
ZAGREB, Yugoslavia (AP) — A
that those in Hum had been mutilocal defense commander said
lated with knives and burned.
today that 43 people were slain —
In Zagreb, Renilde Steeghs, a
many burned and mutilated — in
several eastern Croatian villages, European Community spokeswoman, said the EC team entering
apparently by retreating Serbian
Vocin saw a grave with 24 bodies,
troops. All but one of the dead
mostly those of elderly people.
also
were identified as Croats.
Damir Sarabog, an official at
Killings in the area were also
reported by the European Com- defense headquarters in Podravska
Slatina, said in a telephone intermunity and a local hospital direcview that 42 of the dead have been
tor, and Croatia's information
identified were Croats. One had not
minister said he believed the
been identified, he said.
Serb ian -dominated federal army
At a news conference in Zafteb
was involved:Tuesday, Croatian officials
—enof
Charges and countercharges
massacres on both sides, which showed footage of a ravaged Vocin
and of charred or mutilated bodies,
have been made with increasing
saying that by that time they had
frequency in Yugoslavia's brutal
evidence of 35 people had been
civil war, have surfaced again in
killed.
recent days. Usually they cannot be
Croatian Information Minister
independently verified.
Branko Salaj said he believed the
Media in Belgrade and military
Yugoslav federal army was
investigators have said more than
120 Serbs have been massacred in involved in the killings. At his
the same area by advancing Croat news conference, Salaj showed
what he said were federal army
troops and that many villages have
jackets, weapons and ammunition,
been leveled.
saying they supported his claim
The killings in the small town of that the army was involved.
Vocin, 90 miles east of Zagreb, and
Gojmerac said Vocin's center
three other villages were reported
was destroyed, and "We presume
by Stevo Gojmerac, defense com- it was (done by) Serb Territorial
mander at Podravska Slatina, 20 Defense units, which had been in
miles northeast of Vocin.
the village."
"Until Wednesday we found 43
"When we entered the village
(bodies), but we are still looking we found corpses everywhere. We
for missing people," he said.
had to look for surviving villagers
Gojmerac told The Associated in the wood, because they were
Press by telephone that he entered afraid that Chetniks (Serb irreguVocin on Sunday together with a lars) had entered the village,"
European Community team, which Gojmerac said.
was called to inspect the carnage
He said about two-thirds of
discovered by advancing Croatian 1,548 villagers were Serbs, about
guardsmen.
one-quarter Croats, and the rest
The retreating Serbs apparently from other ethnic groups.
Forty-two corpses were identileft the villages late Saturday and
the Croat guardsmen arrived Sun- fied, Gojmerac said. He said one
was not — the body was found tied
day morning.
Four people were slain in the vil- to a tree, half-charred and
lage of Hum, three in Pokane and mutilated.
Two mass graves were made for
four in Krasovec, the rest were in
bodies, Gojmerac said.
the
Vocin, Gojmerac said. He said they

State to receive over $1 million
to improve homeless shelters
WASHINGTON (AP) — Kentucky will receive more than $1
million to improve and expand its
emergency shelters for the
homeless.
The Emergency Shelter Grants
Program will provide $1,049,000
for the state in 1992. The largest
block will be $218,000 for Louis-

Wishing you a holiday season
complete with beautiful
'moments and cherished
memories and a new year filled
with new promise.

vine and another $64,000 for Jefferson County.
Covington will receive $40,000
and Lextrigton-Fayette County will
get $53,000.
The state will also get $674,000
that the Kentucky Housing Authority will allocate to the smaller
cities.

To all our employees and friends
May the peace and joy of this season
be with you always.

;
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Flu vaccine affecting AIDS test results

Donation

WASHINGTON (AP) — Prospective blood donors who re,..ently
received a flu vaccine have been
registering false positive on three
screening tests, including one for
the AIDS virus, federal health officials said Wednesday.
The officials, however, emphasized that the false positive results
pose no risk to the blood supply,
since such implicated blood is not
used. And, they said, the flu vaccine itself carries no risk of infection with the AIDS virus.
Although some flu-vaccinated
blood donors tested positive, further testing showed that they were
not infected with the human immunodeficiency virus-type 1, the most
common AIDS virus in the United
States, or either of two others for
which they initially tested positive
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— hepatitis C and human-Tlymphotropic virus-type 1, which
causes a form of leukemia.
While the false positive reactions
"may pose some inconvenience to
blood donors and blood establishments, they represent no risk to the
safety of the blood supply," said
Dr. James Mason, assistant secretary for health in the Department of
Health and Human Services.
Mason also assured that "the flu
vaccine is safe. Flu vaccination
does not carry risk of these diseases, and it is important that people for whom flu vaccine is recommended continue to receive it
because this is shaping up to be a
bad winter for the flu."
The Food and Drug Administration said that in recent weeks more
than 20 blood establishments have

reported some 90 blood donors
testing positive in the initial tests
for all three infections but negative
in subsequent tests.
Early indications are that at least
60 percent of these donors recently
had received a flu vaccine. The
FDA said 2 percent of the donors
with false positive reactions said
they had not received flu vaccinations. It was unknown whether the
remaining donors had been vaccinated recently, the FDA said.
The FDA is working with the
makers of the flu vaccine and with
the manufacturers of the screening
tests to determine the reason for
the false positives.
Test kits made by Abbott Laboratories have been involved in all
the reported cases, but other manufacturers' kits may cause the same

problem, the FDA said.
Since the additional testing
showed that the donors were not
infected with any of the three viruses, none was told of the false
positive results, as is the usual
practice of blood establishments,
FDA spokesman Brad Stone said.

We wish you
health and
happiness...
this holiday
season, in the
coming year,
and forever.

PUBLIC NOTICE

Man slain after
bringing medicine
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James
Stacie Lofton of HT Marketing presents Murray firefighter
toy
annual
Department's
Eldridge with a check for the Murray Fire
drive for needy children.

JACKSBORO, Tenn. (AP) —
Two Tennessee men were arrested
Wednesday and charged with capital murder in a 1990 shooting death
in Whitley County, Ky.
Kentucky State Police said William Elliott, 39, and Kenny Rex
Goins, 30, were arrested Wednesday morning in Jacksboro.
Trooper Gilbert Acciardo of the
London post said the two LaFollette men were charged in connection
with the March 16, 1990, death of
Floyd Chadwell, 40. The Coryville,
Tenn., man was found dead in his
car off Kentucky 1804, about 12
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miles south of Williamsburg in the
Fairview community.
Acciardo said Chadwell had
been shot six times as he sat in his
car. The apparent motive was
robbery.
Both men were charged with
capital murder and first-degree robbery, Acciardo said. Elliott was
also charged with trafficking in
cocaine.
The men were lodged in the
Jacksboro Jail pending extradition
to Whitley County. State police
assisted Campbell County Sheriff's
officials in making the arrests.

CINCINNATI (AP) — A northern Kentucky man was slain just
after he delivered prescription
medicine to his daughter in
Cincinnati.
Damon Caudill, 41, of Independence died of gunshot wounds
inflicted by a robber Tuesday
night, according to Cincinnati
police.
Caudill, a maintenance worker at
Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky
International Airport, had taken
some medicine for his daughter's
roommate. He had just left his
daughter's ayartment complex and
was getting into his car when the
incident occurred, said Caudill's
wife, Loraine.
"My husband was just a few
steps in front of me," Mrs. Caudill
said. "I was trying to find the (car)
keys.... I heard a running sound,
and I looked up.
"A man was running toward lily
husband with a gun. He was saying, 'Give me your money."
Mrs. Caudill tried to summon
help from the apartment building,
but Mr. Caudill was shot in the
interim, she said.

TWIN LAKES
Office Products Inc.

Tlue Mewl !moors Ilsok.. la the Wedar

516 Main St.
753-0123

As Welcome Wagon Representatives, we call on brides-to-be, neWparents
and movers with a basket full of useful gifts. We'd like to call on you!
Welcome Wagon. An American Tradition.
Please Call
Ingeborg King, 492-8348

Kathryn Outland, 753-3079

SANTA'S
GIFT LIST!
Portable AM/FM fou%riulfiN•
Cassette Recorder

Sale

Get AM/FM stereo sound with
cassette player that records too!
Features 3'speakers, headphone
jack and built-in carrying handle.
Black. (211-0807)
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Presto TaterPRESTO'
Twister
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Simply place a potato on the special
platform, snap in a blade, put in the
cutting bowl and curly fries twist out
instantly. Includes cutting bowl, curt)/
and spiral cutting disk. (163-1597)

identilid one
Ind tied
d and

Sale 2999

ade for

Sale

Your Choice

88°

Assorted Chocolates. Delicious chocolates that'll tempt
anyone! Perfect for Christmas giving. 8 oz. box. (1700061)
Chocolate Cherries Mmmmm! Stock up on yummy
chocolate covered themes for holiday guests. Great
stocking stutters! 8 oz. (170-2711)
Thin Mints Perfect for holiday guests! Boxed chocolate
thin mints have pure chocolate covering. 6 oz.(170-4048)

Dn
Mechanical Bath Scale

for Jef;40,000
Ity will
i'74,000
Authorsmaller

3 Piece
Cutlery Set

Extra long weighting surface,accurate precision spring, large easyto-read dial. (270-7388)

As we celebrate the spirit
offriendship and good will
throughout the world,
we'd like to extend our
special greetings to those of
you whose friendship and
patronage we hold so dear.
May your holiday season
be truly blessed.

A beautiful knife set for the cook on
your gift list! Includes 3 panng
knife, 6' utility knife and 8' slicing
knife - all with hardwood handles.
(140-6859)

Digital Bath Scale
Extra-large weighing surface, accurate pulse count digital weighing
system and large easy-to-read
LED digital display. (270-7370)

VALUE PRICED!
Eveready
Energizer
Batteries

7 Quart Lunch
Lugger
Sale 11.99

'D' or Two 9 Volt
Four
(465-0503, 0511, 0180)
Eight 'AA'
(465-0537)

3.96
4.96

A new dimension in
lunch boxes! Insulated
lunch lugger holds most
1 quart steel bottles
(bottle not incl ) Plus, it
features two compartments so wet and dry
food stay separate!
Handle locks lid (1431089)

THERMOS

COUPON
At Participating Stores Expires 12/24/91

306 ANDRUS AVE

P.O. 8QN90 MURRAY,KY 42071

MiniMag AA
Flashlight
Colorful choices Black, red, gold,
blue or camouflage Adjustable
beam Waterproof. Shatterproof
lens and reflector. Two Eveready
'AA' batteries included (4657037, 7060, 7078, 7086, 7094)

Mo13U'll
Sale

35mm Funsaver
Disposable
Camera
With
•01•1111.1 U
Coupon
One-time-use with Gold 24 exposure 400 speed film
(208-1107)

America's TOTAL HARDWARE®
Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 8:30-9:00
Sun. 12:00-6:00

Central Shopping Center
753-8604

Store

Dale J. Hopkins

•

Dale J. Hopkins, 49, Rt. 1,
Hazel, died Wednesday at 7:30
p.m. at his home. His death was
from an apparent heart attack.
He had retired from Fisher-Price
Corporation, and was presently
working in the College of Science
at Murray State University.
Born Jan. 9, 1942, in Buffalo,
N.Y., he was the son of Margaret
Cole Hopkins Halstead and the late
Charles Robert Hopkins.
Mr. Hopkins is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Judy Kanner Hopkins;
three daughters, Mrs. Laurie Leipler and husband, Lewis, Holland,
N.Y., Mrs. Sandy Robbins and husband, Merle, Franklinville, N.Y.,
and Mrs. Kim Fry and husband,

William, Murray; one son, James
Dale Hopkins and wife, Holly,
Muray; four grandchildren, Janelle
Leipler, Christopher Leipler, Robbie Robbins and Matthew Fry.
Also surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Margaret Hopkins Halstead, Glenwood, N.Y.: two sisters, Mrs.
Debbie Spencer, East Concord,.
N.Y., and Mrs. Diane Yocum,
Delevan, N.Y.; three brothers, Dennis Hopkins, Springville, N.Y.,
Duane Hopkins, Huntington,
W.Va., and David Hopkins, Wellsville, N.Y.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Mrs. Bessie Lois McCoy Futrell
Rita Amsden, Trigg County, and
Mrs. Linda Hendon, Grand Rivers;
two sons, Bobby Futrell, Hopkinsville, and the Rev. David Futrell,
Bruceton, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs.
Elva Mae Dixon, Trigg County;
one brother, Hulett McCoy, Bryant,
Ind.
Also surviving are eight grandchildren, five stepgrandchildren
and three great-grandchildren.

Final rites for Mrs. Bessie Lois
McCoy Futrell were today at 10
a.m. in the chapel of Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz.
Burial was in House Cemetery
there.
Mrs. Futrell, 75, Trigg County,
died Monday at Trigg County Hospital, Cadiz.
Survivors include three daughters, Ms. Thelma Futrell and Mrs.

George M. Phillips
Burial will follow in a cemetery
there.
Friends may call after 4 p.m.
today (Thursday) at the funeral
home.
Mr. Phillips, 89, of Louisville,
died Tuesday at St. Anthony's Hospital there.
He is survived by two daughters,
Mrs. Sue Miller and husband, Bob,
Rt. 2, Hazel, and Mrs. Maxine Milliner and husband, Joe, Lebanon
Junction: one son, George E. Phillips, Louisville; several grandchildren including Angela Miller and
Holly Miller of Murray.

Funeral rites for George M. Phillips will be Friday at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Arch L. Heady Funeral
Home, 1201 E. Oak St., Louisville.

Mrs. Willie Anna
Smothermon
Services for Mrs. Willie Anna
Smothermon will be Saturday at 10
a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. John Dale
will officiate.
Burial will follow in Hicks
Cemetery.
Friends may call from 5 to 8
p.m. Friday at the funeral home.
Mrs. Smothermon, 74, Rt. 5,
Murray, died Tuesday at 12:43 a.m.
at St. John Medical Center, Tulsa.
Okla.
Survivors include one daughter,
Mrs. Joyce Kendall and husband,
Clarke, Tulsa; one son, Gary
Smothermon, Murray; one brother,
Jim Stubblefield, Holiday, Fla.:
five grandchildren, Doug Smothermon, Todd Smothermon and Errin
Smothermon, all of Murray, and
Kellie Kendall and David Kendall,
Tulsa.

Lendon S. Nance

Mrs. Nelle Andrus Hendon

int estme•Ms Since

Mrs. Nelle Andrus Hendon, 84,
of 705 Olive St., Murray, died
Wednesday at 8:30 p.m. at he
home.
Her death followed an extended
illness.
Her husband, Graves Hendon,
died Jan. 23, 1978.
Born July 21, 1907, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late John Andrus and Margie
Mae Mathis Andrus.
Also preceding her in death were
one sister, Mrs. Jessie Bedwell, and
one brother, D.J. Andrus.
Mrs. Hendon is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Joanne van Amer-

Lendon S. Nance, 77, Rt. 6,
Murray, died Wednesday at 5:55
p.m. at West View Nursing Home,
Murray.
A retired employee of the Murray Division of the Tappan Company, he was a World War 11 veteran. He was a member of Poplar
Spring Baptist Church.
Born Dec. 14, 1914, in Graves
County, he was the son of the late
Will Nance and Alice Neal Nance.
Also preceding him in death
were one sister, Mrs. Canova Miller, and four brother, Charlie Nance,
Thomas Nance, Hafford Nance and
Edley Nance.
Mr. Nance is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Helen Phillips Nance, to
whom he was married on May 5,
1934; three daughters, Mrs. Pat
Willett and husband, Sam, and
Also surviving are uncles and Mrs. Joyce Herndon and husband,
aunts, J.T. and Louise Phillips, Jackie, all of Murray, and Mrs.
Murray, Roy Edwards, Louisville,
Mary Rogers, Paducah, and Pete
and Ernestine Warfield, Marietta,
Ga.
Webb Funeral Home of Hamilton, Ohio, will be in charge of funeral and burial arrangements.

ingen, and two sisters, Mrs. Lucille
Thurman, and Mrs. Hazel Beale
and husband, Max, all of Murray;
three grandchildren; six greatgrandchildren.
Services will be Saturday at 11
a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
Entombment will follow in mausoleum at Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 4 to 8 p.m. Friday.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to American Cancer Society, Kentucky Division, Inc., 1169
Eastern Parkway, Louisville, Ky.
40217.

Mrs. Barbara Schaney
Mrs. Barbara Schaney, 51,
Hamilton, Ohio, died Wednesday at
9 p.m. at her home. She had been
in ill health for about a year.
Born Aug. 4, 1940, she was the
daughter of Marie Phillips Housden
and Lomax Lee Housden who died
Oct. 27, 1991.
Survivors include her husband,
Al Schaney; two daughters, Mrs.
Ginger Brock and husband, Danny,
and Mrs. Wendy Brehm and husband. Clyde, and three grandchildren, Vancessa Brock, Bryan
Bred= and Jessica Breehne, all of
Hamilton; her mother, Mrs. Marie
Housden, Murray; one brother, Jerry Housden and wife, Sherrie,
Marion, Ind.
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William Briggs
Arrangements for William
Briggs remain incomplete with the
Hamock Funeral Home of Paducah
in charge.
Mr. Briggs, 72, Rt. 4, Box 51,
Murray, died Monday at 6 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Debbie Brannock and husband,
Mike, Tallapoosa, Ga.; five sons,
Joe Nance and wife, Sandy, Riverside, Calif., Max Nance and Gary
Nance and wife, Sarah, Murray,
Phillip Nance and wife, Pixie, Carrolton, Ga., and Ricky Nance and
wife, Shaonna, Cedar Town, Ga.
Also surviving are two sisters,
Mrs. Hilda Penrose, Rt. 7, Murray,
and Mrs. Susie Hamilton, Rockwood, Tenn.; one brother, Jim
Nance and wife, Myrtle, Bell City;
a sister-in-law, Mrs. Bert Nance,
Murray; eight grandchildren; three
great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev.
Dennis Norvell will officiate.
Burial will follow in Barnett
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 3 p.m. Friday.

McCLARD'S SHELL STATION
& WRECKER SERVICE
753-9132
tights Sodayi I Holidays • 7411714
NOIS S&/ways I Hollins • 7511830

0
0

601

Hain St.

NOW IN DECEMBER, IT'S NICE
TO REMEMBER GOOD FRIENDS
AND CUSTOMERS LIKE YOU.

INSURANCE
NURSING HOME
COVERAGE

Wishing you and yourfamily all the joys of
the season with special wishes for a bright
new year!

FREE Help In Claim Filing
For All My Clients

753-7890
8 a.m.-8 p.m.
LOU V. McGARY

Murray Appliance and TV

The average cost of a nursing home is $1,500 to $2,000 a month. Who will pay
the bill for a nursing home stay for you? Call for free information on custodial,
intermediate, and skilled nursing home coverage.

1854

Stock Market
Report

753-1586
212 East Main St.

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS

Prices as of 9 AM
c_bmp..iny

Pnce

Chg

Dow Jones ind. Avg.-4 0.45
DJIA Previous Close..—.2908.09
Air Products_......_--...6.9/4 • Vs
A.T.C. Class A.---531/411 534A
MN 4. 14
AT &
Bank of Murray .__200B 240A
Bell Sou
South
Briggs & Strattoa..--.- 391/s sac
Chrysler--.-.-.--.-............10 mac
Dean Foods..----.--._283/s 4. 1/4
Fisher
- 'Is
Ford Motor-----_ 245/. • 1/1
General Electrk—.--MPI4 • 14
General Motors-.-.--.-271/3
Goodrich...._.-.-..............371/s unc
• Ili
Goodyear
I B
- 314
Ingersoll Rand ---.---4414 + 1/s
1/4
K•Mart......._____—.--4114
261/4 unc
Ky.
Kroger
mac

Mrs. Sue
Anna Atkins
Graveside rites for Mrs. Sue
Anna Atkins were today at 11 a.m.
at Bethlehem Cemetery, Wickliffe.
The Rev. Rodney Cude officiated.
Milner and Orr Funeral Home,
Wickliffe, was in charge of
arrangements.
Mrs. Atkins, 78, of Wickliffe
died Tuesday at 4 p.m. at Salem
Nursing Home.
She is survived by four daughters, Mrs. Eva Freeman, Hardin,
Mrs. Mary Alice Bruce and Mrs.
Winona Jane Brumback, Elizabeth,
Ind., and Mrs. Juanita LaVern
Pritchett, Farmington; one sister,
Mrs. Cozette M. Gary, Phoenix,
Ariz.; several grandchildren.

McDonald'---....--.-.361/2 mac
- 1/4
Peoples First.—.
"
2..13/4B 241/4A
Quaker Oats _.........--.6974 • 21/s
4. 1/4

Time Warner......._.„401/4

• 'Is
3/4
VI

HOG MARKET

'Hard I.eons * tradeitg ewe tor ewe Mock
"Hillard l'ons S a market •rolkor in this mot*

Isaleral-Sbile Martel Nome Larylea Dersber If,
1191 KerobEtty Purebase Ario Reg Mirka Ryer'
acisies 4 brylos Staties• Itacapft Act_ 2.53, 1.41Barmen A Gan Needy Sims 04•47 Is JO lisier
1.15 1.3 136-1110 e
135.7S-36.1.1
LS 1-2 215-D n.
1.33.1544.2.3
535.35-3475
US 24 2.30-314 s
US 14 246-375 lbs.
534.25-35-15
Sews
US 1-2 2711.3541..S21-54.23-54
US 1-3 se•-wis 1..
1122.50-23.14
1143.15-34.11
LIS 1-3 015.425 1..
LIS 1-3 535 4sd ep
135.55-31.115 few XVI
S21U101.21-541
1111 3.3 346-10.
Darr 5311.44121.011

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
A4dition al
Inlormaiion
Available
°Pcsrs Request
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DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET GEO, INC.

R emembering
December 16, 1990 - December 16, 1991
During this holiday season, while we gather with family and friends,let us remember those
who may have experienced the loss ofa loved one during the past year. May we offer them our
hopes and prayers, our love and understanding. You are in our thoughts, the families of:
Louis Absher
Susan Adams
Thurman Albin
Hollie Alderdice
Annie Bailey
Eurie Bazzell
Magness Beach
Lucille Beavers
Oury Bennett
Addie Best
Thomas Boaz
Laveda Topsy Brandon
Sue Broach
Rob Brown
Chris Bryan
John B. Bryan
Jessie Buflcin
Nancy Burkeen
Leon Burkeen
Donna Chadwick
Calvin Chandler
Cova Clark
James P. Collins
Retta Cooper
Lottie Craig
Maudie Crass
Joe 'lamp Curd
Dennis Daniels
Ruby Darnell
Be%sie DeMoss
Luster Downs
Boyd Franklin Duncan
Lewis Duncan
Martha Duncan
Robert Ekdahl
Violet Ellis
Homer Fairris
Christa Farris

Naomi Farris
Geneva D. Ferguson
Alene Fortiner
Charlie Freeland
Dewie Futrell
Tabitha Bea Garner
Teressa Garner
John T. Grambihler
O.E. Greenfield
Herman Guthrie
Sue B. Hall
James Hamilton
Donnie Hargrove
Linda Harrell
Marguerite Harrell
Mae Harris
Kenneth Lee Herndon
Ruth Hill
Eva Hjort
Roxie Holland
Noble Hurt
Kenneth Jackson
Lucy Jackson
Sally Johnson
Robert C. Johnson
Aubrey Jones
Eva Jones
Raymond Jones
Fred King
Novella Lamb
Larue Latimer
Jimmy Leach
Monika Lee
Virgil Lockhart
Lou Lofton
Lonah Maisel
Ludie Malray

Wilbur J. Man sker
Louella Marchese
Edward McDonough
Mary McKee]
May Nell McLeod
Edna McReynolds
Jewell Melugin
Navada Mae Mills
Lannie Mize Sr.
Curtis Mohler
Lenore Moore
Barry Murphy
Jack Newport
Vogel Outland
Loyd V. Owen
Tom Padgett
Lillian Page
Otto Parks
Oxie Paschall
Homer Peal
Gladys Pettit
Pauline Pittman
I. Wells Purdom Sr.
Erin Opal Raley
Farlie Raspberry
Joe Donald Raspberry
William Ratz
Mary Nell Raymer
Douglas Rhoades
Colby Richardson
Taylor Ray Roach
Ben Robinson
Ethel Rogers
Howard Rogers Sr.
Thomas Rowe
Jan Rudolph
Irene Schwarm

Herbert E. Scott
Gregory Howard Shaw
Wesley Paul Shaw
Tabetha Joy Shelton
Talmadge Sims
Micah Smith
Richard Dale Spann
Luther Suggs
Latrelle Swain
Ruth Tabers
Dorothy Thompson
Ed Thurmond
Wyona Tucker
Natasha Ellen Turner
Willie E. Turner
Movon Ray Underhill
R.L. Usery
Rocco Verive
Wavil Vick
James B. Walker
Virgil Walston
Alfred Walkling
Lizzie Watkins
Clifford White
Hugh White
Woodrow White
Christine Williams
Homer Fred Williams
Ervie Willoughby
James Cooper Wilson
Rachel Wilson
Hassel Windsor
Ilee Wisehart
Maude Woodall
Robert Wright
Willie Mae Wynns
Jerry Yearry

To help you
select a new or
better used car
or truck see...

Mickey Boggess
641 South

a.=

Miller
Funeral Home

753-2617
'
•s
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Best Window: The Cherry Branch (above). Best Door: The Buckinghams,
2010 Gatesborough Circle (right) and the Hewitt's at 813 Sharpe Street.

Best Business: Carolyn's Corner.
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,

• •
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Best Yard Scene: The Cohoon's, 1718 Magnolia.

Children: Mrs. Thelma Jones and sons, 412 S. 12th Street.

(Photos by Mark Cooper)

Best Overall: The Graham's, 2022 Quail Creek Drive. Other overall
winners included the Parker's at 1534 London Drive and the Waller's
at 1564 Canterbury Drive.

Arkansas couple decks house with million-dollar lights
By JULIE STEWART
Associated Press Writer

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — More
than a million red Christmas lights
adorn the house of a family whose
electrifying ornamentation stops
traffic in the neighborhood and has
even caused a power outage.
"I guess moderation is not in my
vocabulary. To me, bigger is better," said 48-year-old Jennings
Osborne.
By mid-December, 1,173,180
small lights covered Osborne's
house and yard, said Richard
McCormac, who oversees the
gaudy display.
McCormac figures that works
out to 92.1 miles of lights, which

F

by his account isn't enough. "I'm
going to add to that," he said last
week.
The fiery glow can be seen from
blocks away. Traffic sometimes
comes to a standstill in the affluent
neighborhood. People crane their
necks from car windows to gawk,
and some get out to take a closer
look.
The couple refused to say how
much the lights add to their
December electric bill, though Mitzi Osborne said it is lower than at
the peak of the summer, when the
air conditioning runs all the time.
The display includes three coneshaped trees made from red lights
on the roof of the house; the tallest

angels — all fashioned from lights
on sturdy frames — guard the
driveway, while Christmas music
blares from hidden speakers.
The decorating began five years
ago at Breezy's suggestion. It has
grown each year, surpassing 1 million lights for the first time this
year. When the family threw the
switch in November, it blew a
transformer and caused a brief
power outage in their
neighborhood.
The family often greets the curiPassersby are greeted by illumi- ous, passing out candy canes and
nated letters saying "Merry Christ- photographs of the lighted house.
They bristle at suggestions that
mas" and "Happy New Year."
Lights also blanket the lawn and the money might be better spent
11 -year-old Breezy Osborne's feeding the poor or housing the
swing set. Snowmen, a toy soldier, homeless.

rises 70 feet. A fourth tree sits atop
a large fountain.
Curtains of lights are draped
from the roof and across the front
yard. Blinking lights curl up the
trunks of tall pines.
Lighted plywood reindeer pull
Santa's sleigh atop a 10-foot-tall
white brick wall around the house.
On another section of wall, three
glowing wise men lead their
camels toward an electrified Nativity scene.

Fewer Americans traveling this holiday
NEW YORK (AP) — The season for holiday travel is almost
here, but the recession will have
quite a few people staying home.
The American Automobile Association predicted Wednesday that
fewer Americans will take holiday
trips this month compared with last
year.
The auto club said it expected
more holiday travel by car and less
by air.
"Not only are people traveling
less overall, but indications are
they're spending less money," said
Jerry Cheske, a spokesman for the
auto club.
AAA projected that 22 million
Americans will drive 100 miles or
more from home during the coming
Christmas and New Year's holidays, up from 21.3 million a year
ago.
The overall number of holiday
travelers will be 27 million, down
by about 300,000 from 1990,
according to the AAA projections.
That reflects an estimated I million
fewer people taking holiday trips

by air, train or bus; AAA said 5
million people will take such trips,
most of them flying.
Fewer people may be taking
planes, AAA said, because the
holidays fall on Wednesday this
year, making it more difficult for
passengers to obtain cheap excursion fares that require a Saturday
night stay.
But airlines don't necessarily
buy that argument.
The Air Transport Association,
an airline trade group, predicted
about 24 million people would fly
between Dec. 19 and Jan. 4, which
is 1 percent to 2 percent obove last
year. But those numbers include all
travel, not just flights taken for
holiday trips.
Some individual airlines also say
they expect a busier season than
the AAA numbers would suggest.
"We're looking at our advance
bookings and we don't see the
same thing," said Al Kolakowski,
senior vice president of marketing
at Delta Air Lines. Delta's bookings are higher, but Kolakowski

3
3456
75
YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES
"Check Us Out."

said that was partially explained by
a much larger number of flights
being offered by Delta, which
expanded rapidly this year.
The larger number of people
planning to drive this Christmas
and New Year's would reverse a
decline in people who hit the road
for Thanksgiving. AAA had said in
November that because of the
recession, many people were perhaps opting to take one holiday trip
instead of two, and apparently
more of them preferred to go in
December.

"Basically, Christmas is a time
for people to travel, particularly if
you note that 66 percent are staying
with family and friends," Cheske
said.
Still, the projections for all kinds
of holiday travel arc the lowest
since the AAA began making such
predictions in 1985.
Cheske said the actual number of
,travelers generally tis lower than
the projection, but he suggested
that in these tight economic times
the difference might not be as
great.

"We do other (charitable)
things," Mrs. Osborne said. "This
is for us and for Little Rock and
anybody who wants to see it."
The Osbornes are self-employed;
they own a business that tests drugs
for pharmaceutical companies. But
the light show occupies much of

Hardware

6 Outlet Power Strip

their spare time.
Osborne and McCormac said
they are already planning next
year's display.
"You got a lot of sky up there,"
McCormac said. "You can go as
high, I guess, as the (Federal Aviation Administration) will let you."

Available At
Participating
Ace Hardware Stores

DECEMBER 91

Holiday Light Timer

The practical power solution for home
appliances and power tools Ul listed

For oil your holiday lighting and
security needs Single on/off cycle
per day Includes FREE 6 It cord

335.3

60646

Booster Cable
10 h , 10 gouge booster cable with
FREE vinyl storage bog

85082

25 Outdoor Light Set
C9 bulbs with odd-on connector
Multi-color bulbs Ul listed 96807

New D.E.S.-Rescue Unit phone — 753-9111
Wrench Set
Drop forged and heat treated for
strength Rust resistant chrome
plating Choose standard or metric
28135 78136.

In the spirit of brotherhood we
join people everywhere in praying
for freedom from oppression
and peace on earth.
A happy, joyous Noel to all.

Vanderbilt Chemical and
Vanderbilt Minerals
753-4928

Penny Road

1-x25' Chrome Tape
Top quality, 'inf...., resistant case with
smooth finger lock and sough tip
Wade protector 20302

.111V-5ksg4o
As Adwortutod
Not....0 TV

swam"
Evonsady Batteries
Alkaline batteries for Owl, radios,
RasAights, cod more '30102.
.330.12..10103.30104.32•99.
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Nation's best

Sports Writer

NCAA leader Jones to lead Racers
Staff Report
Murray Loadgsr & Times

When the Murray State Racers
tip off against old rival Western
Kentucky tonight in Bowling

TONIGHT
Murray State
at
Western Kentucky
TIME: 7 p.m.
SITE: Diddle Arena
Bowling Green
RADIO: WBLI41 FM 103.7

NI Cl Rob Pts
6-9 Sr 31 21
6-4 Jr 4.0 10.2
6-11 Sr 16.3 as
6-0 So 1.3 71
6-0 So 2.0 10.0

F—Scott Adams
F—Darron H111
C—Popoyo Jones
G—Craig Gray
G—Codr ic Gumm

Western Kentucky (4-2)
Ht Cl
6-5 Sr
6-7 Jr
6-5 Sr
6-3 Jr
6-1 Jr

F—Jack Jonnings
F—Byron Brown
C—H. ThompkIns
G—Darnoll Moo
G—Mark Bill

Rob Pts
6.0 17.0
5.3 91
4.3 15.0
5.2 11.5
21 14.2

Green, they will be led by the best
board man in the nation.
Racer center Popeye Jones was
the second-leading rebounder in the
nation behind LSU's Shaquille
O'Neal a year ago. One year later,
Jones has moved up one position.
In recently released NCAA statistics, the first of the season,
Jones' 16.3 rebound per game average is tops in the country. The 6-8
senior's closest competitor at this
point is Jacksonville's Tim Burroughs at 15.0 rpg.
Powered by his 20-point, 20-rebound performance against Middle
Tennessee in last Saturday's 98-74
Racer win, Jones was named Player
of the Week in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
If the two-time OVC Player of
the Year continues at, or betters,
his 16.3 rpg clip, he would be the
first player since Alcorn State's
Larry Smith to average over 15 per
game. Smith grabbed 15 a game in
the 1979-80 season.
With Jones leading the way, the
Racers are fourth in the nation in
team rebounding, posting a plus14.8 rebounding edge over opponents. Murray State ranks behind
(1) Wake Forest, 18.0; (2) Georgetown. 17.4; and (3) Davidson, 17.2.
Tonight, the Racers will run into

By Richard Keil
Associated Press

a Hilltopper team that desperately
wants to avenge last season's 97-91
loss in Racer Arena.

Redskins
not looking
at numbers

In the heated battle in front of a
sell-out crowd, the Racers went to
the free throw line 51 times compared to only 11 for the Toppers.
Head coach Ralph Willard was
angered over that stat, particularly
since the game featured two OVC
officials and one from the Sun
Belt.
Racer junior Frank Allen led the
way for the Racers in last year's
win with 38 points. Originally,
tonight's game was supposed to be
his first game back from a academic suspension. However, he
returned to the lineup one game
earlier to suit up against MTSU.
Alien will be used in a reserve
role tonight, as head coach Scott
Edgar is expected to start the same
five that tipped off the game last
Saturday — Jones at center, Scott
Adams and Darren Hill at the forwards and Cedric Gumm and Craig
Gray in the backcourt
Junior Rafael Peterson, who
missed the last two games with an
injured foot is expected to be back
in uniform in Bowling Green.

4
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Racer senior Popeye Jones (54) leads the nation in rebounding with
his 16.3 per game average. Jones and Darren Hill (20) have the Racers in fourth position as a team.

Morris leaves home for big money in Toronto
who left the Pittsburgh Pirates to
become a free agent, agreed TuesconLess than two months after the day to a SI million, one-year has
Sutcliffe
World Series, Jack Morris appears tract with the Twins.
three teams,
to be leaving the Minnesota Twins. narrowed his list to
Orioles.
Baltimore
the
including
MVP
Series
Morris, the World
biggest
the
Mets,
York
New
The
who pitched a 10-inning, 1-0 vicoffseathe
of
spenders
free-agent
tory in Game 7, met with the Torabout adding
thinking
are
son,
today
hours
two
for
Jays
Blue
onto
the infielders
and was scheduled to meet with the another. And one of
former New
is
considering
are
they
team again later in the day.
baseman
second
Yankees
York
Morris and his agent, Richard
Randolph.
Willie
Moss, were attempting to negotiate
The San Diego Padres dropped
a deal with Blue Jays president
of the bidding for free agent
out
Paul Beeston and assistant -generatTTTi
Danny Tartabull, saying
it:fielder
N
manager Cord Ash.
afford his request for
couldn't
they
— 1 guess that fact that they're
at more than $4
contract
five-year
a
still talking is good," Blue Jays
season.
per
million
said.
Starkman
spokesman Howard
"I'm just afraid we can't comMeanwhile, Bob Kipper has a
financially in that market,"
pete
new team and Rick Sutcliffe is getgeneral manager Joe McIlvaine
ting closer to finding one.
Kipper. a 27-year-old reliever said.

By The Associated Press

All

Hooded

Sweats & Sweat Pants
Laker & Tiger
Jackets $2000

,
A

50 6

OFF

Open 9:30 a.m.4:00 p.m.

Central Center

.

(next

to Wal-Mart)

753-7743

HEY, RACER FANS!

Morris, w4o made $3.7 million have to take care of Kirby. They're
in 1991, the "most among pitchers, arguing the new party line that
declined to exercise his $3.65 mil- they're a small-market club and
lion option with the Twins, his they can't afford two players at
that level."
hometown team.
If Toronto doesn't make an offer
Minnesota offered to raise Morris' 1992 salary, but not by as agreeable to Morris, the pitcher and
much as the pitcher wanted. Twins MOSS will meet Thursday with Bosgeneral manager Andy MacPhail, ton. The Red Sox have held off
anticipating a multimillion dollar making an offer to Frank Viola,
contract extension for Kirby Puck- who faces a Thursday midnight
ett, said he couldn't afford to go deadline to accept or reject a salary
arbitration offer from the New
higher.
"I think it's really down to Tor- York Mets, his former club.
Baltimore has been searching for
onto and Boston, both of which are
acceptable alternatives, even another starter since the end of the
though it's not his first choice," season and Sutcliffe is seriously
said Morris' agent, Richard Moss. considering the Orioles.
"They've made it pretty clear that
Sutcliffe, 6-5 with a 4.10 ERA
they've gone as far as they can. last season, missed half of 1991n
"They know it's not satisfactory with shoulder problems. But he
to Jack and it's not where Jack pitched well during the final weeks
belongs. They're arguing that they of the season.

By The Associated Press
Junior-college center Rodney
Dent was admitted to a Texas hospital for an appendectomy, leaving
his plans to enroll at the University
of Kentucky next month uncertain.
The surgery could keep Dent
from finishing work on his juniorcollege degree in time to be at UK
when its semester begins Jan. 15.
The 6-foot-11 athlete committed
Tuesday to UK. He was admitted

to Medical Center Hospital in
Odessa, Texas, with acute appendicitis Wednesday night.
A laser appendectomy was to be
performed on Dent, said Warren
Heagy, an Odessa lawyer who
plans to legally adopt Dent next
week. Hospital spokeswoman Sharon Dyer said the surgery might not
take place until early this morning.
Dent still must finish two college
classes to earn the degree: a correspondence course in history at Tex-

uniden
BiLancsu-27
25

Here's a Great Christmas Gift Idea...
New Limited Edition Prints Commemorating
the Racers' 1,000 Basketball Victories

ONLY $35
Call Steve Rich at 762-6812 or stop by 211
Stewart Stadium to pick one up.

(Cont'd on page 3B)

UK signee Dent hospitalized

EAVESDROP ON YOUR
CITY TONIGHT

MURRAY STATE
HALL MOOD?

Randolph, 37, had trouble finding a job last season and wound up
signing with the Milwaukee Brewers for $500,000 guranteed. He
had one of his best seasons, finishing third in the American League
with a .327 average, driving in 54
runs and walking 75 times. Randolph, who earned an additional
S400,000 in performance bonuses,
did make 20 errors.
"We've got a whole series of
infielders we looked at today and
we're going to complete looking at
tomorrow," Mets general manager
Al Harazin said. "It comes down
initially to what type of player you
want."
Harazin said Dave Anderson,
Randy Ready, Curtis Wilkerson, Al
Newman and former Met Tim

as Tech and an ocean ecology
course at Odessa College. The classes are scheduled to begin shortly,
and the ocean ecology course work
includes a Dec. 27-Jan. 2 field trip
to Mexico.
Heagy said that if Dent cannot
complete and pass the classes, he
will have to stay at Odessa to complete his degree.
"It may be September before
Rodney gets to Kentucky," Heagy
said.
Kentucky coach Rick Pitino had
hoped to redshirt Dent the rest of
this season, leaving him with two
full years of eligibility.
It was Dent's inability to finish
his classwork in two years at Odessa that kept him from attending
Auburn this year and reopened the
recruiting race for the 228-pounder
from Edison, Ga.

109"

Dent can do nothing more at this
point than give an oral commitment. He already has signed two
letters-of-intent with Auburn —
while at Calhoun County High
School and again last year at Odessa — and cannot be tied to a school
until he enrolls. Under NCAA
rules, Pitino cannot comment on
Dent until he enrolls at UK.

BC-147XL

Heagy said he was confident
Dent be at UK eventually.
"This kid's been through so
many hardships that appendicitis
isn't going to keep him down,"
Heagy said.
Dent's mother died in a house
fire Oct. 31, and his father and two
siblings have died in recent years.

Hear all the excitement of police, fire, emergency, HAM
radio, weather and other two-way broadcasts on a Linden
E3earcat Scanner Radio. Scan sixteen different frequencies you easily program yourself from over ten different
bands. Features a priority channel, instant weather
search, and large digital channel display. Find out what's
going on in your area while it's happening!

HOME
?
quff5.11

753-2571 or 753-4110

4&A

Chastnut St.

Mrs: 7:30-5:30 M-F; 730-5:00 Sal
Open Sundays 1 p.m.-5 p.m.

0

With eight Washington Redskins in the Pro Bowl, the
team might seem like a collection of statistic-oriented
stars. But that's not the case
with this 14-1 ballclub.
"We're putting the wins
first," said offensive tackle
Jim Lachey, one of seven
Redskins voted to the postseason all-star contest Wednesday.
"That's the Joe Gibbs way,
and it's worked for us so
far."
Gibbs has stressed all year
that teamwork must come
before personal goals, and his
team believes what he says.
And they don't plan to change
that in the regular-season
finale Sunday against the 9-6
Philadelphia Eagles, even
though they could get into the
NFL record book by paying
more attention to statistics.
"After the preseason, we all
got the chance as a team to
sit down and talk about some
things," offensive tackle Jim
Lachey said. "We just wanted
to take a very unselfish attitude this year and play to
win."
"Basically, I think this is
why the football team is
doing as well as it has,"
added wide receiver Gary
Clark, another Pro Bowler.
"Everybody has put aside
their personal goals for the
team. It brought out everybody's personal best."
And that, even though
Lachey, Clark and six other
Redskins — offensive guard
Mark Schlereth, kicker Chip
Lohmiller, quarterback Mark
Rypien, running back Earnest
Byncr, defensive end Charles
Mann and cornerback Darrell
Green — racked up enough
personal accomplishments to be
selected for the Pro Bowl.
But since Washington has
locked up the NFC East title
and home-field advantage and
the Eagles are out of the
playoffs. Sunday's game
represents the only contest this
season where the Redskins
could worry about statistics
and indulge a desire for personal goals.
Start- with Washington's
offensive line. They've allowed
just six quarterback sacks all
season. If they keep Rypien
on his feet through Sunday's
contest, they will break the
NFL record for fewest sacks
allowed — seven, set by the
1988 Miami Dolphins.
But don't expect the Redskins to dwell on the possibility of a record.
"If it comes, it comes,"
said guard Raleigh McKenzie.
"I think it's a good pat on
the back for us, but we don't
have a game plan to prevent
a sack."
But all numbers aside, the
Redskins know they must play
hard — not necessarily win,
but play hard — in order to
stay sharp for their first
playoff game two weeks from
now.
"You've got to be able to
go into it on the upswing
because it's too tough to get
back the mental part of it if
you lose it," said linebacker
Matt Millen, who played in
San Francisco last year and
blamed a late-season mental
letdown for a lack of intensity
in the team's NFC Championship game loss to the New
York Giants. "It's important
that you go into the playoffs
on a roll mentally."

A New You For '92
Come by and see
ichal our club is all
,lbout. We guarantee
you'll like it.
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Chemistry hurting Nets;
Valvano a possible cure

SCOREBOARD
The Insurance Center
of Murray

By The Associated Press
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LOCAL GYMNASTICS
There were 16 winners In the Thanksgiving Tumble competition, held
on Saturday, Nov. 23 at South Marshall County Middle School. The
competition was between Connie Smith Gymnastics, of Murray, and
Melissa Gunn Gymnastics. Winners are: (front row, from left) Shawna
Rushing, Nicole Steiner, Jenny Colson, Jessica Miller, Charity White,
Kassa Kelso, Melody Wolechowski, (back row) Michelle Morris, Candace McClure, Denise Moore, Liberty Urbar, Kenette Cleaver.

KARATE
Local Black Belt Clint Darden, won four awards at the 1992 Opening
Tournament of the Midwest Martial-Arts Association. Darden, 14, was asked
by MMA officials to fight in the 15-17 age division. Darden won 5-1 over
Brian Tucker of East St. Louis, III., 3-2 over Pete Cusinilli of Belleville, Ill.,
and won the fighting championship with a 5-1 victory over the 1991 MMA
champion, Jim Hickey of Florissant, Mo. Darden also placed first in weapons, second in musical forms, and third in forms.

FOOTBALL
NEW YORK (AP) — The Washington Redskins, Buffalo Bills, Houston
Oilers and Los Angeles Raiders each placed eight players in the Pro Bowl
and New York Giants linebacker Lawrence Taylor missed making the team
for the first time in his 11 -year career. The Oilers had the most starters for
the game Feb. 2 in Honolulu wth six, wide receiver Haywood Jeffires, center
Bruce Matthews, guard Mike Munchak, defensive end William Fuller, cornerback Cris Dishman and linebacker Al Smith. The Bills had four starters,
including quarterback Jim Kelly, as did Philadelphia, which placed five players on the NFC squad. The Raiders and Redskins each had three starters.
The Philadelphia Eagles' defensive front of Reggie White, Clyde Simmons and Jerome Brown were selected as a unit for the NFC, the first times
that's happened since Louie Kelcher, Gary Johnson and Fred Dean represented San Diego in 1980.
RIDGEWOOD, N.J. (AP) — Former New York Giants coach Bill Parcells
was released from The Valley Hospital after having one of the arteries of his
heart cleared of blockage. The non-surgical procedure was performed Monday after an angiogram showed last week that Parcells' had a 95-to-99 percent blockage of his left anterior descending artery, one of the three major
coronary arteries, said Dr. Michael Kesselbrenner, Parcells' physician.
There's no medical reason why Parcells couldn't return to coaching, or 90
back to work as an NBC analyst by this weekend, Kesselbrenner said.

BOXING
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — The founder of the Miss Black America Pageant
dropped a $607 million lawsuit against Mike Tyson, saying several contestants lied when they accused the former heavyweight champ of fondling
them.
J. Morris Anderson said he met with Tyson's attorneys and agreed to
settle the suit. He would not say whether any money was involved. His lawsuit, filed in August in U.S. District Court, called Tyson a "serial buttocks
fondler" and accused the fighter of molesting the 1990 Miss Black America
and 10 of 23 contestants in the 1991 pageant, held in July in Indianapolis.
Tyson faces criminal charges of raping an 18-year-old contestant in his
hotel room. The trial is set to start Jan. 27 in Indianapolis.

Morris leaves...
(Cont'd from age 28)
Teufel were among the players he
was considering.
"There's just a whole slew of
middle infielders out there," Harazin said.
Minnesota looked at several
relievers and decided it wanted
Kipper, 2-2 with a 4.65 ERA in 52
relief appearances last season for
the Pirates. He was 5-2 in 1990
with a 3.02 ERA and three saves.
Kipper, who made $900,000 last
season, gets a $100,000 signing
bonus and $900,000 in 1992. The
Twins have an option for 1993 at

$1 million and it becomes guaranteed if he appears in 40 games next
season.

Getting players on the same page on the basketball court has been the
New Jersey Nets' biggest problem in recent years.
The problem is now affecting the team's owners, and it has created
some questions about who will coach the team — Bill Fitch, the present
holder of the job, or former North Carolina State coach and current television commentator Jim Valvano.
For now, the job belongs to Fitch.
Alan Aufzien, the Nets' principal owner, gave Fitch a vote of confidence Wednesday, less than a day after two published reports said minority owner Joe Taub had reached an agreement with Valvano that would
make him coach of the team by the end of the week.
The reports seemed to divide the Nets' ownership.
Aufzien told a hastily called news conference before the team's 102-93
victory over Cleveland that Taub is basically an adviser and is not
empowered to make hiring decisions.
"Whether he has had any conversations with Jim Valvano and what
was discussed, I don't know," Aufzien said. "But he does not make
offers or conduct negotiations."
Taub was not at the news conference and was not available for
comment.
Valvano, who lives in North Carolina and has an unpublished telephone
number, was not available for comment Wednesday.
Arthur Kaminsky, Valvano's attorney, issued a statement Wednesday
confirming talks with the Nets.
"Jim has not signed with the Nets," Kaminsky said. "He is in conversations with the Nets, ABC and ESPN to discuss his future."
Aufzien said that he and David Gerstein were the majority owners and
that Willis Reed made the club's basketball decisions.
"As of now there have been no changes in our basketball program,"
said Reed, the team's senior vice president of basketball operations.
"We're not happy with our record (7-16) but Bill is our coach and, at this
point, we're not looking to make any changes."

Miami rebounds with win
following 148-80 blowout
By The Associated Press
Coaches are always telling their
players that blowouts are best forgotten — both for the winner and
the loser.
The Miami Heat followed that
advice Wednesday night, and the
Cleveland Cavaliers ignored it. As
a result, one day after Cleveland
routed Miami 148-80 in the worst
blowout in NBA history, the Cavaliers lost 102-93 at New Jersey and
the Heat defeated Indiana 118-112
in overtime.
Elsewhere in the NBA, it was
Boston 131, Milwaukee 117; Utah
107, Philadelphia 105; Detroit 117,
Charlotte 97; Washington 96, San
Antonio 93; Denver 123, Phoenix
109; and Golden State 104, the Los
Angeles Clippers 100.
"We were flat-footed and kind
of sleep-walked," Cleveland coach
Lenny Wilkens said. "We played a
terrific game last night, but tonight
the defense was bad and the execution was poor. We just didn't do
the things we normally do. We

Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury

24 HOUR
WRECKER SERVICE
Daytime

753-5273
Nighttime

4981219 or 753-1833
701 Main Street • Murray

have to be consistent night after
night.'
The Cavs shot 38.5 percent from
the field and turned the ball over
22 times, including 16 steals by
New Jersey, which got 22 points
from Derrick Coleman and 20 from
Drazen Petrovic.
At Miami, Glen Rice hit five
3-pointers and scored 22 points,
and Grant Long scored six of his
20 points in overtime for the Heat.
"This was as rewarding a victory as we've had because of the
circumstances last night," coach
Kevin Loughery said. "In the overtime, we hung in tough and we
made some big plays."

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
Your more than one company agency."

901 Sycamore

David King
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Tuesday's Games
New York 102. New Jersey 94
Boston 105. Orlando 98
Utah 122, Chadone 102
Atlanta 117, Indiana 113
Cbveland 148, Marti 80
LA Lakers 102. Chicago 69
San Antonio 98. Dallas 87
Houston 100. Washington 97
Seattle 116, LA Clow; 99
Goiden State 119 lAnnesota 105
Wedne•day's Games
Boston 131 Mlwaukaie 117
New Jersey 102. Cleveland 93
Utah 107, PNIadegNa 105
Marro 118, Indiana 112, OT
Detroit 117. Charlotte 97
Washington 96, San Antonio 93
Denver 123. Pticonia 109
Golden State 104. LA Clippers 100
Thu raday's Games
MlwaLikaiit al Orlando, 6.30 pm
LA Laker' at lAnnesota, 7 pm
Sacramento at Houston, 730 p.m.
Denver at Seattle. 9 p.m.
Fridey's Games
Utah at Boston. 630 pm
Chicago at New Jersey. 630 pm
Mans at Phrtadeghia, 630 pm
liouston at Charlotte, 630 p.m.
Cleveland at Atlanta. 6.30 p.m.
LA Laker; at Detroit. 7 pm
WasNnglon at Dallas 7:30 p.m.
San Antonio at Phoenix. 830 p.m.
Portland at Golden Stale. 9 30 p.m
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THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 So. SYCAMORE

753-8355
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All Printed Fleece
All Umbra' Shorts

20-40% OFF - Over 100 Selected Styles of Shoes
Kids Air Jordans

Mens Air Jordans*
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Nike Air
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$6999SALE
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Womens Canvas
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6 Colors
Special

Reebok* Womens
Freestyle LO
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Retail
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$3499SALE
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DENNISON HUNT
SPORTI
NG
GOODS
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"

OPEN Monday - Satuday 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
*Now Open On Sundays 1-5 P.M. Until Christmas'
1203 Chestnut St.
Murray, Ky

753-5005

A-1

All Nylon Separates

All Warm -Ups
All Challenge Court Apparel

Retail
'994°

CABLE
VIS1111N

8
9
13

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
t73, 91. 654
,ct

SALE

Come by and see Santa.
We'll broadcast your
visit "live" on Channel
34. Come to Santa's
Workshop at our side
entrance and visit with
Santa.

4A
5
9
9Yr

EAST
Georgetowri 89, St Leo 51
Penn St 80, Drexel 65
Rider 79 Long Island U SO
SOUTH
Atsbarna 107. Citadel 67
Ausen Pea, 71. Tenn -Main 64
Georgia 66, Georgia Tech 65
James lAadieon 118. Mount Si Mary's Ma 68
NC -Nlivningion 75, Appelechan Si 72
Now Orleans 54, Virginia 52
Pnnceton 50, N. Carolina St 47 GT
lion..... 93. East Carolina 58
Virginia Tech 93, Liberty 64
Wake Forest 74. VII 43
MIDWEST
Chicago St 107. Ferns St 94
Cleveland St 76, Creighton 68
DePaul 90, N I$no.. 7
Mo -Kansas City 66, Jackson St 74
FAR WEST
Arizona 127. N Arizona 81
Boise St 54. St Mary's. Cal 50
BYU-kairaii 66, Idaho Si $3. OT
Oho Si 82. UC Santa Barbara 75
Oregon St. 112, Oral Rawl' 67

Pre-Christmas Savings

f

9:30-11:30 a.m. and
2-4 p.m.
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12 .500
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16 .304
17 292
16 .273
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1
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11 13
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COLLEGE BASKETBALL

All Reebok - Apparel

Visit With Santa
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Conference to feature MSU group
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Happy Hcllu-Daus
Fun]/111 01 Us
Thanks for making this our
best season, ever.

SAVE•A•LOT

The Kentucky Music Educators
Association (KMEA) will convene
for the 34th annual In-Service Conference, Feb. 5 to 8, 1992 in
Louisville.
Thirty-eight clinic sessions will
be provided for practicing music
educators to enhance their teaching
skills. In addition, conference participants will have the opportunity to
hear musical performances by 26
performing ensembles from Kentucky's elementary and secondary
schools, colleges and universities.
The Murray State Concert Choir,
under the direction of Dr. Steven
Michelson will perform Feb. 6 at
12:30 p.m. in the Commonwealth
Convention Center.

FOOD STORES
AOk-

er.

State SATB, TTBB and SSA Choruses, the All-State Orchestra and
the All-State Concert arJ Symphonic Bands and the All-State
Jazz Band. Membership in these
prestigious groups is awarded as
the result ot stringent auditions in
regional and state centers throughout the commonwealth. Approximately 1100 student musicians will
appear as part of these groups in
concerts open to the general public
as well as conference participants.
Persons desiring more information should contact Dr. Robert
Hartwell. Conference Facilities
Coordinator for KMEA at
606-622-3161 prior to Feb. 1.

Cheekwood offers
unique art display

Fiddler in the room

9-7 Mon -Thurs , 9-8 Fri., 9-7 Sat
Closed Christmas Day

tesco.•
•

KMEA is an organization of
more than 100 in-service music
educators representing music education interests from early childhood through adulthood and some
200 pre-service music educators
currently preparing to teach music
at Kentucky's colleges and universities. KMEA seeks to improve the
quality of music education in Kentucky and works in cooperation
with those educational agencies
and organizations which share like
interests. KMEA is affiliated with
the Music Educators National Conference (MENC) with a national
membership of more than 60,000.
Featured at each KMEA InService Conference are the All-
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Merry Christmas and happy holidays from
the whole flock!

Conny Ottway and her violin/fiddle students perfiirmed at Thanksgiving for the Long Term Care Unit of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The recital included classical, sacred, bluegrass and traditional pieces, as well as "Stardust" from the Big Band Era. Front row
(from left): Katy Watters, Chase Ottway, Beth Pate and Paige Patterson. Back row (from left): Penny Gill, Josh Martin, David Parker
and Conny Ottway.

Country music stars
continue Branson trek

Cunningham
Auto Repair
6 Motor Sales

i

By JERRY NACHTIGAL
Associated Press Writer

BRANSON, Mo.(AP) — Johnny
Cash is coming. So are Willie Nel753-6831
619 S. 4th
son, the Gatlin Brothers and Andy
Williams.
As they and other stars rush to
open theaters, this tiny Ozark
Mountain resort town is suddenly
starting to rival Nashville, Tenn. as
the home of country music.
Roy Clark was the first Nashville celebrity to recognize Branson's
potential. He opened a theater in
1983 along the neon-lighted strip
filled with miniature golf courses
and craft shops and since has added
a hotel.
A plethora of entertainers have
followed, including Mel Tiiiis, Ray
Stevens, Jim Stafford, Boxcar Willie, Mickey Gilley and Moe Bandy.
Powerful, lightweight saws for work in the yard,on the farm or in
Those who've opened the town's
the deep woods.
two-dozen country-music theaters
have eyes the size of silver dollars
fixed on the same price — a piece
of the $1.5 billion spent annually in
the town of 3,700 by more than 4
#026
million visitors.
e,
llmileSILAI•real
allorneWILANNA&I
Cash and wife June Carter Cash,
2
.0
)
"MiCiouitraseeNelson, the Gatlins and Williams
plan to open theaters in 1992.
"I think Branson's already
-2.97 cu. in. (48.7 cc) engine
exploded and the explosion is just
-10.4 N. powerhead -Professional rim sprocket
now being felt around the world,"
-Lifetime electronic ignition warranty
-OuickstopTu Inertia Chain Brake
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The potential for further growth
is enough to make developers and
entertainers giddy.
"It's just a tremendous, tremendous opportunity for this community," said Jack Herschend, president
of the Silver Dollar City theme
park. His family helped ignite the
local tourism industry when it
opened the park in 1960.
Silver Dollar City will make a
foray into the theater business next
year with the Grand Palace of
Country Music, a $13 million develoment featuring a 4,000-seat theater and two as yet unnamed
headliners.
Added Nelson: "A good picker,
a good singer, a good writer can
come here and have a better chance
to get a start."
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Good Thru Dec. 31

BEVERLY HILLS, Calif.(AP) — The dance sound of C and C Music
Factory and pop's Color Me Badd led nominations Tuesday for the
American Music Awards with six each.
Boyz II Men and Whitney Houston took five nominations each. Country crooner Garth Brooks and Natalie Cole got four apiece.
Thirty awards in seven categories — pop-rock, soul-rhythm & blues,
country, heavy metal-hard rock, rap, adult contemporary and dance —
will be presented Jan. 27 during a three-hour show on ABC from Shrine
Auditorium.
Hammer, who won five American Music Awards in 1991 and two in
1990, will be host of the 19th annual presentation. He was nominated for
one award this year, top rap artist.
The nominees, selected on the basis of record sales, were announced by
Chaka Khan and Curtis Stigers during a Beverly Hills Hotel news
conference.
Winners are selected by a national sampling of 20,000 record buyers.
141ss Cole, Miss Houston and Paula Abdul are up for best adult contemporary artist_
C and C Music Factory's "Gonna Make You Sweat" was nominated
Love and Tenderness" by Michael Bolton and "Unforgettwith
able" by Miss Cole for best pop-rock album.
Color Me Badd's single, "I Wanna Sex You Up," was nominated for
best pop-rock single with "(Everything I Do) I Do It For You" by Bryan
Adams and "More Than Words" by Extreme.

"Lambs" gets honors
By DAVID J. FOX
Los Angeles Times

The financial outlook may be
shaky for Orion Pictures Corp., but
the company keeps collecting
awards. This year's hit suspense
film "The Silence of the Lambs" is
the latest example.
The movie was selected Tuesday
as best of 1991 by the 25-member
New York Film Critics Circle. The
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*Open 24 Hours Christmas Day
Chicken will be available.
*Call 753-8575 for all your party needs!
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Special Available at Murray • Mayfield
Happy Holidays to all our customers!

The Murray City Schools
have been notified that a proposal for an artist-in-residence
for Murray High School has
been funded by the Kentucky
Arts Council.
The proposal was submitted
to the Council's "Teacher incentive Program" by Sherry Darnall
and Katie Carpenter. The program exists to enable teachers to
collaborate with practicing, Professional artists on design and
implementation of innovative
projects. Artist residencies are
intended to integrate the arts
into the regular classroom and
to strengthen teaching in the
arts.
"We are very proud of the
incentive shown by our teachers," said Sid Easley, chairman
of the Murray Board of Education, "and we are very pleased
that our high school students
will have this opportunity to
work with a professional artist."
The project calls for artist
Martin Rollins to work with art
and foreign language students at
Murray High School, helping
students identify multi-cultural
values and express them in visual form, make artistic comparisons across cultures, and recognize expressions of universal
human experiences from varied
cultures. As well as art teacher
Darnall, the project will involve
Murray High French teacher Sue
Spann and Spanish teacher
Debra Burgess.
The impetus for the project
has been the annual Mardi Gras
festival hosted by the French
and Spanish clubs.

American Music Awards
nominees named Tuesday

Let us prepare your party trays and cater your Christmas parties!
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Some 6.5 million tickets were
sold to music shows in 1990. Twothirds of Branson's visitors see two
or more shows during their stay.
Despite the recession, business is
up about 5 percent this year.
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Nelson said.
For the past summer season,
Branson offered more than 41,000
theater seats. With the debut of
several new stars and theaters,
Branson will have more than
57,000 seats for shows in 1992.

NASHVILLE — One of the
exciting new art forms of the 90s is
"computer art." Until recently considered gimmicky, this new concept is taken seriously with the
"explosion" of technology which
enables computer artists to create
striking images and graphics.
In cooperating with Tony Gerber
of "Space for Media," a computerimaging firm in Nasvhille, Checkwood will present "Make It New:
Computer Images From Middle
Tennessee from Nov. 30 to Jan. 12,
1992.
All participants are members of
Club Media, a non-profit organization of professionals working in the
field of technology and media. This
exhibition of their works is
intended to educate the public on
the interactive applications of computer technology and the marvelous
images and graphics created
through its use.

Murray High
given artist-inresidence grant

Open 24 Hours

thriller, based on the book by Thomas Harris, also took awards for
best director, Jonathan Demme;
best actor, Anthony Hopkins; and
best actress Jodie Foster.
Hopkins played the cannibalistic
Dr. Hannibal Lecter and Foster his
FBI agent-nemesis in the movie,
which has grossed $130 million.
Earlier this week, the National
Board of Review also awarded top
prizes to "Silence of the Lambs"
for best picture and director, but
cited Hopkins as best supporting
actor. The National Board of
Review is not primarily a critics
group; its membership includes
film historians and scholars.
Whether Hopkins' role in the
movie is a leading part of a supporting one is a frequent topic in
Hollywood circles, as the industry
begins to consider nominations for
the Academy Awards. A spokesman for Orion Pictures said Tuesday ther is "no question that the
company is pushing a nomination
for Hopkins as best actor."
"Silence" producer Ed Saxon,
one of the film's New York-based
producers, said he had "always
thought that Hopkins is the leading
actor in the movie and should be
eligible for best actor. But to also
win for supporting actor? It's
nothing to complain about."
This week's double victory for
"Silence of the Lambs" was a sharp
contrast to the voting over the
weekend by the Los Angeles Film
Critics Association. That group
gave top honors to the Barry
Levinson film "Bugsy."
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All-state

Murray High School Band members selected to participate in the
Kentucky Music Educators Association All-State Band are (from left)
Kathy Bomba, Sarah Conklin and Philip Brown. Bomba and Conklin
will be in the Concert Band and Brown will be in the Symphonic
Band. The All-State Festival will be Feb. 5-8 in Louisville.
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Kevorkian expects murder
charge after examiner's report
PONTIAC, Mich. (AP) — Jack
Kevorkian, who used his suicide
machines to help two women kill
themselves in October, expects to
be charged with murder now that a
medical examiner has listed homicide as the cause of their deaths.
Oakland County Prosecutor
Richard Thompson said he would
announce today whether to file
murder charges against the
63-year-old retired pathologist,
whose medical license has been
suspended.
In filing the two women's death
certificates Wednesday, Oakland
County Medical Examiner Dr. Ljubisa J. Dragovic said the deaths
were not suicides because "suicide
is reserved for self-inflicted
death."
"In this situation, all the evidence indicates these deaths were
brought about by another person,"
he said.
On Oct. 23, Kevorkian called
police to a cabin where he had
helped two women — one with
multiple sclerosis and the other
with a painful pelvic disease —
commit suicide. One was hooked
up to a machine that administered a
lethal injection, the other inhaled
carbon monoxide through a mask.
Kevorkian invented both devices.
In 1990, Kevorkian hooked an
Alzheimer's patient to a machine
that gave her a lethal injection
when she pressed a button. A murder charge against him was dismissed by a judge who ruled
Michigan has no law against
assisted suicide.
The law still stands while lawmakers consider proposals to
change iL

ments next year, Stempel said.
WASHINGTON (AP) — PresiThat's 10 percent of the whitedent Bush met today with business
collar work force and 5 percent of
executives he is taking to Asia on a
hourly workers.
as
portraying
is
he
10-day trip that
GM's announcement came as
a way to help the nation's economy
Bush, while in Texas, signed a jobby expanding foreign trade
creating, $151 billion transportaopportunities.
tion bill. The administration says
Bush said Wednesday he was
going to Japan next month "to help the transportation bill will help pay
open the giant markets there to for 600,000 new and existing jobs
this fiscal year — 4 million jobs
more American exports.
"That means the same three over six years.
Bush said getting the economy
words: jobs, jobs and jobs," he
back on track was his No. 1
said. But the president had nothing
to say today about the bombshell priority.
"Yes, these are tough times and,
announcement by the world's biggest automaker, General Motors, yes, there are layoffs and many
that it would reduce its workforce families are having a rough go of
it," he said. "The American peoby 18 percent.
He waved aside reporters' ques- ple want action. And action is what
tions during a photo session with they'll get."
But Democratic presidential cogi,
the business executives, saying,
"Maybe you can talk to Mr. Stem- tender Bill Clinton said the Gilt
layoffs would not have occurred
pel afterward."
Among the delegation members "if our nation had a clear strategy
meeting with Bush today was Gen- to compete in the world economy
eral Motors Corp. Chairman Robert and to be a high-wage, high-growth
Stempel, who announced Wednes- country."
The Arkansas governor called on
day that GM would shut six
assembly plants and 15 parts plants Bush to expedite this year's highduring the next four years as part way funding so more people could
of a broad restructuring of the go back to work immediately.
Against criticism that Bush has
automotive giant.
GM also will eliminate 9,000 spent too much time on foreign
salaried jobs and 15,000 hourly policy at the expense of domestic
jobs through attrition *and retire- concerns, the administration is per-

The Michigan Board of Medicine voted unanimously last month
to suspend Kevorkian's license for
helping the three women kill
themselves.
Kevorkian and his lawyer, Geoffrey Fieger, told WXYZ-TV on
Wednesday that they expected murder charges to be filed today.
Attempts by The Associated
Press to reach the two men were
unsuccessful. There was no answer
at Kevorkian's apartment in the
Detroit suburb of Royal Oak on
Wednesday night or at Fieger's
office in nearby Southfield. Fieger's home number is not listed.
But Kevorkian told the TV station he was performing his duties
as a doctor to ease pain and
suffering.
"All that counts to me is the
welfare of a patient," he said.
"That's all that matters."
After the October deaths, Fieger
released a videotape in which the
two women, Sherry Miller, 43, of
Roseville, and Marjorie Wantz, 58,
of Sodus, are seen — in the presence of family members and
Kevorkian — outlining their
wishes to die.
Neither was terminally ill.
Fieger told the station the medical examiner's ruling was politically motivated.
"That's a change from what it
has been, everybody knows they
committed suicide," Fieger said.
"I believe it wag- prompted by
political pressure."
Dragovie wouldn't comment
Wednesday. But referring to
Kevorkian and Fieger, he said:
"They're off the wall."

Convicted murderer
caught after 3 months
HUGO, Okla. (AP) — State and
federal law officers captured convicted killer Michael St. Clair early
this morning at the home of his
brother. He is one of two men
named in a murder warrant in
Kentucky.
Dan Vogel, spokesman for the
FBI in Oklahoma City, said St.
Clair was taken without incident
about 12:30 a.m. His brother,
Hansel, was taken into custody for
harboring a fugitive.
"It's an early Christmas present
for us," Vogel said.
St. Clair, 34, and Dennis Reese,
31, escaped the Bryan County Jail
on Sept. 19. At the time, St. Clair
was awaiting transfer to state prison after being convicted on two
counts of first-degree murder.
Reese was awaiting trial on a
strangulation and beating death. He
remains at large.
The men are wanted for questioning in four killings and one
attempted killing that occurred in
New Mexico, Kentucky and Tennessee between Sept. 29 and Oct.
12.
Vogel said Kentucky authorities
filed murder charges against the
men on Oct. 11 in the death of
Francis Chandler Brady, 55, whose
body was found near Elizabethtown, Ky. three days earlier. He
had been handcuffed and shot in
the head.
St. Clair, of Durant, Okla., was
taken to the Muskogee City-County
Jail and was scheduled to appear
before a federal magistrate today
on a federal fugitive warrant.
Information about St. Clair and
Reese appeared on the television
programs "America's Most

ment will not be receptive to too
much U.S. pressure.
He said South Korea this year
expects to suffer a $10 billion trade
deficit.
"Korea should not be really
pressed this time," he said.
U.S. officials are upset with
Korea's restrictive policies toward
video and audio tapes, telecommunications and agriculture, and its
lack of protection for U.S. intellectual property such as trade secrets.
In Japan, U.S. officials have
engaged in ongoing efforts to ease
the country's restrictive marketing
and distribution systems.

traying the 10-day Asia and Australia trip as a chance to work for
the U.S. economy.
A principal emphasis in Korea
and Japan will be opening markets
in those two countries to American
products, such as autos and auto
parts, computers, paper, glass and
agricultural goods, officials say.
"Trade is a domestic issue,"
said Tory Clark, spokeswoman for
the U.S. Trade Representative Carla Hills. "If we can get tariffs
down on widgets, the widget maker
will be selling more."
But South Korean Ambassador
Hong-choo Hyun, in an interview
Wednesday, indicated his govern-
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Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy
753-4175
Glendale at Whltnell
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
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IT'S AMAZING!
COME SEE THE PARTY MART'S VAST INVENTORY OF
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JUICER
Decorative, and Fun The highQuality citrus Nicer is powered by
• hoary-duty 25 waft motor mdi
automate reverse acbon lor
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hes internal oord storage and is
removable horn the orange for
easy deigning Made or dureble
ASS plasbc Extra large carafe
holds 24 ounces of Juice Full
two-year warranty UL leten
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Key Ring
With Whistle
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Aspen tradition of hospitality awaits you on your first
stp...great with Cider, Tea,'Hint or Brandy...

Wanted" and "Unsolved Mysteries," resulting in hundreds of
calls.
The arrest was made at Hansel
St. Clair's residence southeast of
Hugo, a small town near the Texas
border. FBI agents from Oklahoma
City and Dallas, along with the
Oklahoma Highway Patrol and the
Oklahoma State Bureau of Investigation, made the arrest.
St. Clair was sentenced to two
life terms in the deaths of his
uncle, Ronnie Lee St. Clair and
William Henry Kelsey Jr. Prosecutors argued that Michael St. Clair
hired Kelsey to kill his uncle and
then killed Kelsey.
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GOOD THRU
12-24-91
Greetings and thanks from us to every
one of you for your kind patronage
and wonderful hiendship
Modern Technology For
Today's Printing Needs

[

QUICRINTJ
of murray

Southside Center
759-4796
Hal Winchester

PADUCAH'S MOST INTERESTING STORE

FREE GIFT WRAPPING

PRICES GOOD THRU
DECEMBER 24

Open 8 A.M. to 10 P.M.
Fri. & Sat. 'till 11 P.M.
Closed Sundays

Christmas
11A14PM.
WI SHIP

WE SHIP

UPS

509 Lone Oak

Road

Hannan Plaza
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Classified

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
'Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
010
020
025
030
040
050

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found

ENtt,t.ovmENT
Help Wanted
Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

060
090
100
110

190
370
390
400
550

FARMERS MARKET
Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
200
210
220
260.4.
380
410
540
560
570
240

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

753-1916

Classified Ad Rates

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday $ a.m.-12 p.m.

280
285
300
310
320
330
340
360

Rental
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Want To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease

T.V. 14raiglliol
Pets & Supplies
MI4CE1.1.‘NF:OUS
Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted
Miscellaneous

270
365
420
430
440
450
460

Sales
Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

REAL ESTATE
120
230
250
290
530

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

LEGAL NOTICE
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY
In Re: Joint Petition, by the New Concord
Fire District by and through its authorized
and duly appointed/elected Trustees and its
New Providence Fire Protection District and
Clayton Creek Fire District by and through
its authorized and duly appointed/elected
Trustees, to annex territory.
PETITION
COMES the Undersigned Trustees of the
New Concord Fire District having been established pursuant to KRS Chapter 75 et seq and
hereby files this Petition with the Calloway
County Clerk's Office pursuant to KRS
75.020, and respectfully positions that the
territorial limits of the New Concord Fire
District be enlarged by the annexation of the
following described territorial and geographic
areas lying and being in Calloway County
Kentucky:
1)All of the area included in the current
territory known as the Cherry Corner Fire
Protection District. The territory included in
the current Providence Fire Protection District is synonymous with and includes all of
the area within the current Cherry Corner
voting precinct of Calloway County.
2)All of the area included in the current
territory known as the New Providence Fire
Protection District. The territory incluAled in
the current Providence Fire Protection District is synonymous with and includes all of
the area within the current New Providence
voting precinct of Calloway County.
of the area included in the current
territory known as the Clayton's Creek Fire
Protection District. The territory included in
the current Clayton Creek Fire Protection
District is synonymous with and includes all
ofthe area within the current Clayton's Creek
voting precinct of Calloway County.
The reasons for the proposed annexation
are as follows:
a)The proposed areasfor tern tones to be
annexed are currently operating as idependent fire protection districts pursuant to KRS
Chapter 75 et seq. In order to provide more
community input, reduce administrative
costs of tax collection, and provide more
adequate fire protection, the consolidation of
the proposed annex territory into the New
Concord Fire District would benefit all of
those citizens of Calloway County residing in
the proposed annexed territorial area.
Wherefore, the undersigned Trustees file
this enclosed Petition and request that the
County Judge Executive, after serving due
Notice of said Petition pursuant to KRS
Chapter 424 et seq, enter an Order directing
that the proposed territorial areas be annexed
and become part of the New Concord Fire
Protection District.
Respectfully submitted this the 17th day of
December, 1991.
Trustees for the New Concord Fire District:
ED HENDON
TOM WATKINS
MARC W. SCHECTER
CALVIN BRANSCOMB
RUTH DAY
MELVIN DAY
JOSEPH E. GREEN
Trustees for the New Providence Fire District:
MRS. SUE BRANDON
Trustees for the Clayton's Creek Fire District:
MRS. MILDRED SMITH

INVITATION TO BID
THE MURRAY PUBLIC WORKS &
UTILITIES, SANITATION DIVISION
WILL ACCEPT QUOTES ON GASOLINE
AND DIESEL FUEL FOR CITY OPERATIONS.SPECIFICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE AT THE CITY CLERK'S OFFICE,
5TH AND POPLAR STREETS, MURRAY,
KENTUCKY. QUOTES WILL BE RECEIVED UNTIL 4 P.M. TUESDAY,
JANUARY 7, 1992.

Pursuant to Part 303.6(0(1)of the Rules and
Regulations of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, notice is hereby given
that an application has been filed for authority to establish a new State nonmember
bank, with the title of United Commonwealth Bank,Federal Savings Bank,and for
membership in and coverage by the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation.
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Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:
25e per word $5.00 minimum let day.
5e per word per day for each additional consecutive day.
61.50 extra for shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide )
62 00 extra for blind box ads.
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Levi
Notice

FILED IN THE CALDISTRICT
LOWAY
COURT ON OR BEFORE 9 A.M. DECEMBER 30TH, 1991,THE
DATE OF HEARING.
ANN P. WILSON,
CIRCUIT COURT
CLERK
LEGAL NOTICE
A FINAL SETTLEACOF
MENT
COUNTS HAS BEEN
FILED IN THE CALDISTRICT
LOWAY
COURT BY ROBERT
C. ETHERTON, &
WILLIAM K. ETHERCo-EXECUTON,
TORS, OF THE ESTATE OF GLADYS N.
DEETHERTON,
EXCEPCEASED.
TIONS TO THIS SETTLEMENT MUST BE
FILED IN THE CALDISTRICT
LOWAY
COURT ON OR BEFORE 9 A.M DECEMBER 30TH, 1991, THE
DATE OF HEARING.
ANN P. WILSON,
CIRCUIT COURT
CLERK

TLEMENT MUST BE
FILED IN THE CALDISTRICT
LOWAY
COURT ON OR BEFORE 9 A.M. DECEMBER 30TH, 1991, THE
DATE OF HEARING.
ANN P WILSON,
CIRCUIT COURT
CLERK

BER 30TH, 1991, THE
DATE OF HEARING.
ANN P. WILSON,
CIRCUIT COURT
CLERK
LEGAL NOTICE
A FINAL SETTLEACOF
MENT
COUNTS HAS BEEN
FILED IN THE CALDISTRICT
LOWAY
COURT BY JUNE
McKEEL COLE, ADMINISTRATRIX, OF
THE ESTATE OF
KATHRYN
MARY
DEMcKEEL,
EXCEPCEASED.
TIONS TO THIS SETTLEMENT MUST BE
FILED IN THE CALDISTRICT
LOWAY
COURT ON OR BEFORE 9 A.M. JANUARY 30TH, 1991, THE
DATE OF HEARING.
ANN P. WILSON,
CIRCUIT COURT
CLERK

LEGAL NOTICE
A FINAL SETTLEACOF
MENT
COUNTS HAS BEEN
FILED IN THE CALAny person wishing to comment on this
application may file his or her comments in
DISTRICT
LOWAY
writing with the Regional Director of the
COURT BY JAMES
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation at
PHELLIP GIBBS, EXits Regional Office at 5100 Poplar Avenue,
ECUTOR,OF THE ES38137,
Suite 1900, Memphis, Tennessee
TATE OF VIRGINIA J.
before processing ofthe application has been
GIBBS, DECEASED.
no
completed
be
will
completed. Processing
TO
EXCEPTIONS
earlier than the 15th day following either
THIS SETTLEMENT
the date of the required publication or the
MUST BE FILED IN
date of receipt of the application by the
FDIC, whichever is later. The period may be
CALLOWAY
THE
extended by the Regional Director for good
COURT
DISTRICT
cause. The nonconfidential portion of the
ON OR BEFORE 9
application file is available for inspection
DECEMBER
A.M.
within one day following the request for
THE
1991,
30TH,
such file. It may be inspected in the CorporaHEARING.
OF
DATE
busiregular
during
Office
tion's Regional
LEGAL NOTICE
ANN P. WILSON,
ness hours. Photocopies of information in
AN INTERIM SETCOURT
CIRCUIT
applicathe
of
portion
nonconfidential
the
CLERK TLEMENT OF ACtion file will be made available upon request.
COUNTS HAS BEEN
A schedule of charges for such copies can be
FILED IN THE CALOffice.
Regional
obtained from the
LEGAL NOTICE
DISTRICT
LOWAY
LEGAL NOTICE
SETTLEA FINAL
COURT BY GEORGIA
SETTLEFINAL
A
ACOF
MENT
LEGAL NOTICE
NOTICE TO
AC- COUNTS HAS BEEN ADAMS and HENRY
OF
A PERIODIC SET- MENT
CREDITORS
BEEN
HAS
COUNTS
FILED IN THE CAL- ACTON ADAMS Sr.,
TLEMENT OF ACREPTHE FOLLOWING COUNTS HAS BEEN FILED IN THE CAL- LOWAY
DISTRICT PERSONAL
,
OF
RESENTATIVE
DISTRICT
ESTATE FIDUCIARY FILED IN THE CAL- LOWAY
COURT BY KENESTATE OF LOTHE
ZANE
BY
COURT
APPOINTMENTS
EXDIX,
R.
NETH
DISTRICT
LOWAY
HAVE BEEN MADE COURT BY GLEN & HOLCOMB, EXECU- ECUTOR,OF THE ES- REN ADAMS, DEEXCEPIN THE CALLOWAY TINA OLSON,CO-AD- TRIX, OF THE ES- TATE OF EUPLE L. CEASED.
MAS- BUTLER,
OF
DISTRICT COURT. MINISTRATORS, OF TATE
DE- TIONS TO THIS SETCLAIMS THE ESTATE OF SOLE"r11.: H. CANON, CEASED.
EXCEP- TLEMENT MUST BE
ALL
AGAINST THESE ES- GLEN OLSON Jr.,DE- DECEASED. EXCEP- TIONS TO THIS SET- FILED IN THE CALTATES SHOULD BE CEASED.
DISTRICT
EXCEP- TIONS TO THIS SET- TLEMENT MUST BE LOWAY
FILED WITH THE FI- TIONS TO THIS SET- TLEMENT MUST BE FILED IN THE CAL- COURT ON OR BEWITHIN TLEMENT MUST BE FILED IN THE CAL- LOWAY
DUCIARY
DISTRICT FORE 9 A.M. DECEMDISTRICT COURT ON OR BE- BER 30TH, 1991, THE
SIX MONTHS OF FILED IN THE CAL- LOWAY
DATE OF QUALIFI- LOWAY
DISTRICT COURT ON OR BE- FORE 9 A.M. DECEM- DATE OF HEARING.
CATION.
ANN P. WILSON,
COURT ON OR BE- FORE 9 A.M. DECEM- BER 30TH, 1991, THE
CIRCUIT COURT
Laura Faye Rogers, FORE 9 A.M. DECEM- BER 30TH, 1991, THE DATE OF HEARING.
ANN P. WILSON,
CLERK
907 Meadow Lane, BER 30TH, 1991, THE DATE OF HEARING.
CIRCUIT COURT
ANN P. WILSON
Murray, Ky 42071, de- DATE OF HEARING.
CLERK
CIRCUIT COURT
LEGAL NOTICE
ANN P. WILSON,
ceased. Larry G.Lamb,
AN PERIODIC SETCLERK
NOTICE
COURT
LEGAL
CIRCUIT
May115,
Route 07 Box
CLERK
A FINAL SETTLE- TLEMENT OF ACfield, Ky 42066, execuAC- COUNTS HAS BEEN
OF
MENT
tor. David L. HarringLEGAL NOTICE
FILED IN THE CALBEEN
NOTICE
HAS
LEGAL
Fifth
South
COUNTS
201
ton,
A FINAL SETTLEDISTRICT
St., Murray,Ky.42071, A FINAL SETTLE- MENT
AC- FILED IN THE CAL- LOWAY
OF
BY
COURT
LESTER
AC- COUNTS HAS BEEN LOWAY
OF
DISTRICT
attorney. Appt. 12-04- MENT
COUNTS HAS BEEN FILED IN THE CAL- COURT BY PAULA JO NANNY Sr., ADMINI91.
FILED IN THE CAL- LOWAY
DISTRICT BURGESS, ADMINI- STRATOR, OF THE
Aubrey G.Jones, Route
LOWAY
DISTRICT COURT
JOE STRATRIX, OF THE ESTATE OF LESTER
BY
#1, Hazel, Ky. 42049,
GLEN NANNY Jr.,
BY
COURT
PATRICIA
BRUCE EVANS and ESTATE OF AUDRA
deceased. Gerald PasDECEASED. EXCEPGRAVES,
EXECUWILLIAMS,
MA/UNE
ANN
JUDITH
chall, P.O. Box 237,
TO THIS SETTIONS
OF
TRIX,
THE ES- EVANS, Co-ADMINI- DECEASED. EXCEPHazel, Ky. 42049 and
TLEMENT
MUST BE
OF
OSOTIS
D.
TATE
SETTHIS
TO
TIONS
THE
STRATORS, OF
Robert 0.Miller.201 S.
FILED IN THE CALBRON,
BE
MUST
DECEASED.
TLEMENT
RIKI
OF
ESTATE
Fifth St., Murray, Ky.
DISTRICT
TO LYNN EVANS, DE- FILED IN THE CAL- LOWAY
co-executor. EXCEPTIONS
42071,
COURT ON OR BETHIS
SETTLEMENT
DISTRICT
LOWAY
EXCEPCEASED.
Robert O. Miller,201 S.
MUST BE FILED IN TIONS TO THIS SET- COURT ON OR BE- FORE 9 A.M. DECEMFifth St., Murray, Ky.
THE
CALLOWAY TLEMENT MUST BE FORE 9 A.M. DECEM- BER 30TH, 1991, THE
42071, attorney. Appt.
DISTRICT
COURT FILED IN THE CAL- BER 30Th, 1991, THE DATE OF HEARING.
12-11191.
ANN P. WILSON,
ON OR BEFORE 9 LOWAY
DISTRICT DATE OF HEARING.
CIRCUIT
COURT
Harrell, A.M.
Marguerite
DECEMBER COURT ON OR BEWILSON
P.
ANN
CLERK
505 Broad St., Murray, 30TH, 1991, THE FORE 9 A.M.DECEMCIRCUIT COURT
Ky 42071, deceased. DATE OF HEARING. BER 30TH, 1991,THE
CLERK
020
Jimmy Lee Harrell,
ANN P. WILSON, DATE OF HEARING.
505 Broad St., Murray,
CIRCUIT COURT
ANN P. WILSON,
LEGAL NOTICE
Notice
Ky 42071, admirtistraCLERK
CIRCUIT COURT A FINAL SETTLEtor. Appt. 12-17-91.
ACOF
CLERK MENT
LEGAL NOTICE
COUNTS HAS BEEN
Chester Kisley, Route
FILED IN THE CALLEGAL NOTICE
#3 Box 1052, Murray, A FINAL SETTLEAC- A FINAL SETTLE- LOWAY
DISTRICT
OF
Ky 42071, deceased. MENT
AC- COURT BY MIKE
OF
Carol Hilliard, Box COUNTS HAS BEEN MENT
764, Dover, Tn. 37058 FILED IN THE CAL- COUNTS HAS BEEN MOLL, EXECUTOR,
DISTRICT FILED IN THE CAL- OF THE ESTATE OF
and Lucille Brodzinski, LOWAY
DISTRICT IRA H. DILL, DE18220 Munn Rd.,Char- COURT BY DARRELL LOWAY
EXCEPgrin Falls, Ohio 44022, HARGROVE,EXECU- COURT BY PAMELA CEASED.
Jones Clean-Up
co-executrix. Appt. 12- TOR, OF THE ES- JEANNE GARDNER, TIONS TO THIS SETzo Years Exp
We
TATE OF HATTIE EXECUTRIX,OF THE TLEMENT MUST BE
17-91.
Buff-Glazo-Wax
LEE HARGROVE,DE- ESTATE OF MARY R. FILED IN THE CALWash-Clean Windows
DISTRICT
EXCEP- NEUBAUER,
DE- LOWAY
CEASED.
Interior
Free Pickup 8 Delivery
EXCEP- COURT ON OR BETIONS TO THIS SET- CEASED.
759-9708
TLEMENT MUST BE TIONS TO THIS SET- FORE 9 A.M. DECEM.
The specific location at which the applicant
proposes to engage in business is: 1300
Johnson Drive, Murray, Kentucky.

10"

8"

1"

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

9"

7"

5"

Days

TRANSPORTATION

UPI
Nodes

la911
Notice

40% Discount 2nd Run, 60% Discount 3rd Run.
.All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Penod
$1 50 per column inch extra for Tuesday

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

010

010

Effective Jan 2, 1991)

Display Ads

It'ES

MERCHANDISE
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Sports Equipment
Firewood

010

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads for any error. The
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion Any error
should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

Notice

Year's
Eve

Party
Big Band
Sound
at
Kenlake
State
Park
For more
information
474-2211 or
1-800-325-0143

ssssssss
Carolyn's $
Corner
s Gifts-Xmas Items
s —s
s 20% OFF s
s WITH THIS AD $

$ 12r538:9203T/e

s

AURORA Pizza Magic
all year at 5pm
Closed Mon and Tues
4 7 4 - 8 1 1 9
1-800-649-3804

Open

HELP!

HOLIDAY
DARBIES

Editor of Tell It Like
It Is Newspaper facing 5 yrs. in Penitentiary and no probation
for driving on dealers
tag. Hearing and sentencing Dec. 27. Call
759-1837 or send $ to
P.O. Box 1336 Murray, Ky.

HAZEL, KY
492-8870

SANTA Claus for rent Call
after Spin, 437 4373

HOLLY
FARM
TOYS
COLLECTORS
SPECIAL
EDITION

NOTICE
The City of Murray will again be accepting Christmas trees for recycling this
Christmas season. The dropoff place
will be in the City Park on Chestnut
Street at the same location of the
bagged leaf dropoff point. We will accept trees at this location through
January 12, 1992. Remove all ornaments and tinsel and PLEASE, REAL
TREES ONLY.

HELP WANTED
Kentucky Fried Chicken is looking for help. If
you are energetic, enthusiastic and like people,
we would like to meet you.
Positions available are:
* Manager Trainees * Food Service Workers
* Customer Service Workers
Good Benefits
Good Salary
Apply in person at the Murray Kentucky Fried
Chicken restaurant, E0E4v1/F

KFC

Jack Marshall - Franchise

JOB OPPORTUNITY
THE CITY OF MURRAY HAS A VACANCY FOR
THE POSITION OF PATROL OFFICER, MURRAY POLICE DEPARTMENT. APPLICANTS
MUST BE 21 YEARS OF AGE AND HAVE A
HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA OR GED. APPLICATIONS AND JOB DESCRIPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN THE CITY CLERK'S OFFICE, 207
SOUTH 5TH STREET, MONDAY THROUGH
FRIDAY, 8:00 A.M.-500 P.M. AND WILL BE
ACCEPTED UNTIL FRIDAY, JANUARY 3,
1992,5:00 P.M. THE CITY OF MURRAY IS AN
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER OPERATING UNDER AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
PLAN.
William N. Cherry
Mayor

rag*
The Time Has Never Been Better
To Join Our Family
Sonic Is The Fastest Growing Drive In
Restaurant Chain In America
Sonic is now looking foe a few good people tor
positions as follows
Assistant Manager • Manager in Training

The Opportunities Are Endless!
Call Lewis For An Appointment
759-9885

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 19, 1991

•or The
ny error
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NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
10"
50.00
80,00

•

100.00

150.00

Available Thru Age 84.

SERVICE
MANAGER

Our most comprehensive pobcy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care. With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever. For free infor-

For automobile
and truck dealership.
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040 J
Murray, Ky.
42071

200.00
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WAREHOUSE to 512/hr. LOG Homes Over 40 stanWill train, several openings. dard models Free bropart-time. chure Honest Abe Log
Also,
Homes, Route 1, Box
1 800-521-8543.
84CK, Moss, TN 38575
800-231-3695
Situation
POST Frame BuildingsWarded
24440 x9' erected $4596
WANTED Alterations to do plus freight Other sizes
in my home Experienced available Blitz Builders,
alteration lady new to the 1-800-628-1324
area 753-1379
SEARS Best wood/coal
LOCAL mom will sit with
children or elderly Also
houseclean 436-2012

stove with blower
new, 753-0468

Like

•

BAHAMAS Getaway 5
days 4 nights Cruise/
hotel, $199/two while they
Now]
Call
last!
1 800-359 6235
CHAPEL in the Valley Gat
linburg.s Original Wedding
Chapel Thoughtful service
is rendered through music.
flowers, videos and receptions 1-800 922 4573

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Enjoy the holidays and
many years to °me in
your new energy efficient spacious mobile
home from BARGAIN
HOME CENTER! We
have a home for every
needs-16'
family's
*rides, 14' wides and
double wicles, from
28x44 to 28x80! Also
several used homes and
repos while they last!
Cpen Monday thru Saturday from 8 til ? and
Sunday from noon til 5!

COINS and stamps make
wonderful presents, investments and hobbies We
also feature proof sets,
silver dollars, coin and
stamp supplies, foreign
coins and paper money
See our fine selection today
in Murray at Book Rack
(Dixieland Shopping Center) and Treasure House
(Southside Manor), also at
Hwy. 641 South
Toonerville Trolly Antique
(Camden Hwy.)
Store, (in Hazel, formerly
Paris, TN.
the Ox-Yoke), Mercantile
76
901-644-11
(Aurora) and Cissy's Gifts
and Antiques (Fulton) We
buy coins and stamps and 1985 CONNER 14x70, 3
appraise estates. CHRIST- bedroom 2 bath, REPO]
OPHER'S COINS, $1000 down payment, take
over payments of $186 33
753-4161.
per month BARGAIN
GATLINBURG Summit- HOME CENTER, Hwy 641
Breathtaking mountain top South (C-ameden Hwy) Paris,
views. Fireplace, balcony, TN. 901-644-1176,
kitchen, indoor pool, jacuzzis Honeymoon and
Weekend Specials! Free
Buy Now! Be in
brochure 1-800-242-4853,
your new home for
988-5139.
(205)

STEEL Buildings! DisFULL-Time position availand tressed Inventory! Very limbabysitting
do
WILL
able for office personnel in
teaching pre-school prog- ited quantities Example.
service related field. Must
ram. 917 Coldwater Rd 40x56 was $7884, now
be able to work well with
$5987, 40x116 was
759-1239.
excellent
have
public,
$13,635 now $9870,
phone skills and willing- WILL do house cleaning 50x200 was $25,741, now
sonic*
I
'free or.s/ clain
Call Call after 7pm 753-1016
ness to learn
$18,871. 303-757-3107
753-8181 from 8am-4pm
.
for
appointment
SUNTAN BOOTH, $2600
101
COOK FAMILY HISTORY
firm, small space needed.
Business
After two years of research, LICENSED hairdresser
commercial or residential.
Opportunity
recourt
official
including
needed at Family Hair StaPERSONAL SAUNA_
Bedford,
Stewart,
cords of
tion in New Concord
FISHING Tackle Distribu- $1600 firm,•commercial or
Trigg, Calloway and other 436-2714
actors. Service local
residential. SPA. $3000
sources in Kentucky and
counts, no selling, unlim5
Tennessee, Geneva Rose LONG Haul Trucking. Get ited opportunity investment firm, 34" deep, seats
Gross, a descendant, has into high demand career as of $14,812 secured by in- adults, additional options
tor with
Call (502) 753-3488.
compiled a treasured re- an owner/opera
ventory. Protected territocard of the COOK FAMILY North American Van Lines! ries. Call 1-800-800-9434 ZENITH Computer, IBM
tractor. If
and related families. Hard- Operate your own
Compatible. 40mg hard
cover, beautifully bound you don't have one, we WOLFF Tanning Beds drive, 2 disk drives. softhase
lease-purc
New commercial home un- ware. 753-9481 after 5pm
books available, $30. Call offer a
program that is one of the its from $199. Lamps753-5093 after 6pm.
best in the industry No Lotions-Accessories
experience necessary. If Monthly payments low as
you need training, we will $18. Call today free new
Help
train you, tuition free! You color
catalog.
TIME Share Units and
Wanted
must be 21, have a good 1-800-462-9197.
WASHER, dryer, electric campground memberpass
and
record,
driving
heater,
space
gas
range,
A NEW Career Our reps
ships. Distress sales 110
substance abuse test. Call
refrigerator 753-4684
earn excellent commisCheap! Worldwide selecinforfor
American
North
sions weekly No direct
tions. Call Vacation NetInstruction
package.
mation
No nights
sales
work, U.S. and Canada
for
Ask
147.
1-800-3-48-2
BE A PARALEGAL Ally
214-349-5715
1-800-736-8250 or
operator 194.
Instructed, Home Study.
Home
305-566-2203. Free rental
BABYSITTER needed for
.
Furnishings
MUNSON Transportation FREE catalog 800-669-2555
information 305-563-5586
every other weekend, daynow hiring OTR Tit Driv- BE a paralegal Attorney
3 PIECE tight brown bed
shift Must be dependable
good rich dirt.
ers, experience only, sec- instructed home study, es- room suite. Buffet Smal TOP Soil,
753-3041
and plant
yards
for
Ideal
ure company, benefits, top tablished 1976. Free cata- refrigerator End tables
beds 759-1828, 753-2446
DRIVERS, over the road, earnings. $30,000 + annu- log 1-800-669-2555
Recliner Braided rug
Bogard Trucking & Excavan/flat 35 states. 1 year ally. Call 800-423-7629.
Southern Career Institute, Weight bench. Other mis- vating Inc
experience verifiable Start
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN- Box 2158, Boca Raton, FL cellaneous 753-0141.
24-28 cents/mile with 3
NEED a job? A 33427.
INGS.
250
Call
BUNK beds, $150
years Benefits.
for the future?
Hope
GED?
Business
or 436-5862
436-2181
1-800-444-6648.
110
You may qualify if: You do
Services
Want
KING-Size waterbed,
DRIVERS This is the life, not have your GED or high
To Buy
bookcase headboard, 6 PRIVATE Investigato
Top pay and benefits, top- school diploma; You are
pedestal $175. 25" D.B.A. Confidential Investi
drawer
notch equipment, the feel of between the ages of 16 &
ANTIQUES by the piece o
color console TV. $125 gations, Southside Shop
the open road, and a 21. We are an E.O.E. This
collections. Call 753-9433 489-2694.
ping Center, Suite *102
chance to see the country. project is funded by the
after 5pm
Murray, 753-2641.
We pay for your OTR Western Kentucky Private
KING size waterbed, 1
experience-up to $ 28 per Industry Council- J.T.P.A. CASH for mobile home
month old. $275 753-2352.
270
mile. Call J B. Hunt, Call J.T.P.A. Out Of School tires $7-$12 each
Mobile
LARGE floral pattern
1-800-2JB-HUNT. EOE/ 7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 , 527-2932
Homes For Sale
couch and
Benchcraft
Subject to drug screen. 8a.m.-11,30a m.
CASH paid for good, used
chair. Good condition, $200
Phone applications welPART-Time Secretarial rifles, pistols, shotguns
OBO. Call 753-0380 after
come for experienced drivGoods,
CompuSporting
available.
position
Benson
Need A New Home?
ers. Call Monday-Friday,
Pm
2
Murray.
skills 519 S. Hwy 641,
bookkeeping
ter
and
on money for a
Short
7am-6pm Central Standard
necessary Send resume to 753-1342.
We can
payment?
Time.
down
P.O. Box 1040-K, Murray
200
USED and antique furnia large
have
We
help!!
dayfor
SONIC is looking
sPorts
ture, glass, tools, quilts.
& used
of
new
selection
WANTED
DRIVERS
All
Equipment
shift employees only.
901-642-6290.
homes! Interest rates
positions available. Apply 5403-S650 weekly. Will train.
870 REMINGTON 12ga
Car.
Co.
in person at 217 S. 12th, Drive
have never been lower!
Fox automatic 12ga Mode
O.
1-800-521-77S
Lewis.
for
Ask
Murray.
5% Down PayOnly
Articles
11 Remington 12ga
For Sale
ment Required thru De753-2816
cember 31, 1991 for
427'CUBICinch tall block, ARNOLD Palmer 'Axioms'
qualified customers!!
steel crank, aluminum in- golf clubs, one year old
take, two 4 bbls., pistons, Three iron through sand
Call 901-644-1176 or
rods, pushrods, harmonic wedge Call 753-5904
come by
balancer, starter, milodon
9
only
Golf
Clubs,
TING"
oil pan, pair of square port
Monday Night Dec. 23 & 30
closed chamber big block months old One iron, then
holidays)
at 7:00 (Because of the
heads. CC'd and ready to three iron through wedge
(Doors open at 640)
Hwy. 641 South
run. $1200 for all Phone Call 753-5904
Knights of Columbus Hall
(Camden Hwy.)
502-227-2760
Frankfort
Road,
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson
Paris, TN.
south to Si; Halo Road, right on Sq Has Road 1•TI4/1
5 CAVAUER wall heaters,
210
$50/all. 753-7777.
CUMMINGS Meter Poles.
ALL PROCEEDS GO 10 CHARITY
Specializing in mobile
Firewood
Coffee
Computer.
APPLE
Mundy
1033
Box
P0
/53 0466
services. 200
table, end table. Card table. AlA FIREWOOD, Sea- home electric
amp. $375, 100 amp $325
Lamps. RCA TV. Western
soned oak, delivered or 435-4027.
bar w13 chairs 753-9469
pick-up. 492-8254.
MOBILE Home Repos for
ASHLEY wood furnace,
DON'T wait until winter to sale. Singles and doubles
100.000 BTU. Log splitter
get wood. We will cut and/ Financing available Clean,
Will Be Open
753-6156.
or split your wood for you late model homes Green
LAST call for Christmas now. Ask for John. Tree Acceptance.
For Special
or
Trees. Scotch Pines wait- 759-9710
606-223-1010
ing to be cut. $12 any size.
Order Pick-Up
1-800-221-8204.
436-5400.
FIREWOOD for sale, Oak
NICE 14x65 2br. 2 bath
Only On
arid Hickory Cut to order
quality
letter
wheel,
DAISY
with extras Very clean, prDUISRIN'S
daytime
474-8086,
printer. Great for word proiced reasonable For infor753-9808 after 530pm.
Monday, Dec. 23 (10 a.m.-4 p.m.)
cessing. Like new. $900
mation, call 354-6705 after
printer, sell for $650. Star FIREWOOD for sale 6pm
p.m.)
Tuesday, Dec. 24 (8 a.m.-12
Dot Mattnx printer, $150. 759-4401
376-2256 leave message
A FIREWOOD for sale
Taking Orders For Cakes, Rolls
or 247-7577.
437-4667
and Pies until December 21
DOLL HOUSES and furni, green or sea
ture. Over 30 houses to FIREWOOD
ERVED
'F
753-5476
N
LUNCHES
choose from Wood 'N soiled.
Crafts, Route 1, Cuba FIREWOOD. Delivered.
Road, Mayfield. 247-5936. $30, Pick-up, $20
436-5598
IBM Computer,$400. Older
PC, two floppys, Amber OAK, no bark $20 pickedmonitor, 256K-Ram, soft- up. Murray 436-5560.
ware. 762-4664 days.

BARGAIN
HOME CENTER

BARGAIN
HOME CENTER

Chnstmas! Take advantage of our winter
specials on 1992
models or get a super
deal on remaining
1991 models that
must go at any price!!
Call 901-644-1176 or
see Bill, Kevin, Marian
or Linda at

BARGAIN
HOME CENTER
Hwy. 641 South
(Camden Hwy.)
Paris, TN,

Mobile
Homes For Sale

Apartments
For Rent

1989 REDMAN 14x80, 3
bedroom 2 bath, NEVER
LIVED IN! $1000 down
payment, take over pay
merits of $295 94 per
month BARGAIN HOME
CENTER, Hwy 641 South
(Canneden Hwy), Pans, "IN
901-644 1176

NEW,large 2br, central gas
H/A
Appliances,
dishwaFherfdisposal, utility
room $390/mo + deposit
Available Jin 1 753-8828

1991 CHAMPION 16x80
3br, 2 bath Very nice, all
the extras] 759-9220 after
6pm or leave message
BANK REPO Like new,
1988 Mays 14176, 3br,2 bath
This can be your dream home
for only $500 down,$225/mo
Can be seen at Rivena Count
1-800-232-2651, ask for
LaDonna.
280

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky or call
502-437-4113 EHO
3.10

Houses
Rent

For

2BR Brick Appliances, w/d
hook-up NO PETS. 1 mile
past Graves Co line, Hwy
121 N. $275/rno plus deposit, references required
489-2440

Mobile
Homes For Rent
1 or 2 BEDROOM mobiles
in Mobile Home Village
Gas or electric heat, central
air, appliances and water
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898
ROOMMATE needed to
share new 2br, 2 bath mobile home. Fully furnished,
w/d. $150/mo and half of
utilities. Available Jan 1
753-2423
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209

2BR, nice wiappliances
Good neighborhood, garColeman RE
age
753-9898

BARGAIN
HOME CENTER
Hwy. 641 South
(Camden Hwy.)
Pans, TN.
or call 901-644-1176
99% approved
within 24 hours!!

HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858
POMERANIAN and Shih
tzu, AKC, health guaran$200-250
teed
90 1 - 6 48 - 569 7 ,
901-352-2433
410

Pubk
Sale
NOW accepting consignments for Jan 4, 1992 auction Call Farris Auction
Company, 492-8796/8795

CHECK This Central gas
heat, 3br, VA bath, basement, much more. $54,500
Bob Perrin, Re/Max Properties Ltd 753-SOLD

d30

Real

KOPPERUD REALTY of
EXTRA clean, 2br, ap- fers a complete range of
pliances furnished, w/d, Real Estate services with a
new carpet, gas heat, gar- wide selection of quality
den spot Southwest area homes, all prices
$300/mo $300 deposit No 753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251-HOME Ext
indoor pets 435-4294
711L.

NMI For Rent

.1.20
Lots
Foe Sale

Or Lease

300

3BR, 2 bath condo in Murray for sale or lease
753-3293

Business
Rentals
1900 sq. tt. of storage
space or work shop.
Electricity, gas heat,
restrooms and loading ramp.
Call Allison Photography
753-8809

FOR LEASE
Office space and
retail space in excellent locations
in Bel-Air Center.
Available immediately.
Call 753-4751

310
Want
To Rent

FAMILY of four looking to
rent, immediately, 2 or 3br
in South end of town into
Hazel. Needed for approxiUSED HOMES! 1984 mately 6 months period
RIVER OAKS 14x72, while home is under con$1000 down, $201.99 per struction. Please call and
month. 1986 WILLOW leave message, 492-8295
collect
call
CREEK 14x80, $1000 or
down, $217.65 per month. 203-584-0382
1985 NORTH RIVER
14x70, 2 bedroom 2 bath,
120
$1000 down, $21765 per
Apertments
V.
month. 1980 MARK
For Rent
12x60, $500 down,
3
$14591 per month. BAR- 1, 2, or BEDROOM turnMN HOME CENTER, 'shed apartments near
Hwy 641 South (Camden, MSU. 753-6111 days or
Hwy), Paris, TN. 753-0606 nights
901-644-1176.
1BR, central H/A, W/D
hook-up, appliances and
water furnished. No pets.
Credit Problems?
References required.
Tired of being turned
753-3949

down? Disgusted with
waiting for a credit
approval? We can
help!! On selected
new homes, used
homes,and repos, we
offer dealer financing
for those who have
been turned down
due to bad credit, no
credit, short job time,
bankruptcy, etc. down
payment still required
as usual, or we trade
for anything of value!
Come and see us at

HAPPY Jack Trtvermicide
recognized safe and effec
eve by Center for Vetenn
ary Medicine against hook,
round and tapeworms in
dogs and cats Available
0-I-C at Southern States
and better feed stores

1BR, partly furnished, gas
heat, a/c. 409 N. 5th.
$150/mo. + deposit and references. 362-7533.
1 or 2BR apts near downtown Murray. Also 3 to dbr
house 753-4109
2BR upstairs apt, water
furnished Deposit required 753-0087 after
530pm.
DELUXE duplex; 2br,
2bath, central gas heat, appliances, garage Available
12/1/91 Coleman RE,
753-9898.
FURNISHED apts 1 or 2br.
Also, sleeping rooms No
pets Zimmerman Apartments, 1611 Wiswell Rd
753-6609.
LIKE new, 2br, energy efficient apartment, central
H/A, W/D hook-up, downtown. Available Jan 2,
$350/mo. 759-9439.

•

370
Livestock
& Supplies

FALL Special. All lots in
Lynnwood Heights Subdivision. 33 miles west of Murray Hard surfaced roads,
city water, natural gas, cablevision, reasonably restricted Priced from $4500
to $6500. Nice wooded lots
included 753-5841 or
753-1566

It
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4
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Horne,
For Seidl
2-3 BEDROOM home,2 full
baths Located in Almo
Heights area Approximately 5 miles North of
Murray on 464. 27ft. swimming pool, 28x30 shop w/
concrete floor and drain.
Fenced in backyard, deck,
black-top driveway, sitting
on approximately 3 acres
w/33x44 barn. 753-6475
daytime, 753-9918 after
5pm.

HORSES Quarter horses
Gray, 5 years old, gentle
Sorrell, 4 years old. Registered buckskin, 10 years
old Registered Sorrell, 8
years old, gelding Saddle
Horses: Dark chestnut, 7
years old, gelding. Appaloosa, 7 years old, gelding
753-2493, prices $750 and 2BR bock, new carpet, upstairs storage, walk-out
up.
basement, carport
HUDSON Company. Sad- $39,500 Coleman RE,
dles, Bridles & Horse sup- 753-9898
plies. 753-4545, 759-1823,
2BR Cabin for sale in Lake
753-6763
Shores, KY Good lake
view Also, extra lot Drasti380
cally reduced to $12,500
Pets
901-584-8882
& Supplies
3BR, l'A bath, fireplace,
3 BLACK and 1 yellow Lab
den, CHA, storage, brick.
puppies, registered Ready
Heights.
Puryear
logo 435-4481
901-247-5238.
AKC Golden Retriever pup3BR, 2 bath, living room,
pies Males-$150 Ready
dining room, oak cabinets,
Dec 23. 901-644-1850
ceiling fans, beautifully deAKC Miniature Schnauzer corated, 1750 sq ft. 24x24
puppies.$125. 328-87500r detached garage 3 miles
East of Murray. $53,000
345-2613.
753-0954
AKC puppies. Various
CABIN overlooking Kenbreeds. 615-746-5355
tucky Lake, Pine Bluff
AKC registered Golden Re- Shores 1800 sq ft., fully
triever puppies 753-4658 furnished, 24x26 garage,
10x24 storage Mercury
pontoon
50hp
CHINESE Shar-Pei pup901-837-0261
sale
for
and
adults
pies
CSPCA registered
REDUCED Family room and
901-247-3354
large master bedroom exits to
closet, 2 baths,
DAISY Grooming Satur- deck, walk-in
all mayor appliances, drapes,
day, by appointment
timberline roof, brick with
753-7819
vinyl trim, central 1-1/A. 1663
FULL blooded Pugs pup- Calloway Ave. 753-1152 or
pies 753-5400
753-3526. $59.000.

T
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BURIAL INSURANCE

AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health &
can answer no to a few questions you
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
are a few monthly preferred rates at
different ages for a $4,000.00 POLICY
age
age
age
age
age

MALE
40 - $9.09
50 - 12.37
60 - 17.33
70 - 17.53
80 - 52.73

age
age
age
age
age

FEMALE
40 - $7.73
50 - 9.85
60 - 13.33
70 - 21.45
80 - 40.73

to increase

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsvile Federal Say. Bldg.
7th at Main Murray. KY
"Our 29th year of service"

41
di

LIFE Styler exercise bike.
dual action handlebars with
timer, like new. Electric
sewing machine with all
attachments. 753-8479

4

220
Musical
PIANO tuning and repair
759-9661

MILLIONAIRES MILLIONAIRES, PANG. SOUND System Yamaha
BURNS CANDY IS BACK mixer, BGW amps, JBL
IN MURRAY. Charlie's speakers 753-2981
Safe-T Pharmacy.

4
4
O

General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement- Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Roofing and Welding

•
•••

•-•

4
Picture your "Little Helper" with
Santa in the paper on Saturday,
December 21, 1991.

4
4
Stf
V

4
fif

4
4
O

Deadline for receipt of photos is
noon, Thursday, December 19, 1991.
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4Fvan Mason
V
4

Robert J.
Rutherford
(502) 753-0468

a

4
4

4
4

4

RJR HOME REPAIRS

4

Just bring in $7.00, a picture (one
person only), childs name, along with
a stamped, self addressed envelope for
the return of the original photo.

4

4

the
Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Advertising Dept

2

753-1916
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Homes
For Sale

Used
Cars

2BR, 1 bath, newly remodeled Central H/A 1 car
wage now renting Lynn
Grove, 753-6633

'Win AUTOS

• ,
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•• •
•ie. •.
:44,44
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Servkss
011sts‘

1987 MAZDA 92000 Pickup. 5-speed, new tires, am/
fm cassette w/equakzer
74xxx miles Never had any
problems $3500 OBO
753-8741

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations.
etc 759 4664

1987 S 10 BLAZER 4x4
Tahoe pkg 2 8 liter.
loaded V-6 $8300 OBO
753-9752

BLOCK. brick, concrete finishing Basements footings, garages, drives,
walks_ 30yrs experience
13yrs in Murray area
753-5476 Charles Barnett

1988 CHEVY 4-wheel
drive Clean, 48xxx miles
753-9400 After 6pm
435-4214

CARPENTRY Additions
carports, decks cabinets
re-modeling, new houses
Free estimates 435-4125

1988 FORD Custom F 150
a/c. ps/pb, straight 6 cyl
heavy duty suspension
5-speed. am/fm radio
1984 BUICK LeSabre Urn
never wrecked $4950
ited Excellent condition, 753-1323 After 5pm
high mileage. $2200 753-5763
753-4506
1990 XLT Ford Ranger
1986 PLYMOUTH K-car. fully loaded $10,500 or
local one-owner Extra nice take over payments
condition, a/c. p/s, 4-door. 753-0237 or 436-2092
$2 500
new tires
753-7477
510

CH1M Chin Chimney
Sweeps has 10% serum ciuzen discounts. We sell chimney caps and screens
435-4191

1-800-3115-4114

•

1981 HONDA 110
3-wheeler. $350 753-9842
before 3 30pm 753-4454
after 4pm

••••

•
=

•••,?

.i -;=141.tit*,g4criok

1987 YAMAHA Banshee
Bought new in 90 Original
chains, sprockets and tires
Just like new $2200 Call
David, 436-5437
1988 QUAD Racer 500
Call after 6pm 492 8870
:-...:.44289 YAMAHA 4-wheeler
:-:•relcellent running condi--4bn Entering military, need
to sell for $900 759 9238
101

Auto
Services
ALL auto repair and sandblasting 759 4836 days
436-5322 evenings
NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 1215
753-5500
19r

Used
Cars
1978 FORD LTD White
coupe, excellent condition
and dean $785 759-1922
1981 TRANS AM, $1200
753-2352

t

TONOT4S COST LESS

I ••••,‘,
iWii

1982,280Z all options 2nd
owner 753 7710 after
5pm
1983 CHRYSLER 5th Av
enue Loaded $2700080
489-2198 after 5 30pm

1983 OLDS 98 Very good
car 759-4095 after 4pm

1987 OLDS Cutlass
2 door grey and red with 2
sets of tees $4700 or consider trade for 1991 LeBaron Convertible or Camaro
437-4608 or 753-1682

USED
DIRT BIKE
SPECIALS
1991 RM 125
'1995
'1991 RM 80
'1399
1990 KX 80
'799

CARS
voilitd*Nrcolor
Tao WI GIS -313,411
V Toro Corry
111,117
OW
CIL__
10 Ca*
Frt Tans
2,917
Fad Tuus a —417
*di Esti GtS.35,2V
11Topl Crust__ 114,417
11%50 Ctrolk 01_-$7,217
11 Tortg31,417
111(101 C4I:3 ST —$10,411
ED* kits Ito __SLAV
V Nis Nero_ 2,717
r kat Cr. lin
17 Nefary
53,111
V.117
16 let
UV
15 Ckysltr
15 %rig Cary 1_35,117
15 Twat Gala__ SZ417
15 BIN
15,117
14 ANC *le
'14 Buil Ceibri 11...52,7V
II Tam Crtok—_.$4,317
13 Olt Tado
Nissr Sent, __SW
V Oils Deta31__4417
V Toy, Ca*
II tic* Tow U...._$Z9V
Hot Preiutt___.11)17
75 lent* 231_41,1V

TRUCKS
vNissant/P41.__-$1,917
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11 ford Druz 1 L
%Taft 44.____.$11,217
Risouti Ct. kfirS11,417
V Ety=1 Yage LE-41,5'
17 Rd Anti ET_.$7,117
TOra 40_15,117
Bctie Rai 114—$4,117
16Tafoo Egat_15,1V
FrI Etaxo LT04_17,931
litteil galm_017
15 Dote Pm Pt.___11,4V
15 CAC 4111. Yr ___S7,417
15Cieff Stank_ SS,,IV
$5,9V
15 arc Ito
14Tel. Ett4b 4)/
II kip Ram 51____.1,4V
71 Alle bionic—SW

'D 5
YZ 12
ISOI
.'0
.9
19
$1399
1990 RM 250'
'1899
1989 YZWR
$1699
1989 KX 250
'1499
' 1989 CR 500
'1999
, Suzuki
S
.......; of Paris
312 E. wood St. • Parts
9014424511
1989 BLACK Chevy Celebnty Auto, air, nice car
$3850090 Phone Frankfort 502-875-1844 or
502-875-4050
1989 PONTIAC Grand Am
White wq-lavy interior
4-door power windows,
arriffrn cassette new tires
Excellent service record
50,000 miles $6200
753-8741
1990 300ZX Nissan Red
11xxx miles $21,800
759-1087 after 5pm
BEAR'S Audio formerly
World of Sound Why settle
for less than the best? CD
players are HOT High
power tuner and CD indash $299 95 Shop and
compare 30yrs of sales
and service Repair on all
car stereos Lay-a-way for
Christmas 222 S 12th
Murray 753-1107
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Sperwihst, Dixieland
Center, 1 block from MSU
&ems.

KS r•,
Small Boats
eontoon Boats $50 mo
Also cars &
farm machinery.
Call 753-0372 or
753-4445 after
6 p.m.

DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761

1969 31ft Airstream
$5995 753 4389 or
753 5960
1975 AIRSTREAM 31tt
rear bath Michelin tires
alloy wheels awnings allaround Road ready
753-0114
1990 XLT LARIET. F-150,
Club Cab. 4 000 miles, and
1987 23h Terry camper
used twice, complete unit,
hitch and all Ready to go
$20.000 753 4389 or
753-5960
24FT BLAZON tandum
axle excellent condition
with extras $2300 Will
consider trade of guns
436 5002
520
Boots
Motors
1965 RUNABOUT in good
condition with 75hp Evmrude OB in excellent condition $1000 Call James at
435-4425
1978 JOHNSON 115HP
0/B power eft and men
Runs great stainless prop
$1500 Also have late
model 50 & 70 HP lower
units Phone Frankfort
502-227-2760
75HP EVINRUDE outboard motor Excellent
Condition $700 Call
James at 435-4425
530
Services
Offered
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474 2307

HAULING, yard work tree
removal, mowing Free es
Umales 759-1683
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and serCall Gary at
vice
759-4754
DAVIDSON Roofing and
Construction Special
winter rates 30 years expenance Written guarantee Local references
753-5812

Sir**.
MEW

Sinker
Offered

ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel sand, dirt, driveway rock 753-4545,
753-6763

KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgram formica, all colors Free estimates Wuffris Recovery
Murray 436-5560

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492-8742

LASER Printing Service
Call for pricing We also do
copying, 5t a letter size
Available at
copy
McClure's Tropical Fish
759-9513

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including
60tt aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or nite, 753-5484

LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
For all your carpet and upholstery cleaning call
753-5827 Free estim3tes,
satisfied references DUPONT CERTIFIED for
Stammaster.

T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Electrical - Cleaning Sewer. 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm

LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
Pipes broken? Hot water
heater leaking? Washer
overflow? Let us help Call
753-5827 Free Estimates

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licenced, insured Estimate available
759-4690

GALLIMORE Electric
Licenced for commercial
and residential Free estimates No jobs too big or
too small. 759-1835

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35; all brands 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri 753-0530

LITWILLER Building Farm
and residential set-up for
large projects Our business is built on quality
LICENSED tir electric, 382-2214
gas, refrigeration Installation and repair Free esti- PAINTING interior and extenor. Quality work Over
mates 753-7203
20 years experience Ralph
ENGER Custom Design Worley 436-5625
Carpets Specializing in Inlaid and handcarved car- PAINTING-Interior and Expeting Rug binding and terior Free estimates
fringing Free estimates Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753-6844
753-7614

WE do wallpapering, painting, cleaning, etc_ Experienced and references Ask
for Mary 502-753-7941
WE HAUL ANYTHING,
free estimates Firewood
for sale 753-7381 after
5Pm.
WILL do plumbing, installation and repairs All guaranteed 753-4355,753-1134

FENCE sales at Sears REFINISHING, stripping,
now Call Sears 753-2310 custom woodworking.
for tree estimate for your 753-8056
needs
FOR small businesses and
individuals Write custom
programs to fit your needs
for your IBM compatible
computers Also, help you
setup your software for better performance Phone
502-437-4628
GALLOWAY Roofing 10%
Discount thru December
Specializing in new roofs,
re-roofs, and tear -offs
Guaranteed work Merry
Christmas! 502-753-7941
GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642
GERALD WALTERS.
Roofing, vinyl siding, painting Free estimates. 18
years experience Local references 489-2267
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, painting, wallpaper, carpentry.
floor covering No job too
small 436-2052

HANDYMAN will do plumbing, electric and carpentry
Reaso-nable rates
AAA Additions Decks. 753-9838
vinyl siding. carpentry PLUMBING repairman with
work, house and floor level- same day service Call
ing, drive-ways 40+ years 436-5255
experience Free estiCall collect PLUMBING - Free estimates
mates Affordable rate
901-247-5173
Same day service All work
ALPHA Builders - Carpen- guaranteed 492-8816
try, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, drive- PLUMBING Repairs We
ways. painting, mainte- work on mobile homes
nance. etc Free estimates 24--hour emergency, sameday service 489-2525
489-2303

560
Free
Column

Your Ad
Could Be

FREE Collie mix puppies,6
weeks old. 753-4003

FREE to a good home:
Attractive young male cat.
Please call again
753-1369

Here
Call 753-1916

CUSTOSO

KITCHEN CABINETS

CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by E. see our showroom
..p9 SUNBURY-IAURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
7S3-5940

Mathis Transmission
Service
624 N. 4th St., Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive,
overdrive, automatic 8! standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty

DAVID SMITH
Construction

Roy Hill

15 Yrs. Experience • Free Esbmates
Route 1, Box 139D

BackhoeScr ire

Benton, Ky. 42025

PHONE:
502437-3926

APPLIANCE REPAIR

1983 BLAZER Extra dean,
low mileage automatic, all
power, air. 4-wheel Reduced to $4750 Must set
759-1922
1984 CHEVY 4x4 $4200
753-8778 after 5pm
1985 FORD Ranger Red,
5-speed $3800 759-4037
after 5pm
Super Cab, paipb. am/1m
arc, 5-speed overdrive. 29
liter V-6, 120xxx miles
$3000 759-1567 after
5pm, 762-6917 days
1986 FORD F-250, auto,
V-8, heavy duty $3150
OBO Phone Frankfort
or
502-875-1844
502-875-4050
•

1 loroscopes
FRIDAY,DECEMBER 20, 1991
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your Own
date of birth,call 1-900-988-7788.Your phone company will bill you 95cents
a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!IN THE for good cheer. Sharing an experiNEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: ence makes it even better.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
The extra effort you devote to your
career now will pay off handsomely. Building castles in the air is fine, so
Be firm about making a financial long as you do not invest in someone's
commitmentearly in 1992. Next June pipe dream. Focus your attention on
and July will find you setting new creative projects. You have real flair
personal goals. Travel puts you in and an eye for quality!
LIBRA (Sept.23-Oct. 22): Holitouch with fascinating people and
customs late in the fall. A romantic day shopping should be fun and reencounter then could lead to marriage. warding today.Go ahead and spend a
Early winter brings great success in little money on yourself, too. If
work-related negotiations.Real estate planning to travel far this weekend,
allow time for delays. Cherish quiet
ventures are favored.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON moments.
SCORPIO(Oct.23-Nov.21):Act
THIS DATE: director George Roy
Hill,actress Irene Dunne,actor John confident when announcing financial
decisions. Justify all expenses and
Hillerman, clairvoyant Uri Geller.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): loans.Letthe work day passroutinely.
Communicate your feelings calmly Tonight, you will be ready for action
and you will accomplish more. Im- -and new challenges.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
prove those skills that could lead to
higher earnings. Those employees 21): Some fascinating' information
who are reliable will quickly move will be revealed at a family gathering.
An older person asks pointed quesup the ladder of success.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20):You tions. Tact will help you avert a
have high expectations where ro- confrontation. Complete your giftmance or your social life is concerned. wrapping.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
Your warmth and wit will make any
meeting a special event today.Turn a This could be a good time for you to
invest in real estate. Consult experts.
new leaf on the career front.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): Higher-ups may scrutinize certain
Someone you meet for the first time decisions you made recently. Have
today could become an important part faith in yourself!Take life as itcomes.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
of your life. Wear bright colors and
you make a smashing impression. Put your heart into your career arid
Write an overdue thank-you note your work will be a thing of beauty.
Romance flourishes, thanks to your
without further delay.
CANCER (June 21-July 22):_ A helpful deeds.- An intimate talk feels
shopping trip turns up hard-to-find so right tonight.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
items. A labor-saving device will
reduce the time your loved onesspend Your efforts dovetail with your coon housework. You hear some won- workers', greatly improving comderful news about romance tonight. munication. Whether you just shoot
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): A ten- the breeze or talk turkey, there is a
dency to push too hard could mar bond. A good evening for shopping.
your job performance. Pull in your Stock up on essential items.
wings a little. The evening is made

TODAY'S CHILDREN are outgoing, inquisitive and multitalented.
They do well in school and are apt to have more than one career. Curiosity is
these Sagittarians' driving force. Restless and openminded,they enjoy travel
and will benefit from frequent changes of scene. The ideal mate will share
their desire to see as much of the world as possible.
(To order a revised and updated copy of kane Dixon's best-selling book "Yesterday. Today and Fever:
How Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan.- send $8.95 plus SI postage and handling to
Dixon. do Andrews and McMeel. P.O. Box 419150. Kansas City. Mo. 64141 Make checks payable to
Andrews and McMeel

Additions - Metal Pole Barns

Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - gaS & electric ranges

-soLD

to the king. But it would be wrong,
as a matter of principle, to stake
everything on this one possibility.
Instead you should try to think in
•K Q 83
terms of making the contract even if
•K J 7 4
East has the ace.
K 74
Accordingly, you win the spade,
WEST
cross to dummy with a trump, and
EAST
•KQJ 10974
+853
ruff a spade. This is the first step in
V 94
V J 10 7 6 2 a plan to strip dummy ofspades and
•3
•8 5
hearts in an effort to endplay East
4 Q ,1 8
•A 9 2
later on.
You next play another trump
SOUTH
before cashing the A-K-Q of hearts,
•A
on which you discard a club. As it
•A5
• A Q 10 9 6 2
happens, West shows out on the
third round of hearts. This hit of
4= 106 5 3
news is highly significant, since it
The bidding:
means you can no longer be defeated
South West North
East
4•
regardless of where the ace of clubs
3+
1•
Pass
is located.
5•
Pass
Opening lead — king of spades.
You lead the eight of hearts from
In many hands you can make the dummy and, instead of trumping
contract only if a particular card is East's ten, you discard another club
well placed. But in some hands you from your hand. East is then in a
can make the contract even when most unpleasant predicament,since
that card is badly placed, provided he must either lead a club or yield a
ruff and discard.
you do something special.
Assume you're in five diamonds Note that this method of play
and West leads a spade. Immedi- likewise succeeds if East has four
ately you see that the contract de- hearts instead offive. Note also that
pends on not losing three club tricks. at no point do you give up on the
If West has the ace, you can easily possibility of West's having the ace
make the contract by leading a club of clubs.
Tomorrow: Test your play.

New Homes

1971 CHEVY half ton pickup 327, straight shift
$1500 436-2642
1977 SIL

East dealer
North-South vulnerable
NORTH
+62

Residential - Commercial

Used
Trucks

1906 FORD Ranger XLT

TOYOTA

INSIDE BOAT 6
CAMPER STORAGE

sin

530

CHIMNEYS 'R Us
Licensed Sweeps Specializing in fireboxes, chimneys,dampers general
home improvements and
repairs AN work guaran
teed Call Tirn at 753 7350

Campers

ri gc

Two Chances Are Better

Used
Isola

Motorcycles

- .q

•
:
‘4

s7n

No Down Payment
No Credit Chock
Cars-Vans-Trucks

Con t ract

Specializing in
•tieptic Tanks
•tiewers
•Found:it ions
ete.

Call and
place your
ad today!

(302) 759- 166 1

Make a
clean
sweep
with
classified

ANY remodeling, painting
I roofing. References
759-1110.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory Pained by 3 major
manufacturers Wet parts
in stodc, on my truck All
work and pans warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works. 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30. years expenance Bobby Homer,
436-5848

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

the
MURRAY
LEDGER
& TIMES
(512) 753-1918

CITY
CARRIERS
NEEDED

Steele•Allbritten, Inc. Now Taking Applications
For City Carriers
Smith
Come By The
Masonry
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell

Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
concrete work, sidewalks & patios covered
with brick. Fireplaces a specialty.

15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 1-800-339-4312
For A Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work
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Today in History
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are 12 days
Today is Thursday, Doc. 19, the 353rd day of 1991. There
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
his classic Yuletide
On Dec. 19, 1843, Charles Dickens first published
England.
tale, "A Christmas Carol," in
On this date:
Richard's AlmaIn 1732, Benjamin Franklin began publishing "Poor
nac" in Philadelphia.
Crisis" essay, in
In 1776, Thomas Paine published his first "American
souls."
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try
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times
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of the
commander
named
was
Eisenhower
D.
Dwight
In 1950, Gen.
military forces of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.
In 1957, the musical play "The Music Man," starring Robert Preston,
with book and songs by Meredith Willson, opened on Broadway.
In 1972, Apollo XVII splashed down in the Pacific, winding up the
Apollo program of manned landings on the moon.
In 1974, Nelson A. Rockefeller was sworn in as the 41st vice presidenti
of the United States.
In 1978, jury selection began in Salem, Ore., in the case of John
Rideout, accused of raping his wife, Greta. (Rideout was acquitted; the
couple divorced after the trial.)
In 1984, Britain and China signed an accord returning the Ilritish colony of Hong Kong to Chinese sovereignty by 1997.
In 1984, a fire at the Wilberg Mine near Orangeville, Utah, killed 27
people.
Ten years ago: Norwegian radio quoted Solidarity leader Lech Walesa
as urging members to stage bloodless strikes against Poland's martial law
regime to prove that the outlawed labor movement "works and exists."
Five years ago: The Soviet Union announced it had freed dissident
Andrei Sakharov from internal exile, and pardoned his wife, Yelena Bonner. In Washington, Lawrence E. Walsh was appointed independent
counsel to investigate the Iran-Contra affair.
One year ago: Iraq urged its people to stockpile oil to avoid shortages
should war break out, and Saddam Hussein declared he was "ready to
crush any attack." In a surprising statement, U.S. Lt. Gen. Calvin Waller
said American troops might not be ready UO-fight until February.
Today's Birthdays: Actress Cicely Tyson is 52': Singer Maurice White
is 50. Actor Tim Reid is 47. Anthropologist Richard E. Leakey is 47.
Actress Elaine Joyce is 46. Actor Robert Urich is 45. Singer Janie Fricke
is 44. Actress Jennifer Beals is 28. Actress Alyssa Milano is 19.
Thought for Today: "God Bless Us, Every One!" — The closing line
of "A Christmas Carol," by Charles Dickens (1812-1870).

Ten years ago
Navy Seaman Recruit Kevin L.
McManus, son of Mary F. Thompson, has completed recruit training
at Naval Training Center, Orlando,
Fla.
Mavis McCamish of Murray,
retired teacher, is featured in an
articlt in the November-December
issue of Childhood Education. The
article was written by Dr. James
Carlin, professor and reading specialist at Murray State University.
Mr. and Mrs. John M. McCuiston will be married for 50 years on
Dec. 20.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Nance, Nov. 5,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Billy Collins, Nov. 9, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Gary W. Mathis, Dec. 2.
- Murray State University Ract
beat Youngstown State 62 to 63.
High team scorers were Tony
Slaughter for Murray and Art

McCullough for Youngstown.
Twenty years ago
Pictured is the huge Christmas
tree in the center of the foyer of the
Calloway County Court House. The
tree can be seen through all four of
the outside doors of the court
house. The photo is by Staff Photographer David Hill.
Janet Aller, Mary Butler, Rebecca H. Page, Margaret H. Sams and
Ernest W. Williams, all of Calloway County and students at Murray
State University, wre initiated into
Delta Omega Chapter of Kappa
Delta Pi, education fraternity at
Murray State University.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Wilkinson
of South 16th Street, Murray, will
be married for 50 years on Dec. 20.
--Sharon Sledd and Ronald L.
Hopkins were married Nov. 27 at
St. John's Episcopal Church,
Murray.

Thirty yearr ago
Murray State College has been
granted $63,800 by the National
Science Foundation. This will be to
conduct a summer science institute
for high school teachers, according
to Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president
of MSC.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds lost to Mississippi State 69 to
47 in a basketball game before
4,000 fans at MSC Field House.
High team scorers were Gold,
Stroud and Brinker for Mississippi
and Ron Greene for Murray.
Mrs. Ola Outland presented a
lesson on "Christmas Candies" at a
meting of Pottertown Homemakers
Club held at the home of Mrs. J.A.
Outland.
Katherine Lax, Mildred Hodge
and Anna Huie hid high individual
single games in Magic Tri Bowling
League at Corvette Lanes.

Dear Abby
DEAR ABBY: Our daughter, matter how much she hates it. I
"Naomi," who is8 years old, has been should also mention that our son,
taking piano lessons for three years. "David," who is now 13, was allowed
In recent months she seems to have to quit taking violin lessons three
lost interest in the piano, and it's a months ago because of his many
struggle to get her to practice. I school obligations, plus making the
usually lose my temper,and she ends football team
Naomi is angry. She can't underup in tears.
I finally gave up trying to force stand why we let her brother quit his
her to practice. My theory is that music lessons, but we are not alunless she is motivated by her own lowing her to quit.
What do you think, Abby? If you
desire to learn, it's not worth the
hassle — not to mention the money have a solution my husband will
listen to, perhaps we can have some
we're wasting on lessons.
My husband disagrees. He thinks peace in this house.
FIGHTING IN FLORIDA
we should make Naomi practice no

DEAR FIGHTING: Assuming
that David started taking violin
lessons when he was 5, he has
had eight years of music lessons.
In order to treat both children
equally, Naomi should take music lessonsfor another five years.
Don't give up so easily. Tell
Naomi she may quit when she's
13, if she wants to.
For what it's worth, I have
had numerous letters from
readers saying they were forced
to take music lessons and they
hated it at the time, but later on,
they were glad they weren't al-
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CATHY
WHY AM I NERVOUS ABOUT
GOING TO AN PARENTS''
HOUSE FOR CHRISTMAS??
THEY LIVE IN TOWN. I SEE
THEM ALL THE TIME.

I'M JUST SPENDING A FEW
DAYS UNDER THEIR ROOf WHAT
COULD HAPPEN? 5LEEPINCT IN
THE LITTLE BED I GREW UP IN,
WHAT'S THE BIG DEAL??

WHAT COULD THEY SAY ?
WHAT COULD THEY DO?
WHAT COULD POSSIBLY MAKE
ME CRAZY THIS YEAR'??

PREPARING FOR ANY CONTINGENCY, ANOTHER WOMAN
PACKS HER INNER SUITCASE.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: For over a year
I've suffered from lightheadedness,
shortness of breath, total body weakness, followed by nausea and sometimes tremors. An MRI, CT scan,
Holter monitor and blood tests are
negative. The diagnosis to date has
been autonomic dysfunction with a
possibility of migraines.
Since I do not respond to any medication my doctor has prescribed,
where do I turn next? With these
spells occurring daily, normal life has
become a memory.
DEAR READER: Your array of
complaints (and normal tests) do not
suggest a ready diagnosis, although a
malfunction of the autonomic nerve
system (nerves not under your conscious control) is certainly a
possibility.
In circumstances like this, in which
physical disease seems remote, the
prudent physician would consider a
non-physical cause for your symptoms. For example, extreme stress
could cause shortness of breath and
hyperventilation that, in turn,leads to
lightheadedness, weakness, tingling
of your extremities, shakiness and
nausea. In other words, the 'spells"
you describe could have an emotional
basis.
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DEAR ABBY:Thank you for suggesting that licking envelopes and
postage stamps is unsanitary, then
recommending a damp sponge instead. Right on.
Many years ago, when I was living in a college dormitory, I noticed
that my postage stamps were not
sticking to the envelopes no matter
how much I licked them. Then I
discovered that cockroaches were
eating the glue off the stamps! With
everyone in the dorm getting cookies
from home, it was impossible to rid
the dorm of roaches.
Now that I have my own home
and am confident that it is free of
bugs, I lick without worrying.
JOHN WAYLAND,
WACO,TEXAS
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lowed to quit when they begged
to.
However,readers have never
written to say they regretted
getting a musical education —
even though they often practiced
with tears in their eyes.

DEAR JOHN: Better keep
your tongue in your mouth. I
learned the hard way that storing those brown paper grocery
sacks is not a good idea.The glue
on the sacks attracts not only
cockroaches, but mice and rats,
too.
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Forty years ago
Capt. David J. Mather, son-inlaw of Mr. and Mrs. Amos Workman, has been reported missing in
action in Korea. His wife, Gracie
Lee, and daughter, Cynthia, 5
weeks, live in Atlanta, Ga. He was
piloting a B-29 bomber at the time
he was reported missing.
E.S. Ferguson, superintendent of
Murray Electric System, was
elected as president of Tennessee
Valley Electric Institute at a meting
held at Peabody Hotel, Memphis,
Tenn.
In high school basketball games,
Almo beat Kirksey, Murray High
beat Covington, Tenn., Lynn Grove
beat Cayce and Hazel beat Salem.
High team scorers were S. Lockhart for Almo, Johnson for Kittsey, Bud Tolley for Murray, Wakl
for Covington, F. Miller for Lynn
Grove, Adams for Cayce, G. Alton
for Hazel, and Wring for Salem.
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States seek unity in quest for passenger rail line
EVANSVILLE, Ind. (AP) —
Backers of a Chicago-to-Miami
passenger rail proposal are asking
Congress and legislatures of the six
states the tracks will cross to help
them get the service established.
Draft resolutions to set up an
interstate compact that would press

Amtrak to restore a line it dropped
21 years ago were mailed Wednesday to government leaders in Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Tennessee, Georgia and Florida, the
Evansville Amtrak Task Force
announced.
The proposed Midwest-to-

Southeast route would include
Danville, Ill.; Terre Haute and
Evansville in Indiana; Madisonville
and Hopkinsville in Kentucky;
Nashville and Chattanooga in Tennessee; Atlanta; and Jacksonville
and Fort Lauderdale in Florida. It
would cover its 1,500-mile route in

Flowers and Plants Top Gifts to Hosts
Which would you be most likely to give a host or
hostess to say "thank-you"?

about 25 hours, proponents say.
"With this compact, it will
allow us to garner a little more
clout than we've ever had before,"
said William H. Miller, chairman
of the local passenger train task
force.
The states will be asked to pool
about $35 million as their part of
the estimated $165 million in startup costs. The compact is looking to
Congress, Amtrak and private sources for the rest.
Most of the initial costs would
be for equipment and staff because
existing rail lines meet 79-mph
passenger service standards, said
Larry Roudebush, a transportation
consultant working with the multistate rail effort.
The new line will actually
extend only to Jacksonville, Fla.,
where it will link up with Amtrak's
busy East Coast artery, Roudebush
said.
"You will sec this thing up and

VA drops mortgage rate
to lowest in 14 years

25% Decorative
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51%
Flowers or
Houseplants

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
maximum interest rate on mortgages guaranteed by the Department of Veterans Affairs was
ordered cut today by half a percentage point to 8 percent, the lowest
in 14 years.
The reduction, effective Friday,
will bring the rate for conventional,
30-year, fixed-rate mortgages a full
two points lower than November
1990, when it was 10 percent. The
decline was in line with recent rate
changes in non-federally backed
mortgages.
"The drop in the rate will have
the practical effect of stimulating
the economy and boosting the
housing industry by allowing more
veterans to qualify for home
loans," said VA Secretary Edward
J. Derwinski.

8% Alcohol

8% Food
4% Record Album,
Cassette or
Compact Disc
_ 4% Other
Council
Credit: The Gallup Organization, Inc. for the American Floral Marketing

A Message From A.B. Crass
In The

Bedding Center At

running by the 1996 Olympics (in when it appropriated $3.6 million
Atlanta). That's what triggered this to cover its costs of the restored
service. Georgia has passed a resolwhole thing," Roudebush said.
to a share of
Amtrak in 1990 chose the route ution pledging itself
as the most desirable one connect- the cost.
Miller also announced the formaing Florida to Chicago.
of the Centrak Foundation, a
tion
each
If the compact is approved,
interstate corporation to
non-profit
of the states will appoint three
rail project, and a rail
the
promote
members to it: each governor,
to
senate leader and hoLse speaker excursion from Terre Haute
train
the
support
build
to
Nashville
will select one appointee. Besides
sharing the costs of the interstate line.
No date has been set for the tworail network, each state would also
round trip.
day
the
share an administrative role,
The last regularly scheduled pasdraft resolution says.
Indiana became the first state to senger train stopped in Evansville
provide money for the project on April 30, 1970.
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Wishing you an old-fashioned
Christmasfilled with simple
pleasures and the company
offamily andfriends.
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Tommy Hilfigure• - Alexander Julian Boston Traders' - Chaps' Ralph Lauren
"I havejust received the Comfort Plus Relcvc-O-Pedic
Mattress from Campbell Mattress Company.
This is the absolute best value in bedding that we
have been able to offer in our bedding center in several
years.
See below all thefeatures and benefits of this new
bedding."
CNC& '1133
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Twin
Two-Piece Set
As Low As

OFF

Solid & Fancy Cotton

$2995m$3295

Sweaters
Trousers & Suits

30%

Bum Sweatshirts

$2995

Dress

OFF

II

amphe
Mattress
Consistent coil diameter. Co
even and untapered.
*Firm support...even at the border.
*Consistent deflection for proper support.

Smaller coil diameter creates greater surface coverage than normal offset designs.

.Tops
Union Bay

•Less pressure per contact point.
•No "coil feel."
*Cushioning lasts longer.

.Sportswear
Generra
Nylon Warmups
Large Groups of

The ultimate offset coil design. Each coil
flexes independently.

Casual Tops

*More sensitivity to body contours.
*Less roll-together. *Reduces partner disturbance.
*More durability with less friction

Jeans

Large Group of

Sweatshirts

Lux-Flex Foundations
•Tri-level areas for additional support where needed.
'Torsion-Flex wire formations of furniture grade wire.

OFF

20°'

OFF

$
5995is.

1/2..
1/2...
$1995-$25°

Open Daily HI 8
Sunday 1-5

Lux-Flex Innersprings
•High coilcount for greater surface coverage.
'No border sag.
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